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_________________________________________________________

Poetry

One merit of poetry few persons will deny: it says more and in fewer words than prose.
—Voltaire
I think that there is nothing, not even crime, more opposed to poetry, to philosophy, ay, to life
itself than this incessant business.
—Henry David Thoreau
Poetry surrounds us everywhere, but putting it on paper is, alas, not so easy as looking at it.
—Vincent Van Gogh
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The Estate Sale and Other Poems
Linda O’Connell
The Estate Sale
Buyer‘s delight piled high on tables and counters,
crammed into kitchen cabinets,
sprawled across floors,
spread in every closet, nook and cranny.
Price tags stuck on priceless memories.
Stained chili-mac plates,
crystal vases that once held daisies and droopy dandelions,
mismatched jelly glasses with Nestle Quick stirrings,
silver spoons that soared applesauce airplane-fast into baby mouths,
cast iron skillets seasoned with Sunday bacon.
Lavender-scented towels folded with tenderness,
aprons knotted with love, doilies crocheted by hand,
cross stitched hankies, patchwork quilts,
pillows stuffed with dreams.
For Sale: Grandma‘s treasured things.
For Sale grandkids‘ priceless memories
stored, floored, shelved, hung,
disposed of one at a time for a nickel or dime,
sold for a song, everything‘s gone.
There is no more, close
the
door.

Forever, Two Newlywed Girls
Thirty-nine years ago, in the 49th state, in our nineteenth year
we traipsed across fields of fireweed glowing pink in the midnight sun
through a forest of stunted trees, down narrow paths
that led to independence.
In eighteen months we knitted a friendship so snug
separation could not divide us when
we said good-bye to Uncle Sam,
so long to each other.
Followed our soldiers home,
traveled through motherhood and mayhem,
encountered small pleasures
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and tackled great obstacles.
Leaned on one another for support and comfort,
uplifting advice and an occasional forehead smack.
Airmail letters, long distance calls, intermittent visits
carried us through births, deaths, life.
Despite the wrinkles in our faces,
the brain tumor that snatched her short term memory,
nothing will ever snag our bonded threads
and unravel our keepsake friendship.
Forever, we will be
two newlywed girls
walking a dusty gravel road
kicking up our heels in a remote Alaskan town.

Old Love Birds
Soul mates, they strolled up the slight incline
one a short distance ahead of the other.
She paused, cocked her head back in his direction,
waited as usual for him to shuffle slowly to her side.
Together they strode to the apex,
his chest puffed out, taking in oxygen,
and the view from on high
made heaven seem closer.
He cooed and gave her a peck.
If he‘d been wearing suspenders
he‘d have inserted his wings into his straps,
popped them proudly and preened for his turtle dove up on the roof.

Grandma’s New Baby
When you aaah-chooo you blow me away.
Your hic-cup rhythm makes me sway.
Your belly-burps are daddy size.
Your tiny toots are chuckle size.
Your coos and aahs rock my world,
Grandma‘s newest baby girl.
When we lock eyes it‘s you and me,
Toothless wonder and old granny.
―I cuuute,‖ you babble, and I reply
―Yes you are, and so am I.‖
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You‘re oh so precious, my little miss
Your Maw-Maw blew you an angel kiss.
She caressed your cheeks from heaven on high.
Painted your peepers like the deep blue sky.
All of your noises, even your cry
inflate my ego and make me sigh.
I cannot believe
I‘m blessed again.
You‘re a gift from heaven
with an angel‘s grin.

For Rich or Poor
I reclined in the bed of Dad‘s rattle trap ‘49 Ford coupe,
which he hack-sawed and ripped apart
to make himself a pickup truck.
I bowed my ten year old sunburned face.
Hid my eyes from every shaking head,
tuned out the tsk-tsk of passing motorists who stabbed
index fingers in the direction of my heart.
The mattress lumpy, the elements most uncomfortable.
Transient was a way of life and home was behind houses
in garages converted to living quarters,
bathtubs non-existent, water scalded in sauce pans;
we had no lidded pots big enough to hide inside.
Mom cleansed our bodies, scrubbed the floors,
overprotected us as best she knew how. We soaked our souls
in store-front churches. Dad junked through alleys for scrap metal
and struggled to feed his poor little skinny kids.
I bailed at eighteen,
opened the pantry that contained little food,
boxed up my dime store collection of plastic household items;
gathered my hopes and dreams.
Lugged tons of stuff into a loveless marriage,
fattened up two beautiful children and cooed sweet nothings in their ears.
We lived in lovely homes furnished with all that money could buy.
A quarter of a century, every night, I bowed my head and cried.
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This Morning of a Snow and Other Poems
Donal Mahoney
This Morning of a Snow
To lie in bed
this morning of a snow
when neither of us
has to go
anywhere for hours
at least. To sprawl
and talk of what
we hope for.
Better, what we know
the years will bring
and contemplate
just knowing
we can see it all
up there
on the ceiling
all aglow,
our life
played out
in color now,
this morning of a snow.

Coal Bins
Chicago, the South Side,
long before Barak Obama
those I‘d love see live
anywhere they like
are those so black
they up long planks
in the heat of summer
wheelbarrow coal
so bright it pours
in a silver seiche
down chutes
through windows
of bungalow basements
crashing in coal bins
of new masters
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Window at the Abbey
Through the window I see
the sun fire up
for the last time today.
There are jays
in the trees near the meadow,
crows in the grass
I cut with a scythe
early this morning.
Still on my platter
corn from the fields,
scallions, tomatoes,
bell pepper and cheese.
I‘ll remain at my table
with lemon and tea
and look out on the land
that surrounds me.
The psalms a monk
gave me this morning
I‘ll read for an hour
before sleeping.

Brisk Man from Jaipur
Two men tall,
one from here
and one from there,
in raincoats
at a bus stop,
pace and stare.
One of them
is soaked in tea,
brisk man from Jaipur
who semaphores
an anthracitic glare.
To barter for a smile
an alien‘s obeisance
he, no fawn,
refuses.
The other man,
white cane and dog,
doesn‘t seem to care.
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An Eighth of a Lemon
For Martha in the early years
life was recess, nothing more.
She knelt on asphalt,
quartered oranges for kittens
who never lost stringed mittens,
whose London Bridges
never fell down.
For Martha now,
life‘s Parkview Manor
where a woman in white,
three times a day, bleeds
an eighth of a lemon into her tea.

Hospital Sill
―On the sill today
the sun‘s pure white.
Usually it‘s gold,‖
says Nell, propped
in a smock,
all frills,
sipping tea
turning cold
as she braids
white ram
horns of hair
high and tight
to the sides
of her skull.
―On the gold days
like this I warm
my hands for hours
at a time on this sill.
―Yesterday,
the doctor said
someone should
paint me.
A still life
that‘s what he said.‖
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I Look to Find a Name and Other Poems
Stephen Manning
I Look to Find a Name
Old and frail and far away, I cannot march,
but I can write and speak
and be a voice.
I have friends there
in distant parks
shrouded by subduing mists.
The headlines shriek of injuries,
arrests or even worse.
I look to find a name.
I never thought in those past years
when names were writ in gulag script,
now I might know those names.
Poets must speak, it is our fate.
Someday I will pass through a prison door
where hangs a name I know.

Man with Backpack, and Dog
Their meager meal was shared
in alternate bites.
The skinny dog licked the greasy bag
and then his master‘s hand.
He who had plenty would not feed mongrels.
The beggar shared all he had including warmth
from small fires in ditches
that could not be seen from banker‘s mansions.
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Bright Blooms on Dark Nights
Sleepless as winds
leading minds of travelers
through strange lands
swiftly.
Flying low through trees
looking skyward
to see blossoms sparkle
until first light.

The Drum...
tells you where I‘m from,
Dakotas, Africa, Belfast, Dublin,
punches out a life of hard labor under strangling sun
for little pay, to a melody of moaning muscles
and the anguish of a daddy going home
to hungry children.
They would go to bed hungry,
choking back tears and
Daddy raises his hands
to the stars asking
Why, if you are up there
why do you let this happen?
Beating with his upraised fist
in a despairing cadence
against an unfeeling sky
in rhythm with the throbbing bellies
of hungry children
the lyric of why why why?
He serenades his fellows serenading him
why why why?
The drum beats the rhythm
for cries of hungry children,
their tears floating the yachts
of bosses with no ears.
The ribs of the hungry children cradle
the broken heart like a cage capturing
the dirge of performing birds
for bosses with no hearts.
Now the drum draped in black shroud
beats a slow march to the grave.
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Particles of Hope and Other Poems
Faye Adams
Particles of Hope
If I were an angel with angel power,
I‘d sweep through heaven this very hour.
I‘d tap each soul and quickly bring
their songs to earth within my wings.
I‘d collect their joy in one giant gust
and sprinkle it out like fairy dust,
on all who wait and long for a glance
of their beloved in rapturous stance.
But if by chance it blew awry,
I‘d gather clouds from a sunlit sky,
then swiftly send a caressing wind
and wrap them in love that has no end.

What Did God Do on the Eighth Day?
What did God do on day number eight,
after he rested; did he swing in a hammock,
asking the clouds, ―What do you think
of my garden?‖
Did he walk through the garden, and say,
―Adam, my man, you‘ve done well.
Those names you gave the animals,
they‘re brilliant.
Couldn‘t have done better, myself.‖
Did he challenge the wind,
―Hear those mighty roars
from the throat of the lion?
Can you match them?‖
Did he chide the timber wolf,
―You think your howl is unique?
listen to that water thundering
down through the canyon.‖
Did he catch a lightening bolt
in his hand, use it as a toy,
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or wade through lakes, splashing
trees until they glistened?
Perhaps he gazed across the centuries,
and fashioned Noah‘s rainbow,
or spoke to the Cedars of Lebanon,
―Grow tall, and straight.
You will lift my Son to his death,
and you must be strong enough
to hold him.‖
Is that when God hung his head,
and sorrow first entered
our world?

What Winter Brings
The long, thin branches, stark
and black but a moment ago
will soon be cushioned white,
transformed by falling snow.
It clings on tops of limbs
like wool on backs of sheep
and childhood comes again
while heaven‘s angels sleep.
The stillness lays a shroud
on hilltops wild and bare;
we step out hand in hand
to breathe the snowy air.

Passage to Peace
There is movement in stillness.
It is the sway of images,
a kaleidoscope of color
that washes the sky,
breathes into oceans
and smokes mountaintops.
There is light in darkness.
It touches the skin
with heated whispers.
Candle tongues of flame
caress nerve ends gently
with soft, hot licks.
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There is sound in silence,
drawn in with each breath.
Defeat and triumph
dance to a melody,
blend into notes
of soul cleansing bath.
Meditation bestows peace,
calls forth memories. Spirit
takes you where you belong.

He Is the Way, Truth, and Life
From his Father‘s bosom
Jesus waited, and watched . . .
He who moves mountains
with his finger,
sends the wind whipping
with his breath,
and stills the waves
with a word.
Mortals denied God,
laid claim to his treasures,
dressed themselves in
wanton, selfish desire.
God regretted having created
humans, and sent his flood.
His un-measurable love
paved the way for redemption,
poured his own blood,
a cleansing river
to cover sin, and heal
the broken hearts of men.
Honorable Mention
Arkansas Writers Conference
June 2007

Ride the Wind
Oh, that I could be brother
to the wind,
ride on his coattails
throughout the land . . .
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across oceans wide and deep
furiously whip the waves
awake mammoths who sleep,
through forests dark and alive
whisper to the trees
Do your duty please, grow, grow.
over snow capped mountains
take a heart-stopping ride
down, down the mountainside,
splash in waterfalls
drink the life-giving brew
and spew it out my mouth
into peaceful meadows
where growing things
eager and free, sing to me
their joyous melody.

Wrong Road Taken
(With apologies to Robert Frost)
Four feet to the sky, he lay
in an attitude of surrender
confessing his sins
of hunger, of greed
of slavery to his quest
for surprise, for enchantment
around the next bend.
The Armadillo found
that life sometimes slings
death and destruction
and the road not taken
would have been the right one
had he known.
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Winter Retreat and Other Poems
j.l.willis
winter retreat
this horrid, crinkled, shriveling wind
light me a fire, the bind on my book bend
let me dip my toe into this other world
disappear in a whisp‘s curl
i live, i breathe in this other life
never to come back....at least not tonight

begin with an ending please
give it up already
all i want to hear
is if she gets the guy or not
truly it‘s all that matters
i know how she will try
and make mistakes
and the mistakes will either
sink him forever in love with her
or drive him away
good riddance
i want to know his end
which is the end
that we are all waiting for
can we just begin there
and weave the story afterward?

time goes by
i find
as time goes by
that my love doesn‘t rest
in my lover
it emanates from me
so it is
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day after day
though i cannot forget your name
though you still push against
my heartbeat
i see that i still have
what i want to give
i don‘t know
why you didn‘t want it
but i won‘t know will i?
that door is closed
soon
the stitches will come out
i will learn
to live with this scar
isn‘t that how we arrive
in heaven anyway?
scarred and mangled
with a smile
that is what life is...
to love
i can say i have loved
i loved true
the good news is
that is something i get
to take with me
and you can only peruse

Renee Scott, ―Morning in Soulard‖
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the gift: a poem and painting
Carol Sue Horstman
night falls bringing gifts
twinkling bright angel eyes
mysteriously invisible by day
heaven‘s gifts awe-inspiring multiply
only GOD is this awesome
these heavenly bodies my mind mystify
lovely comforting enveloping lights
no accident these lullabies
respect and veneration overwhelm me
i am swept away my senses testify
how great and awesome
GOD is here with us i glorify
no conception of magnificence
i feel my soul beautify
i hunger to be part of HIM
weak in body...sleep overcomes me
i dream and take flight as a butterfly
not this night to obtain the glorious
i can only imagine and testify
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“Seasons” and “Nearing the End”
Charlotte Digregorio

Seasons
One spring, I chased
an orange-spotted butterfly
up the hill with cherry blossoms.
Summers, I explored the forest with my spaniel,
and stood beside fragrant pines that reached the blue.
I discovered a four-leaf clover in autumn,
withered and brown.
At the park, I found the seesaw
grounded in winter.
In my youth, I tanned myself
on warm coastal sands
under lazy sun and slumbering sky.
Volunteering at the shelter,
I gave a new friend my fleece jacket
when she left for the streets.
I took the little neighbor boy with earmuffs
on his red sled through powdery snow
and glowing sunlight.
Newly married, I carried my trousseau
in four used boxes through the downpour.
Evenings, we strolled through scarlet
and gold to our cottage.
In the garden, we danced across stones
in the leafy stream on breezy mornings.
One spring after his death, I found old slippers
under the bed. In summer, I warmed my dying mother
with Nonna‘s old blankets.
Spring was often like winter, summer like autumn.
In my twilight years, as sediment settles in my mind,
I am still young enough to remember seasons.
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Nearing the End
On the dusty porch,
overlooking a wall of oaks,
night overtakes him.
The roar upon the rails
appears, disappears
before his creased face.
He no longer knows
where the lake begins,
where the somber river ends.
A breeze grazes him.
His sunken eyes gaze
at the serene moon
before it melts.
He sees stars crumble
to blackened bits
in the hush of sky.
He has come nearly full circle
with specks of life left.
Through the open window,
he does not hear the pendulum
with resolute measure on the mantel
beside photographs.
A familiar face,
often distant as Mercury,
moves closer.
For a moment,
her smile touches him
before it is lost in dimness.
Beneath the heavy boughs,
autumn‘s red and gold shrivel,
swept by curls of wind into dust.
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Is This Me? and Other Poems
Marcel Toussaint

Is This Me?
Is this me, with hair less than combed,
beard that needs its razor blade honed,
two layers of clashing clothes, a shirt
that leaves my good taste hurt.
To cover it all my leather bomber jacket,
not bad, with slacks in style with climate.
At no time before would I have been so lax,
would a picture be taken, I would give it the axe.
Notably today, not the thing to fix breakfast
it is time to be the bravest,
dare to venture at the Bread Company,
hide in a remote booth with audacity.
Café au lait and an omelette soufflé,
even when badly dressed, I am still a gourmet.
I dug myself behind the newspaper,
spread to hide, what of me, I could not harbor.
Come think of it, the breakfast was grand
only my disguise would not make the grandstand.
No one paid attention who was in that corner,
no one came to say, I needed a barber.
Is this me, it must be. Only my outfit needs a fix.
It‘s November First and I am seventy-six.

Sonia’s Smile
Sonia always had a smile that made you feel welcome,
her eyes scintillating in her pretty face,
elegant in her Indian dress that she wore like a model.
She walked without fanfare, but class it was all about.
We had small conversations, she liked being photographed,
without much ado she graciously waited for the camera
to sound a click. You knew the picture would be grand
she was a natural at being natural. No posing was necessary.
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The moment she entered a room, she was well received
by friends and family delighted she was there.
Soon she seemed to hold court, the women comfortable
with a gracious lady who was pleased to see everyone.
We have lost Sonia, after a long battle took her away.
How we miss her presence. She is and will remain
the Sonia we knew, in our memory, for we have kept
there in our hearts, the warmth she had for all of us.

The Blasting Winds
The day woke up calm and grey
out of focus was this early display
with a slow advancing cloud
forming a gloomy enveloping shroud.
Even the clock seem to be still
nothing moved in the rolling hill
the trees stayed erect and stiff
edging a solid line at the start of the cliff.
A change of weather is expected sans delay
done with is the last cozy sunny day
a pleasant Autumn is taking its bow
giving way to the frowning Winter‘s brow.
All at once a boisterous crosswind
kept young trees bent; and pinned
their branches to the balcony railing
furiously shaking, slamming, bruising.
The wind took a lull stopping its blasting
a fine mist started the raining.
Of a sudden new violence hit the landscape
heavy drops let nothing dry escape.
Then the dancing of autumn leaves
swirled in the tempestuous weaves
with a rumbling symphony of exploding sound
to force us captive and housebound.
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Inspiration at Three
Inspiration comes on at three in the morning
when our hemisphere is at a standstill,
when most of us sleep to recharge our spirits;
I must be the exception to face the computer screen.
With no lights on, I touch type what spurs my thoughts,
verses flow when the topic motivates with words
chosen for the correct expression that must be written
at once before it evaporates not to return.
Inspiration comes on at three in the morning
it keeps me awake until the poem is written,
until a pass over for a possible edit makes me read
if what is printed on paper is what I really mean.

Leaves Cracking
The narrow path meanders through the woods,
of telephone poles like trees bare of leaves,
overhead light clouds and a blue sky
now that the foliage is no more obstructive.
Sun rays reach the ground designing parallel
stripes of light and shade; dominant are browns
and rusty leaves as if the palette of an artist
provided the blend of coordinated hues.
This is an Indian Summer before the rigor of Winter,
a lull of time for Nature‘s beauty to rejoice our eyes
as a crisp breeze is blocked by our warm coats,
scarves, gloves, caps, and boots.
On the ground leaves cracking in rhythm
as we step heavily along the wooded path.
walking sticks dig in helping our walk
to rush back to the car and some heat.
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Trivial Pet Deaths to Choke You Up, Maybe
Mary Kennan Herbert

I.
Dead Collie
A tough year with more Kennedys dying,
my kids‘ dad too, and one of my brothers.
No, kinfolk and dog lovers, I am not crying.
My dog Lady, though, might bring tears
to my eyes, even now, fifty years later.
How maudlin! How banal, to feel sorrow
over a dead dog, a dime a dozen. Waiter!
Bring us a bottle to toast us, and tomorrow
I‘ll write a poem to honor a collie, Lady,
tri-color sweetheart, sweet in her demeanor.
See her patiently following us, calm, steady,
watchful for wolves, warheads, hardcore
whatever. On duty like a good collie
should be. We kids were her sheep, a herd,
monitored until time for supper. Me?
I fed her dutifully, combed her. A word
about care of dogs, especially in summer:
Check their ears for ticks, speak kindly.
They‘re always on duty, we take their
devotion for granted. Our Lady, remind me.

II.
First-Baseman’s Mitt
That‘s what my brother wanted for his ninth birthday.
Oh to play nine innings with that special glove.
A marker of professional expertise, or a love
of the game, for a young keeper of the gateway.
Time for spring training: his birthday is in February,
with tender grass returning, and a benign sun above,
a field for a first-baseman‘s quick move—
here in memory, while cardinals gather to make merry.
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Lost Love
Christine Ford

A faded picture,
Wrinkled and worn
Fits in her pocket,
Creased but not torn.
His smile is soothing,
Eyes shining bright.
The shirt he adorns,
Airy and light.
She wants to laugh with him;
Just maybe once more.
Instead, she‘s left gazing
Upon a locked and closed door.
The snapshot now faded,
No new memories to share.
There‘s only this picture
And a lost love to bear.

Renee Scott, ―Happy Face‖
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Tire Swinging from a Branch and Other Poems
Justo Herrera
Tire Swinging from a Branch
There used to be a child on the tire.
The tire still sways from the rope,
from the accustomed naked branch,
and it misses the times the kid got dizzy
when his eyes swept back and forth
on the grass,
giving him the false idea
that the world was confusing and difficult to control.
The kid‘s hands used to hold the rope
and their sweat used to taste like mustard, pickles, and honey.
The tire barely swings now, searching for the boy,
north, south, northeast, southwest,
slowing down, dying, forgetting the good times,
losing its blackness to the blackness of the night.

Silent Corners
Silent corners,
solitary corners,
Fourth Avenue and 59th Street corners,
Brooklyn corners.
Today, not even a milky white
truck dashes across the sky.
All is quiet on the Brooklyn Queens Expressway.
What was heard is gone.
The dried blood
on the sidewalk,
is as smooth as oil on a canvas.
Shots rang.
Now their popping remains in our souls,
in the silent corners of our hearts.
(Note: On August 16, 1988, a police officer was shot in the line of duty.)

At the Last Minute
There is something about the last minute
when you are told you‘re fired,
when your beloved leaves you that note next to the lamp,
when celebrations are interrupted by a death in the family,
when the earthquake has hit your old neighborhood,
when you have nothing to write and sparrow alights on your window pane.
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God’s Ways Are Not Our Ways
Nancy Gowen
I was struggling for the answers to life‘s questions deep and wide
when I gazed upon the cross and saw my Savior crucified.
I was fumbling to unravel the tangled web I‘d spun
when the pattern was assembled and made perfect through the Son.
I had sought for worldly riches, but he gave me poverty.
And He said, ―This cross you‘ll carry if you would be like me.‖
I longed for fame and fortune and a purpose on this earth.
But He said, ―My price is heavy if you would know true worth.‖
God‘s ways are not our ways; nor His thoughts our thoughts.
But we can have true victory when the Master‘s will is sought.
He traced a special road map to guide us on our way.
And though the path be rough or smooth, God‘s ways are not our ways.

Renee Scott, ―In the Garden‖
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Antiques Road Show and Other Poems
Gail Eisenhart
Antiques Road Show
In a three-piece plaid suit, the appraiser banters
bystanders while fortune seekers crusade to his altar
and hope for a miracle. Electrified with expectation,
most bring murky etchings, lithographs of curlyhaired children cuddling fuzzy pets, obscure
keepsakes: a chance to unveil hidden treasure.
A middle-aged woman caresses a doll, pressed
to her breast like a new born. A slight smile betrays
the assessor. He says, What can I tell you about this?
Flooded with emotion, she pours her story
on weary ears. Seeing with other eyes,
his brutal honesty shreds her hope for capital gain.
I wait in line, hold a tin bank with Popeye painted
on its side, long forgotten until Dad died and I opened
his dresser drawer, found it still contained twenty cents.
The magic of memory sees Dad give his small daughter
a dime to feed the bank, watch Popeye count coins.
People hurry past: some downcast, others elated.
I sense peril, shiver and step out of line…
my treasure intact.

Postcards from Japan
At hotel Honke Bankyu, the clerk says ―surrender shoes
please,‖ issues us sandals. Floor cushions surround low
lacquered tables in our room and buckwheat-seed-filled
futons provide (uncomfortable) beds. I am transported
in time—then see a huge flat screen HDTV in the corner.
*
Our balcony overlooks the Yunishi River. Outside
a hut shelters a hot spring, our private onsen. Bamboo
poles support the roof and wooden slats screen us
from the river. We wear kimonos to breakfast and eat
umiboshi, pink balls of tart, tasty pickled plums with rice.

*
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In Nikko, a gold dragon with jade mane and tail growls
outside Toshogu shrine. Another, cobalt blue, licks
his chops. Meanwhile, Mister Donut is alive and well…
my glazed-with-sprinkles sits beside fried shrimp donuts
in a red cardboard sleeve, served with green melon soda.
*
A fire pit blazes mid-table. Our entrée, beady eyed shrimp,
stare from a basket and wait to be cooked with speared
trout, chicken paste on wooden paddles, tempura eggplant
and eel donburi as I drown raw tuna and lemon-drenched
flying fish sushi with a familiar taste…an icy can of Coke.

Double-speak
She said, ―Look…the fog is a gray blanket
swaddling squirrels in that bare tree.‖
He said, ―I can barely see my practice tee.
I hope the sun burns the fog away soon.‖
She said, ―A burning log would be nice;
We could snuggle by the fire, sip mulled cider.‖
He said, ―I‘ve been mulling vacation plans.
How about a trip to Pebble Beach?‖
She said, ―Can you sweep the pebbles from the path?
I almost tripped yesterday afternoon.‖
He said, ―Look… it‘s afternoon!
What‘s for lunch?‖

Mississippi River Flood
Genesis 9:13. I set my bow in the clouds
to serve as a sign of my covenant.
The mighty river rambled downstream, slipped silently
beneath the bridge. Lapping at the levee, it crept
onto the boulevard like a thief and stole from its banks,
slapping the pavement with righteous anger.
No power on earth could contain it.
Upstream, engineers opened dams, working frantically
to fight the water‘s force. Old man Mississippi rose
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from his bed, rejected authority and roared
at our attempts to harness him.
The levee breached; water raced up the hill,
burying everything in its path.
Towns disappeared, drowned by the river‘s fury.
Livestock bellowed on new islands, begging
for rescue. Total destruction seemed imminent.
Faith faltered as we fought for our lives,
piling prayers and soggy sandbags
one atop the other
until a rainbow appeared…
and we remembered
God promised Noah, “Never again
will I destroy the earth by flood…”
The sun returned, a ball of hope in the sky.
Rebuked, the water receded
and life returned, springing
from the mud.
Genesis 1:9. Then God said, “Let the water under the sky
be gathered into a single basin, so that the dry land may appear.”
And so it was.

Missouri Homestead
Twisting roads etch the Missouri hillside.
Peaks and valleys echo his beating heart.
Cheeks aglow, breath shallow, he exhales.
Watching him, excitement is contagious.
Peaks and valleys echo his beating heart.
Tethered behind the wheel, his eyes wander.
Watching him, excitement is contagious.
Rounding a curve, we see the gravel lane.
Tethered behind the wheel, his eyes wander.
Tall grasses bow their heads, wave as we pass.
Rounding a curve, we see the gravel lane.
Submerged memories appear to grip him.
Tall grasses bow their heads, wave as we pass.
Forsaken, the farmhouse frets, studies us.
Submerged memories appear to grip him.
Butterfly weed colors the countryside.
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Forsaken, the farmhouse frets, studies us.
Sun-blushed windows beckon as we approach.
Butterfly weed colors the countryside,
iron pump handle salutes the eager guest,
Sun-blushed windows beckon as we approach.
A gaping door invites exploration,
iron pump handle salutes the eager guest.
Creaking, it seems to whisper, ―Welcome home.‖
A gaping door invites exploration;
creaking, it seems to whisper, ―Welcome home.‖
Twisting roads etch the Missouri hillside.
Cheeks aglow, breath shallow, he exhales.

Renee Scott, ―Frayed‖
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Dandelion Distribution and Other Poems
Terrie Jacks

Dandelion Distribution
Heads of yellow
Turn fluffy white,
Mother Nature sneezes
And hundreds and hundreds
Thousands and thousands
Millions and millions
Billions and billions
Of dandelion seeds
Take flight

Gone
This morning when I arose
I discover writing was in vain
There is nothing left to write,
From composing I can abstain
For the words are all spent
And my papers remain blank
And to all you wordy writers
In appreciation I say, ―Thanks.‖
Thanks for being prolific
And not leaving me any stock
With your continuous over usage
No way is it writer‘s block

A short and snappy essay
on being concise
Avoid being long-winded
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A Moment in Time
A moment in time
A blink of the eye
Something has happened
It‘s a moment of why
Things are different
Things have changed
Causing one to think
Life is strange
What is the cause
Of this life changing event?
I remember now
My ice cream is spent.

Ever Vigilant
I‘m cautious
wary
sharp-eyed
wide awake
alert
attentive
on the ball
ready to act
to notify
to sound the alarm
I‘m organized
geared up
clued in
on my toes
paying attention
have my wits about me
yes I‘m prepared
I know just what to do—
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Poems and Images
Donald W. Horstman
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shining orbs of light
capture the morning sunshine
as frogs peer at me
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hatched
seventeen years ago
or so
a cicada laid an egg
hatching
releasing
a nymph
that borrowed
into
the
ground
eight
feet
down
in early may this year
it emerged
along with
many friends
a constricting skin was shed
emerging again
and again
and again
feeding a growing chorus
-------------------------------waft
on
wind
ing
the
----------------------------------------ch‘ch‘ch
ch‘ch‘ch
ch‘ch‘ch
chh
chh
----------------------------------------from every bush
and tree
in the glen
looking for love
the sound is hypnotic
quite stereophonic
a lovely herald of spring
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knowing
did you see
i sure did
un bliev able
don‘t you think
you know it‘s absolutely true
impossible
i know
but then
one can‘t deny
what‘s right in front
of their eye
can they
sometimes the obvious
is deceiving
the difficulty is believing
what could be deceiving
or not
but i was so sure
that what i saw
was right there
in front of me
that‘s the point
what you see
is not always
what it‘s meant to be
or could be
or should be
now i see
but i‘m not so sure
anymore
i saw
what i said
i could see
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the rabbits romp
covered with moonlight bright
in a world of white
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this and that (part one) the search
this is where it‘s at
would you believe
here and there
look for that
you find this
while searching for that
who knows
where it goes
other than here
could it be
there
because this is the place
for that
there
is the place for this
someplace i could never
ever miss
except that‘s not here
never fear
i will find it there
but that must be an error
could it really be
there
the place seemed bare
i must have overlooked that
in my quest for this
and looked right past
that
over here
i seem to have misplaced that
somewhere other than here
or there
this is all i‘ve got
but i can‘t seem to find it
anywhere
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this and that (part two) the resolution
this

or that
that is the question
whether ‘tis nobler to pursue this
and disregard that
at the risk of offending that
which could put an end to this
and yet
by neglecting this
thereby choosing that
to die to sleep
perchance to dream
of this and that
ay
there‘s the rub
for in that sleep of death
what dreams may come
once we have dissed this
or that
and consoled ourselves with forgetfulness
we must give pause
and respect this
and that
for in the pursuit of this
or that
that makes calamity of so long life
no searcher returns
and makes us rather bare those ills
we know not of
by choosing this
over that
or that over this
forsaking the other
and thus the native hue of resolution
is sicklied
with the pale cast of thoughtlessness
delivered unto this
or that
so off with you now this
and that
be all my sins remembered anon
for by the morrow a far far better way
will reveal itself for choosing this
or that
and this
and that
will be resolved
one unto the other
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Epitaph
Sam Short

I have walked this way before,
a thousand times and in a thousand ways.
Under my own name,
and under a thousand other long forgotten names.
I have walked this way before,
I have been rejected by too many.
I have kissed not enough,
and, I have loved too few.
I have walked this way before,
I have seen the cruelty, torture and pain of man to man.
I have given cruelty, torture and pain to man,
and, I have received cruelty, torture and pain from man.
I have walked this way before,
I have walked with death, disease, pestilence and starvation.
I have talked with the four horsemen of the apocalypse,
I have seen them go about their way.
I have walked this way before,
I have seen the dead bodies of a thousand endless campaigns.
On a thousand endless battlefields,
of a thousand endless wars.
I have walked this way before,
I have held the lifeblood of the world in these hands.
I have felt the faint heartbeat of humanity on the brink of oblivion,
and, I have seen humanity as it slowly rises from the ashes of destruction.
I have walked this way before.
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My First Jelly-Bean Prayer
Andrew Hartmann
The other day I sat to eat,
But what before my eyes did meet;
A colored sack of jelly-beans.
And as I stared and looked at them,
I came upon a sudden whim
To guess at what their colors mean:
Yellow for the Son so bright,
Orange thus for our Edge of Night.
Purple for the hope we lost,
‘Cause black was the sin that cost.
Red is for the blood He gave,
Giving white—the grace we gained.
Green is for the life renown
From the cross of mournful brown;
Blue is for His time of sorrow,
Bringing pink—our new tomorrow!
A rainbow bag that means so much,
And oh so close that I can touch
The promises of God.
The bag is full of many truths
So colorful and sweet;
This is His promise, now my prayer—
It is my special treat.
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Ozark Quilt and Other Poems
Bobbie Craig
Ozark Quilt
A gentle wind whispers
through the hollows
while nature tucks
in the valleys and plains
with a blanket
of fresh fleecy snow.
Round-top Ozark Mountains
don frosty nightcaps
to stand watch beneath
blue-black skies glittered
with infinite brilliant stars.
Diffused moonlight casts
suede shadows from cedars
and silhouette oaks
as restless solitary deer forage.
Camouflage-coated rabbits
dart, leave silent footprints.
Earth and beasts continue
life‘s cycle, connected
vital under winter‘s quilt.

Small-town Summers
summer arrived on the
slam of the screen door
announced itself
in the crack of little bats
enticed locals with
ice cream truck jingles
soothed the heat
with swimmin‘ hole feats, dares
shouted, ―Dinner‘s ready!‖
then picnicked on burgers, ‘dogs
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stored fond memories when
kids giggled, chased fireflies
rested when kids with flashlights
read comics aloud in bunk beds
summer—secure, comfortable
in small-town America, back when….

Overdue
Frail sun slogs
up through clouds
thick as liver dumplings
without gravy.
Birds mutely stare
from nests and trees
longing for spring,
settling on suet cake.
Sullen squirrels
adamantly refuse
acorns, depressed
by frigid weather.
Gruel-covered cars,
trucks, buses slump
past congealed snow
heaped on road sides.
Snowmen wince,
cringe when kids
taunt, ―Melt! Go Home!
You‘re late for dinner!‖
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A Firefly in Kentucky and Other Poems
Gregory Ramirez
A Firefly in Kentucky
What I first dismiss
As a weak light bulb
Turns out to be a firefly
Blinking near a bush
As the sun sets in Louisville,
Its flicker faster than
A thoroughbred at Churchill Downs
Despite being only mere blocks
From Fourth Street Live.
Before tonight,
I had heard of fireflies
But never seen one,
And though the camera is strapped
To my wrist, I cannot
Capture its presence.
Perhaps it is better this way.
From now on,
The word will sound louder
Than a slugger‘s grand slam
And hit me harder than
A heavyweight‘s right hook,
Leaving me with a smile
Only to be found in Kentucky.

This Side of Heaven
If I shut my eyes tight,
It would be of no use.
I cannot escape
The brightness of Your light.
If I were to squint,
You would still shine
Brighter through the smiles
And ring louder in the laughs
Of friends both old and new.
Oh Lord, You have set my feet
On a rock where waters
Whose clarity confuses me
As to whether Heaven is here or there.
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Even the mountains, gargantuan
Enough to make us humans
Look like ants, declare Your majesty
And—through their form—
Proclaim You as the most true artist.
I could turn my eyes away
Yet they would only rise
To gaze at stars numerous
As those who once lived,
Do live, and will live,
Each burning to remind us
Of Your eternal love.
If all this beauty‘s here on Earth,
I‘m eager for a glimpse of Paradise,
But until then, I‘ll marvel at all
You have given us to see
Thanks to the light who is Your Son,
The one who helps us see all beauty
This side of heaven.

Night at Hume Lake
My breath covers the stars—
Countless as the sequoias
Around me—then disappears
As I pluck my foot
From the sunken snow
And set it upon this rock.
A cabin where the cold won‘t
Crack my cheeks awaits.
Still, this time away
From couples gripping gloves
On the skating rink
And from campers gathered
Around a woman leading
A worship song at open mic
Allows me to hear through
The beanie covering my ears
A voice easy to ignore elsewhere.
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Poems from Korea
Translated from the Chinese and Korean by John J. Han

Hanshi (Poems in Chinese)
Many traditional Korean poems are composed in Chinese, the written language of the literati in Korea
before the twentieth century. Like haiku, pre-modern poems were typically not titled, but some poems
were given titles by posterity. The following three poems, from the Chosun dynasty (1392-1897), are
jueju, quatrain poems that consist of four lines, each of which has five or seven Chinese characters. Jueju,
extremely popular during the Tang dynasty (618-907), was brought to Korea and became a dominant
hanshi type during the Chosun period.

Untitled
by Yu Hui-gyeong (1545-1636)

유희경 (劉希慶)

Your house is in Nangju,
my house is in Seoul.
Longings pierce our hearts, yet the distance separates us.
Raindrops falling on the paulownia sever my insides.

娘家在浪州
我家住京口
相思不相見
腸斷梧桐雨

Waiting for My Beloved

대낭군 (待郞君)

by Neung Un (late Chosun dynasty)

능운 (凌雲)

When he left, he promised to return at moonrise.
The moon rises, yet my love has not returned.
Perhaps in the place where my love lives,
the high mountain delays the rise of the moon.

郞去月出來
月出郞不來
相應君在處
山高月出遲

The Long Rain

장마 (長霖)

by Chui Yeon (late Chosun dynasty)

취연 (翠蓮)

This ten-day downpour shows no sign of letting up.
In my dream, I am surprised to see my dearest home.
The home is in my eyes, yet the road is one thousand li long.
Leaning against the shaky mud wall, I count the distance.

十日長霖若未晴
鄕愁蠟蠟夢魂驚
中山在眼如千里
堞然危欄默數程

Notes: One thousand li is approximately equal to 250 miles. The poet was a female entertainer in the Chosun
dynasty and apparently was identical to the poem‘s speaker. Some Koreans translate the first half of the last line
(堞然危欄) as ―with apprehension I lean against the railings.‖ However, Ling Thumin, one of my ChineseAmerican colleagues, thinks that ―堞然危欄‖ refers to ―a homesick and broken-hearted man [who is standing] by
this shabby mud wall (堞 means a not well-fixed wall) to count how far he is from home.‖ My rendition follows
Thumin‘s interpretation.
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Sijo
Sijo (pronounced see-joe) is a traditional Korean lyric poetic form that has existed since the Koryo
dynasty (918-1392). There are three types of sijo: pyeong sijo (short sijo), jung sijo (medium-length sijo),
and saseol sijo (long or narrative sijo). Among these, pyeong sijo has always been the most popular type
in Korea. It is written in three lines, each of which has around 15 syllables altogether; also, each line has
four metrical feet, which provide musicality to the poem. (It can also be written in six lines, each of which
has around seven syllables.) Sijo poems are written in Korean but occasionally may have Chinese
characters. The following poems, modern pyeong sijo, are presented in English and Korean.

Sitting Alone

혼자 앉아서

by Choi Nam-seon (1890-57)

최남선

The rain falls silently then drips, drips, and drips.
Awaiting someone who did not promise to come
I frequently turn my eyes to the door half closed, half open.

가만히 오는 비가 낙수져서 소리하니
오마지 않은 이가 일도 없이 기다려져
열린 듯 닫힌 문으로 눈이 자주 가더라

Sijo
by Cho Un (조운, 曺雲, 1900-?)

Wild Chrysanthemum

野菊

abruptly I stop walking,
pause, and give you
a blank look

가다가 주춤
머무르고 서서
물끄러미 바래나니

your elegance
is no doubt attractive

산뜻한 너의 맵시
그도 맘에 들거니와

even more, your sight recalls
someone I terribly miss.

널 보면 생각히는 이 있어
못견디어 이런다.

Old Plum Tree

古梅

the plum‘s old stump,
its sparse, rough boughs

梅化 늙은 등걸
성글고 거친 가지

flowers look sparse too
here‘s one
there‘re pairs

꽃도 드문드문
여기 하나
저기 둘씩

dropping the whole façade,
it seems to retain only what it should retain.

허울 다 털어버리고 남을 것만
남은 듯.
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Snowy Moonlit Night

雪月夜

The moon shines bright on the snow
I feel like going wherever my feet lead me

눈우에 달이 밝다
가는 대로 가고 싶다

what would be the final destination
of this path?

이길로 가고 가면
어디까지 가지는고

hearing my words from afar
the dog barks and
the night grows deeper.

먼 말에
개 컹컹 짖고
밤은 도로 깊어져.

While Reading a Book

책 보다가

buffeted by the wind
snow drifts through the window‘s chasms

바람에 몰린 눈이
窓틈에 들이친다

under the blanket I thaw my hands
that became chilled holding my book

책들어 시린 손을
요밑에 녹이면서

blankly looking up at the ceiling
I think of you.

얼없이 천정을 바래니
네가 생각히니라.

My Father’s Face

아버지 얼굴

I shall learn to draw
and draw my father

내가 그림을 배워
아버지를 그리리라

at one time
I even thought about that

한때는 이런 생각을
한 적도 있었거니

the face I saw at age four,
was it my father‘s face?

네 살에 본 그 얼굴이 아버진지
아닌지.

Snowy Morning

눈 아침

overnight snow amassed
without winds, without hints

간밤엔 바람도 없어
기척 없이 쌓인 눈이

on every branch it has bloomed into a flower,
my hut looks abundant and splendid

가지가지 꽃이 되어 오막사리가
繁華하이
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자리옷 입은 그채로
한참 뜰에 거닐어.

still in my nightgown
I have a long walk through the garden.

Free Verse
Free verse arose as early as the days of Abraham Cowley (c. 1665). The form was first imported to
Japan at the turn of the 20th century, and soon after, it was embraced by Korean poets as well. Almost all
the poems written in Korea today are lyrical free verse poems, although some poets, such as Kim So-wol,
incorporate traditional Korean metrical patterns into their work.

Tears and Rain

눈물과 비

Cho Un (1900-?)

조운 (曺雲)

Rain is God‘s tears,
tears are the heart‘s raindrops.

비는 하나님의 눈물
눈물은 마음의 비ㅅ방울이다

Rain beautifies nature,
tears cleanse a person.

비는 自然을 美化하고
눈물은 사람을 淨化한다.

In the Distant Future

먼 훗날

by Kim So-wol (1902-34)

김소월

When you seek me in the distant future,
my answer will be, ―I have forgotten.‖

먼 훗날 당신이 찾으시면
그때에 내 말이 ―잊었노라.‖

Should you reproach me in your heart,
―I‘ve forgotten after an immense longing.‖

당신이 속으로 나무라면
―무척 그리다가 잊었노라.‖

Should you still reproach me,
―I‘ve forgotten because of my disbelief.‖

그래도 당신이 나무라면
―믿기지 않아서 잊었노라.‖

I forgot neither today nor yesterday,
―I forgot sometime in the distant future.‖

오늘도 어제도 아니 잊고
―먼 훗날 그 때에 잊었노라.‖

Longing

그리움

by Yu Chi-hwan (1908-67)

유치환

Waves, what can I do?
Waves, what can I do?
Like land, my beloved won‘t budge.
Waves, what can I do?
What do you want me to do?

파도야 어쩌란 말이냐
파도야 어쩌란 말이냐
임은 뭍같이 까딱 않는데
파도야 어쩌란 말이냐
날 어쩌란 말이냐
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Haiku Economics
Sandy Moore

Supply and Demand
Two lines intersect
Bids and offers meet and cross
Equilibrium

Laissez-faire
Let it be, let it
People know what they desire
The market will choose

Adam Smith
We are strangers, but
Our interests unite us
Invisible Hand

Scarcity
Scarcity will rule
As our desires grow greater
Human condition
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Ode on a German Schnauzer
(My apologies to Keats)
Mary Bagley
Thou still unravish‘d schnauzer of loud barkingness,
Thou foster-child of noise and fast time,
Sylvan wanderer, who canst thus express
How you ate my sofa more sweetly than this rhyme:
What legend haunt about thy four-legged shape
Of Skansen‘s kennels, or of both,
In San Francisco or the dales of Sebastopol?
What dogs or masters are these? What bones
do they chew?
What mad pursuit? What struggle to escape
the house for a walk? What wild ecstasy?
Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard
Are sweeter: since you hear better than I;
Not to the sensual ear, but, more endear‘d,
Pipe of your annoying barking:
Fair youth, beneath the trees, thou canst not leave
Without heisting, nor ever can those trees be dry;
Bold lover, never, never canst thou kiss,
without slobbering;
An uncooked steak, and thou hast thy bliss,
For ever wilt thou love, and you be true!

Ode on a Grecian Urn
John Keats
Thou still unravish‘d bride of quietness,
Thou foster-child of silence and slow time,
Sylvan historian, who canst thus express
A flowery tale more sweetly than our rhyme:
What leaf-fring‘d legend haunts about thy shape
Of deities or mortals, or of both,
In Tempe or the dales of Arcady?
What men or gods are these? What maidens loth?
What mad pursuit? What struggle to escape?
What pipes and timbrels? What wild ecstasy?
Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard
Are sweeter; therefore, ye soft pipes, play on;
Not to the sensual ear, but, more endear‘d,
Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone:
Fair youth, beneath the trees, thou canst not leave
Thy song, nor ever can those trees be bare;
Bold Lover, never, never canst thou kiss,
Though winning near the goal—yet, do not grieve;
She cannot fade, though thou hast not thy bliss,
For ever wilt thou love, and she be fair!
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Baseball and a Haiku
Brick Mathis
Baseball
Off in the distance,
The game‘s dragging on.
There‘re strikes on the batter,
Some runners are wrong.
And suddenly everyone‘s looking at me.
My mind has been wondering,
―What could it be?‖
They point to the sky,
And I look up above.
And a baseball falls into my glove.
I play right field,
It‘s important you know.
You gotta know how to catch.
You gotta know how to throw.
That‘s why I‘m playing right field,
Way out where the dandelions grow.

Haiku
The vast universe
An infinite dark expanse
With pinpricks of light

Renee Scott, ―Afternoon Blues‖
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Poems and Sketches
Ruth E. Bell

Summer Haiku
Moonlit dream-garden,
sweet violets and roses surround
the shimmering spring
Evening‘s purple wings
flutter gently as she sits
upon the flowers
Warm dark summer night;
boat lights float on the water
—yellow, green and red

Fall Haiku
Air iridescent,
rainbow spheres: bubbles floating,
drifting in sunlight

Hlynn: Winter Haiku
Silvery cascade,
deep in the night woods,
alone, yet quietly singing
(A memorial to my late, blind friend Lynn—―hlynn‖ is the Old English
word for ―waterfall.‖ This poem won a 1st place in a SCA poetry contest
and was printed in the Middle Kingdom newsletter The Pale in its June
1977, Arts Issue #2.)
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Dandelions: Haiku
Bursting yellow suns—
our God spreading ―I love you‘s‖
among the grasses.
The water of life
laughs and sings in musical
rivers, deep with love.
Like white cake icing
wind-swirled cirrus clouds halo
this brand new sun.
In sparkling cascades
glistening Iris dances
to soft water songs.

March Cocoon
Dazed and quivering
my soul crawls
upon bright grass
she spreads
her wet young wings
in joyful astonishment
drying them
in the golden spring sun
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A Relationship with the Paintbrush and Other Poems
Chloe Alisha Adams (7th grade)

A Relationship with the Paintbrush
It all comes natural, just like any other true love;
your fingers adjusting to the brush, the brush
dancing its way across the canvas.
Your instincts take control, the piece of art
coming together slowly, patiently, though
not perfect at first.
If all turns out marvelous—you never knew
you could paint professionally, but you
and the brush were meant to be; you need
it, as it needs you.
Two halves coming together as one;
you and the brush are part of each other,
emotionally and physically.
It makes you who you really are.

Commercials
the ultimate annoyance in our everyday lives;
wannabe humorous ones,
ones so stupid they‘re funny,
baloney commercials,
rip-off commercials, and many more.
Home from work, search through channels—
Commercials. Commercials. Commercials.
Go take a shower,
come back to commercials.
See my point?
Commercials are the ultimate annoyance.
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Drifting Away From Life
Oh, the wretched tale of the woman‘s life
The unbearable death of her respected husband
Drifting away is what he did
Blackmail notes
Their evil spirits
Devious minds
Her family
No longer a part of her
Snapping like a twig
Drifting away is what she did
Nothing else but drifting away
Time is running out
(First Place, Mississippi Poetry Society Fall Contest, 2010)

Renee Scott, ―Star Magnolia"
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Haiku and Senryu
Elizabeth Busekrus, Gordon T. Johnston, Mary Joan Meyer
the hourglass splits
and demons haunt the nightmares,
his love never leaves
forty minus one
left stinging welts on bare skin,
the martyr prays
the divided heart
battles between fruit and rot,
Holy Spirit leads
—Elizabeth Busekrus

winter sunrise
stray cat asleep
on the welcome mat
longing for
what will never return
cold Ozark moon
—Gordon T. Johnston

Sleeping otter
oblivious of visitors
sweet dreams
Wildflowers
grace highways
tame spirits
Day off
wash, clean, mend
day on
Concourse East/West
Gates North/South
Where‘s SouthWest Air?
Marvel at beauty
reach out and touch God
natural goodness
—Sister Mary Joan Meyer
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Strange Dreams
(Joseph’s Story)
Anna Roberts-Wells
Strange dreams assailed me as we traveled then.
The woman beside me, heavy in her motherhood,
had been, by God‘s account, anointed for that task.
While I, who had a difficult time believing her story,
I was to be the caretaker of God. It seems an awful task,
reeking of hardships and unexplained detours.
It was not enough that she was burdened close to delivery,
now in a strange land, though it was my home by heritage.
She did not complain though the wind through the canyons was savage,
and the fear of bandits was ever present. She sat silent on her little beast
wrapped as well as possible against the winter air,
deep in her own place—a place not open to me, talking perhaps to God.
When we came into that place, we were mocked for thinking there was space
even when they noticed her condition. She was not the only one.
Everywhere we went there were crowds banging against us.
A harried innkeeper gave us all he had left, a place in his barn.
I had hardly settled her in a bed of straw
covered over with the donkey‘s blanket, when her travail began.
I am not a midwife. That was my sister‘s calling, though I have seen ewes deliver.
God help me, I had no idea what to do.
In the end, it all went well although my love for her welled up in her pain.
I held her up as she strained for the birth.
That first wail of new life sent my very soul into ecstasy.
I wrapped him tightly in strips of cloth torn from our under linens
and placed him in her arms.
He turned to her breast, mouth seeking and she nursed him smiling.
You would think that was the end of it, but men came ragged in their dress,
claiming to be shepherds who had heard choirs of heavenly beings directing them.
Before we finished our business, the government‘s taxation,
others came, richly attired, bringing gifts of great value, entrusted to me for his future.
And always the dreams. Strange warnings, encouragement, direction,
empowering us to do what I could not do without them.
In them, I saw that the one who called me father
became my father by the power present in those strange dreams.
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______________________________________

Short Stories

It seems that the fiction writer has a revolting attachment to the poor, for even when he writes
about the rich, he is more concerned with what they lack than with what they have.
—Flannery O’Connor
Fiction is the truth inside the lie.
—Stephen King
No one in my family was a reader of literary fiction. So, I didn‘t have encouragement, but I
didn‘t have discouragement, because I don‘t think anybody knew what that meant.
—Amy Tan
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Forgotten but Not Gone
Von Pittman
Arnie had once played a bit part in four episodes of a situation comedy. While the series had
been cancelled thirty years earlier, it still represented the zenith of his career. He had never secured
another continuing role. This discouraged Arnie, but did not defeat him. Unlike legions of other bit-part
players and has-beens, he refused to leave acting. He told all who would listen, ―I‘m true to my craft. I
am a performer; I will always be a performer.‖
One of Hollywood‘s lesser talent agencies continued to represent Arnie, although it had long
since stopped promoting him. He visited the agency every day. ―That is what a professional does,‖ he
said.
Jan—the receptionist—always tried to look encouraging, or at least sympathetic, as she said,
―Nothing today.‖
After checking in at the agency, Arnie always went to the McDonald‘s next door, where he
nursed one cup of coffee for as long as anyone would listen to his stories. Aspiring young actors from the
same agency also came there. Like Arnie, they couldn‘t afford the Starbucks across the street. Unlike
him, they went there to kill time until the restaurants where they waited tables opened. Sometimes the
newer ones listened to Arnie as he described his acting odyssey.
―At first the sit-com residuals got me through,‖ Arnie told a couple of actress/waitresses one
morning.
Sally, the more experienced of the waitresses—by virtue of a long-ago walk-on part in an episode
of Moonlighting—said, ―What did you do when they started running out?‖
―Bit parts, here and there. And I‘ve gotten a fair number of commercials.‖
The younger woman said, ―Are there any commercials we might have seen you in?‖
―I‘ve been a pancake, a muffler, and a ballpoint pen. I‘ve played a can of Pennzoil. Once, I was
an emergency fill-in for the guy who played the apple in the Fruit-of-the-Loom commercials.‖
―I guess I‘ve missed them,‖ the woman said. ―I‘ve heard commercials pay pretty well.‖
―And you get to act, really act,‖ said Arnie. ―I played the best pancake ever captured on film. I
take commercials as seriously as any other role.‖
One morning, Lori Bates, a freelance reporter, visited the run-down agency next to McDonald‘s.
She talked with a few aging actors for a nostalgia piece. Afterwards, she walked next door to review her
notes over a cup of coffee.
From an adjacent booth, she heard Arnie tell a young man, ―I‘ve always remained true to acting.
I‘ve never taken a job as a waiter, a convenience store clerk, a process server, or a substitute teacher.‖
When the young man left, Lori introduced herself and asked if she could join Arnie. She felt
another nostalgia story shaping up—one about has-beens who barely were.
―What was your strongest, most complete role, Arnie?‖
―No question about that,‖ he said. ―It was a movie, From Campus to Quarterdeck. I was only
twenty-one. It was my only starring role.‖
―I don‘t believe I‘ve ever heard of that one,‖ Lori said.
Arnie took a small, careful sip of his coffee. He was running low. ―It was before you were born.
A small production company—it‘s gone now—got a contract from the Navy to make a recruiting film.
They wanted something to take around to colleges to promote Officer Candidate School. It came out in
1968, at the height of the Vietnam War. The Navy wasn‘t an easy sale on campuses then.‖
Without asking, Lori walked to the counter and ordered two fresh coffees. She placed one in
front of Arnie. ―Tell me about your role.‖
―The film presented two themes—tradition and opportunity. A college graduate could step off
his campus, report to OCS, then receive his commission eighteen weeks later. He became an ‗officer and
a gentleman,‘ in the tradition of John Paul Jones, James Lawrence, and John F. Kennedy.‖
―Who was James Lawrence?‖ Lori asked.
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―He was captain of a ship that got shot up badly by the British during the War of 1812,‖ Arnie
said. ―He‘s the guy who said, ‗Don‘t give up the ship!‘ He was a true hero because of his absolute
commitment.‖
―Oh,‖ Lori said.
―In the film, I was the actor who made the transition from frat boy to naval officer, moving from
a carefree student life to a serious, responsible position in a few quick weeks. We went to Newport,
Rhode Island, and shot the film at Naval OCS. The production company filmed and recorded several of
the instructors, as they worked in their classrooms, but other than that, I had the only speaking part. The
real officer candidates who surrounded me in the classrooms, the mess hall, and the parade grounds didn‘t
say anything. A narrator and I—along with a lot of march music—carried the story.‖
Lori caught up on her scribbling. ―How did the Navy like the movie?‖
―I heard later that the brass really liked the message and the production. However, it failed as a
recruiting tool. In the late 1960s, patriotism and the military were unpopular on campuses. According to
some recruiting officers, the college kids booed it, when they weren‘t laughing at it. The audience hated
the best acting I ever did. And I looked good in those dress blues, too! I learned something from that
short movie. The career sailors I met really impressed me. They were true to their profession.‖
Three weeks later, one of the aspiring actors at McDonald‘s showed Arnie the Entertainment
section of USA Today, with Lori Bates‘s byline above an article on forgotten supporting actors. Lori
quoted Arnie at length. She recounted his recruiting film story and commitment to acting.
The story conferred real celebrity among the younger people at McDonald‘s. They gathered at
Arnie‘s table more often. Sometimes, a second cup of coffee mysteriously materialized in front of him, to
keep the stories coming. Despite his new celebrity among the underemployed, he was never anything but
brutally honest.
A singer/songwriter/busboy asked, ―What was the worst job you ever had? Did you ever have to
compromise?‖
Arnie didn‘t hesitate. ―I‘ve never sold out. If some jobs have not strictly been acting, they
always represented some form of entertainment. The worst job was last winter, in Cancun. I rode a
shuttle bus between a group of outlying resort hotels and downtown, with stops at the water park, the
malls, and the open-air market. I announced all the stops, in English. But my real job was to entertain the
tourists, to distract them from the miserable conditions on the busses—the heat, overcrowding, the slow
traffic, and so on. The driver, Willi, and I badly needed the tips. The better the jokes, the more and better
the tips. Willi said I was the best announcer on any shuttle. But, boy, was that miserable work.‖
An actor/ weightlifter/waiter whistled softly. ―A comic on a shuttle bus. That‘s got to be close to
the lowest rung in show business.‖
In spite of his audience‘s admiration, Arnie was worried. Maintaining professional integrity was
getting tough. His fortunes had declined even further since returning to California. He had had only two
brief jobs. One was a thirty-second, non-speaking part as a London Bobbie in a dinner-theater mystery at
a motel restaurant in Westwood. In the other, an independent film production, he actually had a line.
When the protagonist—a teacher—asked her colleagues in the faculty lounge if anyone had a cell phone
she could borrow, Arnie extended one and said, ―Here.‖
He had hoped to get more commercials. With the baby boomers aging, there ought to be a lot of
parts for a sixty-one year old actor—pitching Metamucil, Caribbean cruises, and burial insurance. And
Buicks, of course. But nothing was happening. Morning after morning, Jan tried to look encouraging
when she said, ―Nothing today.‖
Arnie had to face it. He was going to have to find a job outside show business. But of course he
had no ―day job‖ skills. None. He had noticed that McDonald‘s always seemed to have an older person
or two on the day shift. But he wondered if he could even handle such a job. While he probably could,
he decided, he wouldn‘t be able to rationalize it as a performance medium. He could no longer claim
integrity as a professional.
Jan, his friend from the agency, rushed in and sat down next to him. He wondered what she was
doing at McDonald‘s. She was a Starbuck‘s chai drinker.
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―Arnie, I‘m glad you‘re still here. You‘ve got a job, a great job! I‘m so happy for you!‖
―A job?‖
She nodded. ―Do you remember that story Lori Bates wrote about former sitcom actors?‖
―Of course,‖ he said.
―An admiral called. He said he‘s in charge of something like the Navy‘s personnel bureau.‖
―The Bureau of Personnel. It must have been old BUPERS himself,‖ Arnie said. ―What could he
want?‖
―He said he‘s been trying to find you for months. He called all the talent agencies he could find a
listing for. Somehow his ‗yeoman‘ missed us. What‘s a yeoman?‖
―A secretary,‖ Arnie said. ―Keep talking.‖
―He said he thought you might be dead or totally out of show biz,‖ she said. ―Then he read Lori‘s
article in USA Today. He called her and she referred him to the agency. I took the call.‖
By then, Arnie had crushed his empty cup. ―So what does old BUPERS want?‖
―You mean Admiral Miller,‖ Jan said. ―He and the Navy want to make another recruiting film,
sort of. This one will be for junior officers approaching their release date. It will present some reasons
they should think about staying in, making the Navy a career. Anyhow, he wants you to star in it.‖
Arnie was amazed. ―Do you know why? I‘m pretty old for this kind of stuff.‖
―He said that From Campus to Quarterdeck changed the course of his life. Immediately after
seeing it during his senior year at Cornell, he applied for Navy OCS. He said that was when he realized
for the first time in his life that he wanted to lead. He found the Navy both challenging and rewarding.
About a year ago, he decided to make this movie as sort of a sequel to the one you were in. And he
apparently has the juice to do it.‖
―He sure does. BUPERS has more juice than Minute Maid. It‘s the department that decides
where every sailor and officer goes and what kind of work he or she does. Those assignments make or
break careers. Everybody is afraid of BUPERS.‖
Jan sipped her coffee. ―Admiral Miller said that when he decided to make this movie, he knew he
wanted you in it. In the first one, you were an officer candidate, and then an ensign. In this one, you will
be a crusty—but philosophical—old salt, an admiral just about to retire. They‘ll splice pieces of the old
film into the new one, cutting back and forth from you as a young officer candidate to you as a
distinguished veteran of three wars.‖
She continued, ―The only thing that concerned Admiral Miller was whether you would be
recognizable as the same man when they spliced in the footage from the old film. We e-mailed him your
latest picture and he was delighted. Oh! He said to tell you that seeing you in the officers‘ dress blue
uniform in that recruiting film was downright inspirational. You‘ll wear those blues in this movie, but
this time you will have a lot of gold on your sleeves.‖
The veteran entertainer was practically speechless. ―Amazing,‖ he said, ―amazing.‖
Jan unzipped her purse and pulled out a handful of papers. ―Admiral Miller faxed a contract. We
can go over it right now, if you like.‖
Arnie had already pulled a pen and a five-dollar bill out of his pocket. ―Gimme that contract!
Get us some more coffee. Some cookies, too. We‘ll toast Captain James Lawrence.‖
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A Voice from the Past
Gary W. Cantor
Every year in December my parents call me up on the phone and invite me and my wife Maria to
celebrate Christmas with them, and I almost always tell them that we can‘t go. ―I‘m too busy,‖ I‘ll say, or
sometimes I‘ll tell them that it‘s Maria that‘s too busy, but at any rate I almost always weasel out of
going.
Ironically, Maria is the one who always wants to take my parents up on their offer, and it‘s not
just because she‘s a nice person, which she is. The fact is that she likes my parents, and especially my
mother, and besides that she loves to travel, so every year Maria tells me to accept the offer when it
comes, but nevertheless when I get that call I almost always refuse in a polite but firm voice.
Last year was an exception. Last summer my mother had some health problems, and although
everything turned out to be all right, her problems made me realize that I couldn‘t be certain that my
parents would be around for a long time to come. So, when the annual Christmas invitation came, I
accepted. Maria was pleased with me, and so, in good spirits we left New York on December 22 and
spent a week in the house where I had grown up.
For the most part, the trip was a nice one, and in the final analysis I‘m glad that I was able to
spend some quality time with my parents. But there was one thing that happened during those days that
put a bit of a damper on the trip, and it‘s something that continues to bother me.
When Maria and I left home, we had yet to buy any Christmas presents for my parents or other
relatives, and so on December 24 we went to a shopping mall near my parents‘ house to do some last
minute shopping. I knew the mall well since it had been built when I was still in high school, and as we
approached it in our rented car in the midst of a light snow I felt a tinge of excitement.
I parked the car, and as Maria and I, hand in hand, walked into the mall, it was like being a kid
again. There were Christmas decorations everywhere, holiday songs were drifting through the air, and
there was even a Santa Claus talking to kids and giving them presents in the middle of the mall.
Maria and I walked around and stopped in a bunch of stores, and slowly but surely we found all
of the gifts that we needed. Maria got a sweater for my mother, I found a nice digital camera for my
father, and we also got some books for my Aunt Emily and a fishing rod for my Uncle Bob. With the
shopping finished, we were thinking about getting something to eat, and then, all of a sudden, I heard
someone calling my name from behind. The voice sounded familiar, and when I turned around I saw a
face that I hadn‘t seen for over two decades.
―Ali?‖ I said. And the man, flanked by an attractive woman and a small child, nodded with a big
smile on his face.
―How are you, George?‖ he said, laughing.
―I‘m fine,‖ I answered. And then, after shaking hands heartily, I introduced him to Maria, and he,
in turn, introduced me to his wife and daughter.
―George,‖ he told his wife, ―was my first friend in America,‖ and as she smiled at me with a
mouthful of perfect white teeth, I thought back to Ali as he had been when I had first met him.
He had immigrated to the States from Egypt when he was fifteen, and when I met him a few
months later we were both sophomores in high school. And I can still remember how tough things were
for him. His English was severely limited, he had all sorts of trouble keeping up with class work, and on
top of that other kids teased him relentlessly. They called him all sorts of names, and some kids even
used to follow behind him in the hallway mimicking his broken English. As far as I knew, Ali just took it
all in stride and never once lost his temper, but it must have been absolutely humiliating for him.
In the second semester of that sophomore year, we became friends, and from that point forward
we spent a lot of time together. I helped him with his studies, he taught me how to play soccer, and we
listened to all sorts of music together in both of our homes for hours on end.
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We stayed friends until we graduated, and I still remember how sad I was when I had to say
goodbye to him. I went away to a university in New York, and Ali stayed near home to attend a
community college. Looking at him standing in the mall, I remembered the last thing that I had said to
him before we went our separate ways. ―Let‘s stay in touch,‖ I said. But we didn‘t. We drifted apart,
and as the years passed I just started to assume that I‘d never see him again.
With my mind lurching back to things that had happened and days that I remembered from more
than twenty years earlier, Ali‘s voice suddenly brought me back to the present. ―So George,‖ he said,
―what do you do for a living these days?‖
I told him about my job in New York, without giving him much detail, and then, without giving it
much thought I asked him what he did. He smiled.
―I‘m a surgeon,‖ he said, ―at Boynton General.‖
At first, his answer didn‘t register with me. ―What?‖ I asked, dumbstruck.
―I‘m a surgeon,‖ he said again, and then his wife chimed in.
―Don‘t be so modest,‖ she said, looking at him, before turning to me. ―He just became chief
surgeon at Boynton,‖ she added, and a big smile swept across her face.
I smiled in return, and then managed to congratulate him, but I‘m sure the words sounded forced.
Then, there was a strange silence as I thought once again of my old friend and all the troubles that he had
had in high school. Ali, I thought, who had so much trouble understanding what was going in his
classes… Ali, who had to ask me for help before almost every test that he took…Ali, who graduated
second from last in a senior class of over six hundred…. This same Ali was now chief surgeon at the best
hospital in the city.
As these thoughts tumbled through my head, I heard Ali say something, but didn‘t catch what it
was. ―Pardon me?‖ I muttered, and then Maria, grinning, told me that Ali had suggested that we all eat
lunch together.
―It will give us a chance to catch up and talk about old times,‖ Ali said.
I nodded, and thought for a second, but then I looked down at my watch.
―I‘m sorry, Ali,‖ I said, ―I‘d love to, but I told my mother that we‘d eat with her and my dad.‖
Then, after a couple more minutes of small talk, I said goodbye to Ali, his wife, and his daughter, and
Maria and I turned around and started to walk toward an exit.
When we had taken about four or five steps, for the second time that day I heard Ali‘s voice
coming from behind me. I turned around, and Ali approached me and held out his hand for me to shake
once again. I took his hand, and then he said, ―George, there‘s something that I forgot to tell you.‖
―What is it, Ali?‖ I asked.
―Actually,‖ he said, ―I want to thank you for something. All these years, I have never forgotten
what you wrote in my high school yearbook, just before graduation. I can still remember the words. You
wrote, ‗You can do whatever you want to do, and become whatever you want to become, my friend. I
have faith in you.‘ Those words have motivated me each and every day of my life since then.‖
I nodded, and then, after saying goodbye once again, turned back toward the exit, and with Maria
at my side walked out of the mall.
Outside, the snow was falling more heavily than it had when we had arrived. And as Maria and I
walked silently toward our rented car, fat white snowflakes fell on our coats and stuck to the asphalt
under our feet.
The silence between the two of us continued for several minutes as I drove away from the mall
and in the direction of my parents‘ home, but then, finally, Maria spoke up.
―George,‖ she said, ―what is it? Is it jealousy?‖
―What?‖ I said.
―Come on, George,‖ she said. ―It‘s okay. So you feel a little jealous of your old friend. That‘s
okay.‖
―I‘m not jealous,‖ I said. But of course, I was. And a few seconds later, I admitted as much.
―Yeah,‖ I said, ―I guess I am jealous. I mean, when I realized what he had done with his life, I
guess I suddenly felt like a real nothing.‖
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―And is that the reason you wanted to get away from him so quickly?‖
―Yeah,‖ I said, ―I guess it is. I guess you must think you‘re married to an awfully small fellow.‖
Maria laughed.
―No,‖ she said, ―that‘s not what I think.‖
―It isn‘t?‖
―No,‖ she said. ―I just think that you‘re human, that‘s all.‖
I smiled and shook my head, and then I looked over at Maria. And as our eyes met I thought, ―I
love this woman.‖ And I do.
But I still don‘t feel quite right about myself. And I guess it all boils down to something that I
thought when Ali spoke to me that last time. It‘s those words that I wrote to him so many years ago. I
realized that I never really meant them. And I also realized that I never really hoped for the best for
someone that I had once called ―my friend.‖ And so, I wonder about myself. And I feel shame.

Renee Scott, ―Peeking Out‖
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_______________________________________________

Nonfiction

We write frankly and fearlessly but then we ―modify‖ before we print.
—Mark Twain
Ironically, in today‘s marketplace successful nonfiction has to be unbelievable, while successful
fiction must be believable.
—Jerry B. Jenkins
I‘ve written six novels and four pieces of nonfiction, so I don‘t really have a genre these days.
—Anne Lamott
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In the Land of the Snake-Eating Bird
Bill Byrne
The Invitation
I removed my phone headset and unplugged it as the person in uniform addressed me.
―Bill Byrne? Your days off are Thursday and Friday?‖
I nodded assent to both questions.
―Would you like to accompany two minors to Guatemala City on your days-off next week?‖
I took a moment to understand the question and as I learned more of what I had to do, I agreed to
the request.
As a reservation agent, classified as a Sales Agent II by Pan American World Airways in 1970, I
was aware that I could be called upon to perform ―UM‖ (unaccompanied minor) chaperone duty on
occasion. It made economic sense for Pan Am to use someone like me for this, rather than pay a steward
or stewardess. I came cheap—a round-trip airline ticket and one night‘s hotel stay plus expenses. Having
never been to Guatemala, I was up for the undertaking. If my resources and time allowed, I thought, I
might be able to take in some of the legendary Mayan ruins while I was there.

The Trip
At the arranged time, I met my two charges at the information desk in what used to be the Pan
Am terminal in JFK Airport, New York. My instructions were simple—don‘t leave them alone at any
time and deliver them safely to their parents in La Aurora airport in Guatemala City. The boy was maybe
ten years old and the girl perhaps six. That is as much information as I could gather from the company or
from them and as much as my high school Spanish could discern.
The trip was going to be a long one, some two thousand air-miles with a short stop-over in
Miami, about seven hours total. I was thankful that the Miami stop-over didn‘t involve a change of
planes.
I entertained the two youngsters and saw to their needs as best I could. I remember playing ―Go
Fish‖ in Spanish for what seemed like hours—―¿Tienes una Reina? Tienes una Sota?‖ (―Have you got a
Queen? Do you have a Jack?‖)
After the short servicing and new passenger boarding stop in Miami, a well-dressed lady, middleaged as I recall, approached my aisle seat after we were airborne and complimented me on my care of the
children. Then she plied me with a request that I thought was simple and what any helpful person would
agree to. ―I need some assistance with my baggage when we get to the airport. Can you help me?‖
I agreed to do what I could, and there hangs my tale and what might have become of my own
sorry tail.

The Arrival
The children and I travelled with only carry-on luggage, but I had committed to help with the
woman‘s baggage, so we went to the baggage claim area and waited for her luggage. With my two
charges in tow, their and my bags, and a heavy, red suitcase belonging to our fellow traveler, we
proceeded to customs together.
I placed my overnight bag along with the red suitcase on the customs metal platform in front of
the uniformed Guatemalan customs agent. Meanwhile, the two children bolted from me. Behind the
customs agent stood an imposing military figure, uniformed and sporting a chest replete with ribbons and
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medals. The children ran to him, yelling ―Poppi! Poppi!‖ That was the last I saw of them – mission
accomplished.
Momentarily distracted by the reunion scene in front of me, I turned back to the customs agent
and was about to let him know that only the small bag was mine and that the suitcase belonged to the
woman behind me. The problem was that there was no woman behind me. Quicker that you can
imagine, the customs agent passed my bag and the suitcase off the platform and into the country without
bothering to search either.
The mystery woman appeared, gave me a perfunctory hug, gathered up the suitcase, and
disappeared into the Guatemalan evening. I remember being puzzled by what had just transpired and
wondering what I had just done. I shrugged and took the complimentary bus to the Westin Camino Real
Hotel, three miles from the airport.

A Little Background
Guatemala City, located in a mountain valley, is the economic, governmental and cultural capital
of Guatemala. It‘s the biggest and most populated city of Central America, with over four million people.
During the ‘60s and ‘70s, leftist guerrillas had attempted to undermine the ruling military
regimes, while government-backed, right-wing paramilitary death squads fought the guerrillas by brutally
repressing the civilian population. Without my knowledge, Pan Am had plunked me right in the middle
of this seething internecine cauldron.
The first hint of how that would affect me came after I registered at the hotel. I took the elevator
to my room and saw a handwritten sign posted there that read ―Toque de Queda 7:00 p.m.‖ When I
reached my room, I called down to the front desk to understand the sign and was told it meant ―curfew at
seven.‖ In plain English, ―Off the streets or else, for the next twelve hours!‖ I remember sneaking a peek
through my curtained hotel window some time during the night and noting army personnel carriers
patrolling the streets just outside the hotel.
After the curfew had expired the next morning, I took the bus to the center of the city, believing
the dictum that one should get to the market early for the best prices on things. I purchased a souvenir
plate and some suede leather material as returning gifts. I was aware of a heavy military presence on the
streets in the form of armed soldiers and armed police officers. I also had the feeling that I was being
followed, as I saw the same man in several of the shops I shopped. Growing up in New York City, I have
adopted, either consciously or subconsciously, the quick glance over each shoulder ―to-be-sure-no-one-isgaining-on-you‖ behavior. I quickly hurried across the large Latin American town square, leaving my
shadow behind, and took the bus back to my hotel.
On the bus trip to and from the city markets, I passed by the huge Guatemalan prison and
observed a crowd of men, women, and children gathered outside its walls. I learned later that it was a
daily occurrence, since the gathered were waiting word on the fate of some of the imprisoned. What I
also noticed was that the slum area was in the center of Guatemala City, right beside the high rise
commercial buildings and shopping malls, not on the outskirts as in most similar cities.

A Welcoming Committee
When I arrived back at the hotel from my shopping sortie, two armed soldiers stopped me just as
I was entering the lobby by thrusting their machine guns into my stomach. I dropped my market gifts and
raised my arms while exclaiming, ―Soy Americano!‖ (―I‘m an American!‖)
The hotel concierge gathered up my gifts as the two soldiers marched me at gunpoint to the army
captain waiting at the hotel front desk. He took my passport and asked me in English to explain what I
was doing in Guatemala. I told him who I worked for and my assignment on behalf of Pan Am. He gave
my passport a cursory look, gave it back to me, and said, ―OK. You can go.‖
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I thanked the captain and decided that I would pass on visiting any Mayan ruins. My best course
was to get to the airport as soon as I could, where I planned to wait for my return flight home. But before
I could gather my meager belongings, I noticed as I approached my hotel room that the door was open. I
entered the room, and passing by the bathroom, a soldier with weapon in hand emerged and gave me a
shove into the room. My bag had been searched and its contents spread on the unmade bed.
I‘m convinced that the authorities connected me with the contents of the red suitcase and its
owner. What I am not clear on is whether my lady friend knew from the outset the relationship of the
children to the Guatemalan officer or that I was probably going to sail through customs because of that
and/or my airline connection. My guess is that she did. What was in that infamous suitcase, I have not a
clue. I know it was heavy. When I relate this part of the story, someone is sure to suggest drugs or guns
or money. If the customs agent had insisted on opening it, the mystery for me would have been solved.
As it is, I may never know. Maybe it‘s better that way. What if the contents were exposed—guns?
drugs? currency? And, since I‘ve been told that ―possession is nine-tenths of the law‖ in Central and
South America, what if no one else owned up to the guns? drugs? money? Guess what?

A Special Case?
In an article titled ―A Human Rights Breakthrough in Guatemala,‖ Julian Smith in the October
2009 Smithsonian Magazine writes about the discovery in the slum area in Guatemala City of ―rooms
brim with head-high heaps of papers, some bundled with plastic string, others mixed with books,
photographs, videotapes and computer disks—all told, nearly five linear miles of documents.‖ These are
the archives of the former Guatemalan National Police. Somewhere in the 80 million pages labeled
―assassins,‖ ―disappeared,‖ and ―special cases,‖ probably in the latter, is something about my part in what
I smuggled into the country. It might even identify the person who used me and what became of her. I
have the nagging suspicion that the authorities were onto her and may have arrested her before she got
very far with that suitcase.
I went back to La Aurora airport and waited in the departure lounge for some six hours before
boarding my scheduled flight. I thought, wrongly no doubt, that I would be safest there.

The Outcome
There are several possible explanations for the meaning of the country‘s name, probably rooted in
the Maya-Toltec languages. The one I favor though is the Spanish corruption of the Nahoa (Mexican)
word ―coactlmoctl-lan,‖ meaning ―land of the snake-eating bird,‖ a phrase that refers to the country‘s
eagle. I flew into Guatemala on the wings of an ―iron bird,‖ and was nearly fatally snake-bitten by
someone who made me a ―muleta‘‘ (a mule), an unsuspecting person who brings in something illegal to a
foreign country. I believe the ―eagle‖ that came to my rescue and saved me from a Guatemalan snake pitlike prison is the one emblazoned on my United States passport. Either that or the ―Guatemalteco
Capitan‖ at the hotel desk just figured I was too stupid to realize the crime I had committed.
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A Case for Studying Abroad: Graduate Study in London
[Based upon Sigma Tau Delta presentation in October 2011]
Kelly Leavitt

Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness.
—Mark Twain
Movement lies at the core of travel. Think about it: common images that accompany travel are
trains whizzing by on a railroad, cars moving steadily along the open highway, and planes hovering in the
sky passing through clouds. Whether it‘s driving to school or work, flying across the ocean to another
country, or simply wandering along a road, travel is the movement from one place to another or simply
movement in itself; it is this movement, then, inherent in travel, whether it be forward or backward, that
always exposes us to the new and different. While travel is often associated with physical vehicles that
transport us from point A to point B, travel also has the potential to move our perspectives, paradigms and
worldviews from one place to another. Traveling has not only afforded me the opportunities to see
historical monuments like the Coliseum or renowned paintings in museums like The Mona Lisa in The
Louvre; moreover, traveling, and my graduate study in London specifically, has located me amidst the
unfamiliar, the foreign, and forced me to find commonalities between the surrounding cultures, thereby
shifting my view of the world and myself.

London

There are many experiences that led me to graduate study in London. I first became interested in
studying abroad after seeing my cousin‘s pictures from his semester in Holland. I was still in high school
at the time, and I remember the pictures of gorgeous cathedrals, delicious food and friends from around
the world instantly piquing my interest. When I decided to go to college at Samford University in
Birmingham, Alabama, one of the first things I researched was studying abroad, and it didn‘t take long
before I took advantage of the programs they offered.
I took my first international trip after my freshman year—summer 2004—to Grenoble, France.
The program was five weeks, which included a weekend in Paris and an accelerated way to receive
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French credits. While there were four other Samford students and two professors, each of the students
lived alone with host families spread across the city. Separating from ―the group‖ was frightening at first,
but we met during classes at Université Stendhal or on the weekends. Surrounded by mountains—
Grenoble was home of the 1968 winter Olympics—and brimming with narrow streets with Parisian-like
shops and cafés, the city was picturesque. Then, going to Paris was a childhood dream come true. Even
though seeing in reality what I had only read about in books was fantastic, this first trip to France was,
naturally, overwhelming. Grenoble and Paris‘ beauty and charm, though, whetted my appetite for another
European adventure.
The following year, fall 2005, I studied abroad again, this time for a semester, in London. The
semester in London was very different from the summer in France. For instance, the University owns a
house in London that fits about 20 students and two professors. I also arranged a journalism internship
with a local publication called SE1 Newsletter. Assignments for the internship included writing and
publishing reviews of plays and movies, in addition to writing feature stories of events in the Southeast
borough of London. Working alongside two local Londoners, a father and a son, who managed the
publication, enabled me to learn about the culture firsthand; for example, we took a break every afternoon
for tea and biscuits. Such experiences, though it may seem small, gave me insight into a delightful
quality of British culture. In addition, visiting and reporting on a variety of cultural events exposed me to
the true diversity and vibrancy of the city; it heighted my already fervent affinity to London. While I
wasn‘t ready to leave at the end of the semester, two friends and I were looking forward to a two-week
independent ―travel break.‖ We visited nine cities in 14 days: Munich, Berlin, Athens, Barcelona,
Venice, Florence, Milan, Rome, and Norway, seeing more than many people see in a lifetime.
After returning to Samford, graduating in 2007, and returning to St. Louis, I began applying to
graduate programs in comparative literature. Different from a pure English literature degree, comparative
literature was attractive for its interdisciplinary quality and focus on world literature. My interest lay in
studying literature as a lens to society, culture, and social structures throughout the world—an
anthropological or sociological look at texts. However, most comparative literature programs require
working knowledge of two languages, of which I had one: French. Based on my interest in Latin
American literature, I immersed myself in a Spanish language school in Antigua, Guatemala, during the
winter of 2007. Although I was only there for two months, the classes were intensive—five days a week
for four hours each day, one-on-one with a native Spanish-speaking instructor—and I left with an
intermediate level of Spanish, which was enough to begin graduate programs.
Purely out of wishful thinking, I applied to University College London (UCL), and to my
surprise, was accepted into the Master of Arts in Comparative Literature program. After the initial
acceptance letter was an exciting flurry of preparation including applying and receiving the Entrance
Visa, legally allowing me to live in the United Kingdom for longer than the six-month limit. Finally
arriving in the city was the fruition of a long period of anticipation.
UCL was the first university founded in London in 1826 under the premise of including students
from all races and backgrounds. That original mission is very prevalent today, as it is well known as
―London‘s Global University.‖ Over a third of the student body is from outside the UK, coming from
140 countries. This characteristic of the University was also seen in my program; out of about 25
students, I was one of two Americans. My classmates came from around the world: Greece, Germany,
Sweden, Chile, Norway, Portugal, Hungary, Jordan, and, of course, England, among other places. UCL is
a world-renowned institution, ranking number seven in the 2011 world rankings. Other fascinating facts
about the University include 21 students or faculty members who have received the Nobel Prize; in 1913,
Rabindranath Tagore, the Indian writer, received the Nobel Prize for Literature, and was a student at
UCL. Other former students were Alexander Graham Bell, Jeremy Bentham, and Mahatma Gandhi.
Located in the northeast of London, known as the Bloomsbury District, UCL is in the heart of Britain‘s
literary history. The Bloomsbury Group in the early 1900s, comprised of writers and artists, most famous
among them being Virginia Woolf, named themselves after this district. This area is also the home of the
publishing company Faber and Faber, whose former editor was T.S. Eliot. (The U.S. branch is Farrar,
Straus and Giroux). Finally, it is home to Dickens, who actually lived down the street from where I lived
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in campus housing. In addition, UCL is a block from The British Library, one of the largest and most
comprehensive libraries in the world. A researcher‘s dream, the library served as an indispensible place
of frequent study.

UCL Library

The UCL Bloomsbury

The large literary classroom of London, as one can imagine, incredibly enhanced my comparative
literature courses. The program itself was a year long and consisted of two required courses—Practice and
Methodology of Comparative Literature and either Modern Literary Theory or Translation Theory—and
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two elective courses in a specialized field, in addition to a final thesis. The two required courses were
engaging, because with the change of topic each week, a different instructor, who specialized in the
subject, would lecture. For instance, when we discussed post-colonialism in the Modern Literary Theory
course, a professor from the Spanish and Latin American studies department lectured. For the Practice
and Methodology of Comparative Literature course, there were two broad themes—―literature and the
city‖ and ―endings‖—and various instructors would lecture on literature related to one of these themes. A
professor from the Italian department, for example, lectured about Italian migrant literature, which
fulfilled the ―literature and the city‖ theme. Learning about a diverse collection of literary texts from a
variety of ―expert‖ perspectives was fascinating.
In addition to the diversity of the course content and instruction, the most significant part of my
learning at UCL can be attributed to the diversity of my classmates. Having discussions with intelligent
people of such contrasting backgrounds was extremely challenging and stimulating. Here is just one
example of the diverse backgrounds present in the program: In a Modern Literary Theory class we were
discussing psychoanalysis theory and a woman from Greece began discussing Little Red Riding Hood and
its psychoanalytical applications when a man, from Chile, raised his hand and asked, ―What is Little Red
Riding Hood?‖ It had nothing to do with his intelligence (he‘s currently getting his PhD at Cambridge),
but it had everything to do with cultural differences. Growing up in Latin America, he simply hadn‘t
read the common childhood story.

Lake District
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UCL‘s global focus extended beyond my courses and into my living environment in campus
housing. Living in campus housing was ideal, because it was within a mere 10 minutes walking distance
of the University. This also meant I was living in central London (off Russell Square), which was a oncein-a-lifetime opportunity of its own, due to high prices in the city center. However, campus housing made
it an affordable option. I lived in a ―cluster‖ with five other students; we had our own rooms, which were
the size of a large closet, and we shared two bathrooms and a kitchen. Students in my hall were from
Hong Kong, China, Germany, and Trinidad and Tobago: yet another opportunity to learn from a variety
of cultural backgrounds.
Finally, during the summer of 2009, while working diligently on my dissertation, I interned at
International PEN (Poets, Essayists, Novelists), a non-profit organization whose goal is to promote
literature and defend freedom of expression around the world. International PEN, located in London, is
the world headquarters, but there is a PEN center located in every country of the world. Actually,
International PEN was one of the aspects that drew me to study in London. The combination of social
activism and literature made it an ideal workplace for me. Coincidentally, my campus housing was down
the street from PEN. After meeting a woman in my program who was already interning with PEN at the
time, and gathering contacts from her, I interviewed and became a communications intern, assisting the
editor of PEN International magazine and updating the website in three languages—French, Spanish, and
English—among other things. Similar to my internship at SE1 Newsletter, my work at International PEN
further immersed me in British culture, and specifically exposed me to the rife publishing industry in
London.
The depth of knowledge gained from not only my studies at UCL, but my time in London, simply
meeting people, whether it was my classmates, co-workers, or others, makes me hesitant to refer to it as
travel, because of the fleeting, exotic, ―tourist-y‖ associations that typically accompany the word.
However, digging into the definition of the term—travel as movement—complexity and ambiguity
suddenly add weight to it. While I physically relocated from the U.S. to England, my worldview also
moved, shifted, was deconstructed and re-assembled into something new and different. Many may cringe
at that thought; ―deconstructed and re-assembled‖ doesn‘t sound comfortable, and it isn‘t. Movement
usually isn‘t comfortable, and thus, not for the faint at heart, but it always promises growth. Don‘t get me
wrong: moving from sight to sight as a tourist with a heavy camera hung around your neck, this skimming
the surface of a place, has its own value, but it is the potentiality in the expanse beneath the surface—
engaging with the unknown and foreign—that I find the most compelling, and certainly the most
rewarding, aspect of travel.
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Flower Power
Faye Adams
Our daughter, Lisa, had a habit of bringing him over for a ―visit.‖ Several times, she walked
across the field to our house with the kitten in her arms and rang the bell. When either my husband Bill
or I answered the door, she simply walked in and placed him on the floor without comment. I knew what
she was doing: attempting to find a home for another stray. One of her ―orphans‖ currently lived in our
home and we had no desire for another.
But she knows us well—she guessed correctly that we would fall in love with this tiny kitten, this
totally unremarkable, grey-striped kitten. Someone had dumped him on Fountain City Road, at the
bottom of the hill below our house. Lisa and her husband were driving home at night when their
headlights revealed six baby kittens in the middle of the road.
―Scott, they‘ll be run over and killed,‖ Lisa said.
Of course, they picked them up. Several lost cats have found a permanent home with them. Most
are named for flowers, as are our two. They have Bonsai, Cricket, Pink, and Vinca. They placed
Sunflower and Marigold with our other daughter, Judy.
Naturally, Lisa‘s ploy worked. Sweet William came into our home four years ago and our lives
haven‘t been the same since. His friendly, affectionate nature won the day and our resistance melted.
As soon as we agreed to keep him, Lisa said, ―You‘ll have to think of the name of a flower for
him.‖
It was a no-brainer for me to name the first cat they gave us, because it was a female. ―That‘s
easy,‖ I said. ―Petunias are my favorite flower. Her name is Petunia.‖
I couldn‘t think of the name of a flower for this little male kitten, but Scott named him Sweet
William. I took a photo of him as a kitten, and entered it in a pet-portrait contest, sponsored by our local
newspaper. I wrote on back of the photo, ―This is Sweet William, who lives up to his name.‖ The photo
won first place in the contest.
His personality is anything but ordinary. When he gets wound up, he streaks through the house
like a race car, bounding over and across whatever is in his path, be it couch or chair, dining room table,
or human being. Our granddaughter, Chloe, calls him ―Turbo Kitty.‖ He is long past the kitten stage,
but, since we took him to the vet for shots and neutering early on, he still behaves like a kitten. He fits T.
S. Eliot‘s depiction of his cat in the poem ―The Rum Tum Tugger‖ quite vividly.
Our other cat, Petunia, is beautiful with black ears and tail, thick white coat and a black and white
patterned face. She was an adult when she came to live with us, as were all the other strays we‘ve
―adopted‖ over the years. Having a kitten in the house was a new experience for us.
Although Sweet William adopted me as his mother, Bill enjoys him almost as much as I do.
When I‘m doing laundry or working at the computer on a writing project, I hear Bill talking to him.
When I‘m away from the house, I return to a husband who laughingly describes his capers during my
absence.
William is long and lean. We measured him at three feet, from the tip of his nose to the end of
his tail. Petunia is short and fat, with small, dainty feet. Her surgery obviously produced a different
effect from his. They now eat the same weight formula food for adult cats, but her short torso and her
inactivity has caused her to be overweight.
When I came home after knee replacement surgery, Sweet William followed me into the
bedroom, sniffed everything, and then parked himself on my bed. He lay next to me day after day and
never once stepped on my leg. Petunia didn‘t seem conscious of the bad leg but she‘s quite a talker.
Every time you speak to her, she responds. They were a great comfort to me during my recovery.
Each one of Sweet William‘s siblings lives in a different home. Every cat in the litter possesses a
unique personality. We hear reports of their antics from their owners and it gives us joy to know that they
all thrive.
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The person(s) who dumped those kittens have no idea of the blessings they‘ve thrown away.
When William climbs into my lap, curls himself into a ball, begins to purr and places his
paws on my cheek, my heart melts like warm butter. It‘s more satisfying than a caramel
sundae or a cheesecake brownie.

Pets offer both comedy and companionship. They give us older adults someone other than
ourselves to speak to. They not only listen attentively, they talk back. I don‘t pretend to understand pet
lingo, but I have no problem interpreting the language of love.
The Winner
He‘s just an old stray cat someone had thrown away.
―He‘s not too handsome, he‘s spoiled,‖ we all say.
But as a kitten, sitting on the breakfast chair,
my camera captured a photo as he posed there
I sent it to a contest and said, ―He‘s quite tame.
We call him Sweet William, who lives up to his name.
He purrs when you pet him; he loves most everyone.‖
I was surprised and happy to hear Sweet William won.
That $75 prize paid for his shots from the vet.
I think he‘s still pouting; hasn‘t forgiven me yet.
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Life Abroad @ Handong
Cordell P. Schulten
After ten years practicing law and another fourteen teaching at universities in Saint Louis, Missouri, I was
invited to teach American law at Handong Global University, an evangelical Christian institution in
Pohang, South Korea. In the following selections from my blog, I recount more experiences and lessons
learned during my life abroad @ Handong. —Author

Continued from the 2011 issue of Cantos…

21 April 2011
What a Wonder a Walk Can Be . . . When Only We Open Our Eyes and Look Up!
Ordinarily on Thursdays my lunch hour is spent with faculty colleagues, but this week‘s midterm
exams prompted the cancellation of our regular departmental meeting. I was delighted, then, to receive
an invitation to join two of my best students for a relaxing lunch on the patio of the campus
restaurant. We sat outside to enjoy the sunshine and the increasingly warmer temperatures that have
finally started to make their way to the eastern coast of Korea—a bit later this spring than usual, I am told.
As our lunch progressed, though, the wind started to pick up and even blow some exam
review papers from the books on our table. I had to make a quick dash to grab them before another gust
took them over the wall and into the woods. It also started to get a bit darker as some clouds rolled
in. Today‘s forecast called for rain tomorrow, but it made an earlier arrival.
Following lunch, one of my students accompanied me on a walk back across campus. We
continued the conversation from our time around the table as we walked. Then, all of a sudden, she
stopped and said, ―Professor, look up!‖ As I did, I saw what can only be described as a broad brush
stroke of blazing color across the clouds. It wasn‘t a rainbow. Yet, the full spectrum of light, from violet
through every hue to red, was flowing over the clouds that had gathered above.
We were both stopped flat-footed, awestruck. It was as if the Aurora Borealis were dancing in
the midday sky. As we stood gazing into the heavens, a few other students came walking by. Some
passed by without a pause, but a few wondered what we were looking at. As they turned and looked up,
their mouths dropped open. What a sight! And, it didn‘t disappear in a few moments. It lingered as the
clouds moved slowly across the sky. This ―floating rainbow‖ stretched out its waves of brilliance.
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Had I stayed in my office today and done what I ordinarily do—focused my view on what is
below—the demands of the day—I would have entirely missed the beauty that was shining above. I‘m
thankful I was invited to take a walk. I‘m thankful I was urged to open my eyes and look up!
In one of his most precious songs, Michael Card sings to his children and tells them of his
prayers—a father‘s longing for his children to see increasingly the wonder of life that will bring the
sunrise of their smile.
Now close your eyes so you can see,
Your own unfinished memories,
Now open them, for time is brief,
And you‘ll be blest beyond belief,
Now glance above you at the sky,
There’s beauty there to blind the eye,
I ask all this then wait awhile,
To see the dawning of your smile.
Looking ahead to Easter morning‘s sunrise, may I always be reminded to glance above me at the sky!
If then you have been raised with Christ, seek the things that are above, where Christ is, seated at the
right hand of God. Set your minds on things that are above, not on things that are on earth. For you have
died, and your life is hidden with Christ in God. When Christ who is your life appears, then you also will
appear with him in glory. —Colossians 3:14

10 May 2011
My Korean Birthday . . . Quite an Auspicious and Lengthy Day!!

What can I say? I think Sandy put it best in her email to me: ―Koreans really know how to
celebrate!‖ And so began the celebrations this past week on Tuesday evening with a ―Pre-Birthday Pizza
Party‖ at one of my students‘ favorite spots—Mr. Pizza. That‘s a Hawaiian Special with the candles atop
it in front of me.
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After enjoying our pizza and endless salad bar feast (the true attraction here—all you can eat
salads!!), we played a hilarious game of ―Pictionary‖ using words and phrases from the case these Law &
Advocacy students are preparing for Mock Trial in a couple of weeks. So, what picture would you draw
if the phrase you were given was “in loco parentis”?
But, the celebrations didn‘t end there, even though that would have been an amazingly fabulous
time. No, from Mr. Pizza we all strolled through Yukkuri (the downtown shopping and entertainment
district) to what you in the States would call a karaoke club, but what is here called a noraebang (singing
room).

That‘s right! Each group that comes in gets its own room equipped with an amazing karaoke
machine housing literally tens of thousands of favorite songs from all generations and genres! I‘m told
this is the number one form of party entertainment in Korea. I was happy to join right in. It was my
birthday, right?? Well, pre-birthday, at least!! Ms. YeEun Han, Mr. Vu and I crooned ―My Heart Will
Go On‖ together. What a blast!
The pre-birthday party was so overwhelming that I had to take a day of rest on Wednesday!
Several students stopped by my office during the day, though, to drop off wonderful little gifts and cards.
One, Ms. Ha, even presented me with some homemade rich dark chocolates!! Couldn‘t even eat half a
bite without a glass of milk!! Amazing!
Another student, Ms. Grimi Kim, brought me two small cactus plants for my office. Each gift
was accompanied with a beautiful card containing more than just the ordinary ―Happy Birthday‖ wishes
you find on American cards. Every card conveyed a hand-written expression of good wishes and
prayers. Then, about 9:30 Wednesday evening I received a call from Ms. Shin, the president of our Law
& Advocacy study group, asking if she and another student might drop off ―something‖ at my apartment
later on that evening.
―Later on‖ turned out to be nearly 11:30 p.m. and the two students turned into over a dozen
carrying with them a cake, presents and a large decorated envelope full of birthday cards. They sang the
―Happy Birthday‖ song twice as the midnight hour approached, and we all enjoyed pieces of the delicious
cake. At the stroke of the new day, they all became the very first to wish me ―Happy Birthday‖ on the
fifth of May! What amazing students I have!!
Their presents included a beautiful orchid plant for my office and a jar of hard candies that one
very special and perceptive student had noticed I particularly enjoy. They do not miss a beat!! When I
started to open their cards, though, everyone said that I should wait until after they left. I think they knew
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that when I read them I might very likely start crying. And, after they did all depart around 12:30, I read
them all and I did.
So now, I have been given a ―pre-birthday‖ party and a strike-of-midnight birthday party, but the
celebrations are, in fact, still just beginning. On the morning of the fifth, I awoke to a beautiful day and
took my regular break-of-dawn walkabout campus and was serenaded by some of the most unusual bird
songs I have yet to hear here in Korea. Could it have been that my birthday made me a bit more attentive
to their tunes?
By eight, I was seated on the sidelines of the soccer field with students and fellow colleagues to
watch our Law Department men engage the Engineering Department on the pitch. Unfortunately, our
men could not engineer a sufficient number of successful shots on goal, and this one went into the books
with disappointment. It was, though, a hard fought match, and after all, that is what we are daily called to
give!
At eleven, I joined with my dear friends from the Pohang International Community core group
and we journeyed the short distance from campus to Chilpo Beach, and what a beach party it was!!
We cooked out and enjoyed a great meal together with the sea breeze blowing in our hair and the
sun beaming down on us!
Pastor Richie‘s son, Joseph, presented me with one of my most precious birthday gifts—an
original picture drawn and colored by Joseph to remind me of our day at the sea. (It has now been posted
to a prominent spot on my refrigerator).
I even tried to convince Richie that it was a great day to join me in taking a swim in the ocean,
but my powers of persuasion were not (fortunately for him and me) sufficiently potent on this occasion.
But wait…. it was my birthday!!! … Don‘t I get to do what I want to do on my birthday??? Rest
easy, Sandy! I didn‘t end up going swimming, but I did have a thoroughly good time with the best of
friends on an amazingly beautiful day at the beach!! I even jumped for joy!! Thanks, Boyeon, for
convincing I could!!

And, you might think the celebrations had reached their zenith, but you would be wrong!! We‘re
not done yet!! After returning to campus, cleaning off and out the sand I brought back in my clothes and
on my legs and feet, I enjoyed a nap. Well, it was my birthday, right! I had to rest because I was due to
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meet my TA, Ms. Juyoun Han, and three other students for a birthday dinner at Hyoam Restaurant—the
nicest restaurant on campus.
While it was much more reserved and definitely less rowdy (for Ms. Han would have no other
way) than my midday celebration at the beach, we did enjoy our fair share of laughs as I tried to give
Daniel and Hojong, who are now both law students at Handong International Law School, some pointers
on wooing women.
I don‘t think they thought my idea of a first-date walk in the cemetery was all that helpful,
though. Yet, they could not dispute that it at least worked for me. Just goes to show you how loving and
caring my dearest Sandy was and continues to be! So, as Daniel practiced his French to himself (―mon
chéri amour‖), Hojong wasted no time in getting closer to one of the fairest young ladies on campus, Ms.
Shin, who had also joined in my celebratory dinner.
At the end of the dinner, the four disappeared for a few minutes only to return with a birthday
cheesecake adorned with several candles less than 52—they would have needed special permission from
the fire marshal for that! It topped off an amazingly fun and delightful evening. But wait, there‘s still
more….
After departing Hyoam, we walked across campus to the playing field to cheer on our Law
Department girls‘ wild horse team in their match against the Design Department. Wild horse is a game
combining the intensity of American football, the speed and agility of soccer and the ruggedness of rugby
(sometimes). The team presented me with a great present—a thoroughly decisive victory! Go Law!!
So that was it! I barely made it back to my campus apartment before collapsing! Although
completely exhausted as I was, I couldn‘t have been happier to have enjoyed such an auspicious day!
Sandy was indeed right: Koreans really do know how to celebrate! I only wish you could have been here
to join in on all the fun, Honey!!

14 June 2011
Campaign for a Balanced Life
I‘ve undertaken a campaign. It‘s not a political one, nor is it military, nor even a campaign for
social or economic justice. Each of those may very well have their own time and place and possibly an
appropriate demand for my attention, but the campaign that has gripped me especially during these last
weeks of the semester here at Handong is a campaign for living a more balanced life.
The busyness of life, especially in the life of students and professors alike, has been advancing
with menacing force over this past month. The campaign I have undertaken is my small attempt to thwart
this advance. And how might you ask am I mounting such a campaign? What tactics and strategies am I
employing? My chief weapon is the camera function on my mobile phone, and my subjects are the
flowers of the field.
As I walk about campus each morning, I purposefully search out beauty—the beauty Jesus taught
us to behold when he said, ―Consider the lilies.‖ When I find beauty, I photograph it. And then as I go
about my day, I display the photo I have most recently taken on my mobile‘s wallpaper and simply ask
the students or professors I have encountered along the way whether they know where on campus this
object of beauty may be seen, and when seen, considered.
If they know, they have already joined the ranks of my campaign. If they‘re willing to search it
out, they are well on their way. If, though, they do not know nor care to discover, then they have been
overcome by our common enemy—the tyranny of the urgent. I seek to persuade them that a life balanced
with the pursuit and appreciation of beauty might actually enhance their performance of those duties that
they seem so burdened to fulfill. It might just help to lift that burden that has so captured their attention
that all around them seems a haze or what‘s worst, a grayness.
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19 August 2011
“Absence Makes the Heart Grow Fonder”
According to one source, the Roman poet Sextus Propertius gave us the earliest form of this
saying in his Elegies: ―Always toward absent lovers, love‘s tide stronger flows.‖ Personally, I thought it
must have been Shakespeare or Guillaume de Lorris, but no matter. Is it true?!?!?
Does spacial separation deepen authentic love? And if so, does the greater the distance and
longer the time of separation prompt an even deeper devotion? I do believe it does, and I say this not just
as an intellectual contention or an emotional aspiration, but rather, based upon lived experience.
On the 26th of August, my wife and I will celebrate the 33rd anniversary of our marriage. We will,
however, be half a world away from one another—Sandy in St. Louis and me here, once again, at
Handong. But in the truest sense, only space separates us. I‘ve just returned to begin preparations for
another semester‘s teaching this fall. The wonderful seven weeks of our time together this summer
during my leave in the United States passed all too quickly, but it did afford delightful times of
refreshment and strengthening of our relationship.
Now, I‘m looking ahead to the third semester that I will be here teaching in the absence of my
Beloved. But periods of separation from family are not uncommon in these present times. Last semester,
Sandy would often remind me during our Skype calls that the men and women who serve us so faithfully
in the military are frequently duty-bound to lengthy times of separation from their loved ones.
Our good friends, Kurt and J. Sun, with whom we enjoyed wonderful visits in Seoul last year, are
even now separated due to Kurt‘s one-year deployment in Afghanistan. And just this past Sunday, I met
Seth at our Pohang International Community gathering. He has begun a six-month tour of duty here with
the U.S. Navy and will be separated from his wife and three young children for that entire period of time.
When country calls, soldiers and sailors obey. Would it be any less the duty of a follower of
Christ to heed his command even though it meant parting from loved ones for that time of service? Jesus
has promised his followers this: ―Truly, I say to you, there is no one who has left house or wife or
brothers or parents or children, for the sake of the kingdom of God, who will not receive many times
more in this time, and in the age to come eternal life‖ (Luke 18:29-30).
But he gives more grace, and by God‘s grace and mercy, I‘m continuing to learn each day the
truth that absence does indeed make the heart grow fonder.

03 September 2011
I Would Rather Speak Five Words with My Mind . . .
One thing that I love about my life abroad at Handong is the depth of spiritual devotion that I find
in nearly all my students and faculty colleagues. There are, represented here, a wide variety of faith
traditions within the Church—the Body of Christ. Such diversity is, without a doubt, a strength of our
university community.
With diversity, though, comes the potential for an unbalanced, over-emphasis on certain
dimensions of spiritual life and experience. I have recently become even more aware of this likelihood,
and my heart is burdened by the possible harm that out-of-balance teaching and practices may cause,
especially in the lives of young people whose hearts are seeking after God and desiring to experience his
presence and power in authentic ways.
This, however, is not the first time such a concern has arisen in my mind. Early in my walk with
other believers, I encountered several brothers and sisters who taught that the only way to ―know‖ that
you were blessed and empowered by God to live a life following after Christ was to have a special
spiritual experience where you spoke audibly in the hearing of others with ecstatic utterances—what these
teachers called ―unknown tongues‖—that is, not an actual human language that one had not previously
learned, but rather a series of sounds emanating from your mouth that they claimed were an evidence of
God‘s presence and worked through your physical body.
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After first encountering this teaching, I asked my spiritual mentor to help me understand whether
this was a pathway of spirituality that I should pursue. As a wise mentor and guide, he pointed me to the
Scriptures, and in particular to First Corinthians, chapters 12, 13 and 14. He said this was the portion of
the New Testament that spoke most directly to the exercise of spiritual gifts, including what the Bible
calls the ―gift of tongues.‖
He explained that the Apostle Paul was actually answering questions in this passage that had been
previously raised by the believers at the church in Corinth. Paul‘s main point in response, my mentor
said, was to remind the Corinthians that all of the gifts of the Spirit of God were given so that followers of
Christ might be enabled to build up and strengthen others. Their purpose is not individual benefit, but
rather the benefit of the whole body.
He also stressed that whatever spiritual gift I may think God has given me, that gift must always
be exercised out of a heart of love for others. He taught me that this is the main point of Chapter
13. Speaking in tongues, whether they be the languages of men or of angels, is worthless unless it is an
expression of love to others. He then went on to show me that love is demonstrated when we speak in
such a way that others who hear us understand what we are saying.
If I speak aloud in the hearing of others in a way that they do not understand, I am not loving
them. I am not edifying them. Only when the unknown language is interpreted and others understand the
message is there any potential for their benefit—their edification. My mentor also taught me that some
Christians practice speaking in tongues as a private prayer language when they are alone.
He noted that there was even a mention of this type of private ―prayer language‖ practice in 1
Corinthians 14:2, where Paul describes the one who is ―speaking to God and not to men.‖ Such a private
practice of tongues, when not in the hearing of others, is consistent with the overall point of the
instruction that Paul is giving in this passage; however, it is a practice that focuses the believer‘s attention
inward rather than outward toward others.
In contrast to private expressions, in the cases where audible words or sounds are spoken in the
hearing of others, my spiritual mentor said, those words and sounds should either be directly understood
by the ones hearing them (that is, they should be spoken in a known, common, human language) or they
should be interpreted immediately so that all may understand and benefit. (See 1 Corinthians 14:26-33.)
The aim of all audible expression among gatherings of believers should be mutual edification and
common blessing. In fact, Paul also warns that if this practice is not followed, then unbelievers who
might happen to come into the gathering would be confused and think that those speaking in expressions
that are not understandable are out of their minds (1 Corinthians 14:23). As followers of Christ, we are
charged to pursue the wellbeing of others before our own individual spirituality: “So with yourselves,
since you are eager for manifestations of the Spirit, strive to excel in building up the church” (1
Corinthians 12:12).
At the conclusion of this passage, Paul reiterates the importance of doing all things that can be
seen and heard by others in ways that will build them up. He evens uses a proportional argument to show
how important it is to speak in an understandable manner whenever what we say can be heard by
others. Five words that can be understood—spoken with ―my mind‖—are more important than speaking
10,000 words in uninterpreted and unknowable expressions.
The proper balance is struck when we pray and sing with both our spirit and our mind (1
Corinthians 14:15). If we truly desire to love others as Christ loved us, then we should pursue practices
that build up others with the clear and understandable proclamation of God‘s Word. Let us press on to
maturity as we seek to live our lives for others, even as Christ so lived for us!
Nevertheless, in church I would rather speak five words with my mind in order to instruct others, than ten
thousand words in a tongue. Brothers, do not be children in your thinking. Be infants in evil, but in your
thinking be mature. —1 Corinthians 14:19-20
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Sportsman’s Park
Billy Adams

As a boy growing up in northeast Arkansas in the 1940s, I remember listening to Cardinal
baseball on old battery-powered AM radios. A local station, KDRS on 1490 AM, Paragould Arkansas,
carried all the Cardinal games. In 1951, I left home for a four-year stint in the USAF; I had never seen a
Cardinal game. I had heard about the new invention, television, but no one that I knew owned one.
When my new wife and I left Montana, at the end of my Air Force service, we settled in St.
Louis. In the early ‘60s we lived on St. Louis Avenue, about ten blocks from Sportsman Park, home of
the St. Louis Cardinals. It was located on North Grand next to the old Carter Carburetor Factory. I saw
my first major league game while we lived there. During that time, the Cardinals weren‘t doing very
well. Late in the season, I could walk to the ballpark and find someone who wanted to sell a ticket.
On one of those great fall days in late September, I ambled down to the park and picked up a
ticket for a seat three rows back, almost behind home plate, for the unheard price of $3.00. As it turned
out it was Stan Musial‘s last game. The date was September 29, 1963.
A guy sitting next to me wanted everyone to know that he was knowledgeable about baseball. He
carried on a running commentary all through the game. He seemed especially interested in Musial and
would comment about his hitting powers, even when he was in the field playing first base.
The game was a low scoring affair and Stan only came up to bat twice. His first at bat he hit a
single to right field. The second time he batted was the in the top of the ninth inning. There were two
outs, two runners on base and the other team led by two runs. The count was two balls and two strikes.
Stan stepped out of the batters box and sort of stretched his back and rolled his shoulders. The guy sitting
next to me said excitedly, ―There, he always does that before he hits a home run.‖
Stan stepped back into the box and hit a line drive over the fence in right field to win the game. I
had seen him hit home runs on TV but it was much more impressive in person. He stood back from the
plate, leaned back and extended his arms fully. It looked as if he caught the ball on his bat and threw it
over the fence with the bat, almost like Lacrosse players pass the ball. His smooth effortless swing made
current home run hitters look clumsy in comparison. What a way to end a career!
On May 8, 1966, the Cardinals played their last game in Sportsman Park. They played their next
game on May 9 at the new Busch stadium.
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Using Language to Prove a Point about Language
Jen Trapper
There are a dozen ways I thought about starting this essay. I thought about saying that language
is not really followed by any amount of significant thoughts, but simply by crickets chirping. I thought
about saying ―LANGUAGE IS AN AMAZING THING‖—in all caps just so it looked like I meant it
(even though I certainly do not). I even considered giving a dictionary definition of ―language,‖ but that
is so expected, and who really wants that? So, ignore my previous jokes and insignificant comments. My
essay truly starts with this line: Language. Yes, just a single word, but the more I look at that word, the
more meaning it has. Stay with me for a moment when I say that language is the basis of a functioning
society. Raise your hand if you just laughed at me. I guarantee that your thoughts are rushing as you try
to think of other things, anything that is more important to a functioning society than language, but you
will not think of anything else. Language is the basis of society. It is communication, and
communication is important. Language is expression; it is who we are, how we live. Our words tell a
story; they say what our actions cannot.
To start, let us get down to the beginning of language. No, I am not talking about grunting
cavemen, or monkeys, or whatever creature we supposedly evolved from. I am talking about God. God
knew that His children would need a way to express their thoughts to Him and to each other, as well as a
way for Him to express His thoughts and bits of wisdom back to us. In a sense, it all revolves around the
idea of faith—that we must trust what is unseen. God knew that to communicate with us, He would have
to create some sort of bridge, hence the birth of language.
If you are still skeptical about what I am saying, think about this: Name one time when you were
able to express yourself without the use of words, emotions, or body signals. Restrain yourself from
trying to think of such a time. I promise it is impossible, even for those of you who swear you are void of
all emotions. You sound like those silly Twilight vampires. We use language as expression whether we
are happy, angry, hurt, or in love. People debate with words, cause riots with words (sometimes), and
write with words. LANGUAGE IS AN AMAZING THING (and this time I really mean that).
In case you were wondering, I did not forget about the fact that there are dozens of languages.
All the sounds and characters are expressed differently. However, verbal language is not the only cultural
difference. Body language is very different amongst cultures. Hand signals or gestures that we use in the
United States may be offensive in the country of Zambia. People are individual, their thoughts and
actions are individual, and so their forms of expression are individual. For example, when my roommate
Faith is really focused, she pulls at her hair. Therefore, when Faith is pulling her hair, I know to leave her
alone. Does that mean I leave her alone? Absolutely not, but that is beside the point. When my
roommate Mara is focused, she puts her headphones in as a sign to leave her alone. Language is as
individual as the person using it.
So much thought makes language sound complicated, but I do not think that is true. It goes as far
as we let it, or stays as close as we hold it. Sometimes I think we tend to forget how language influences
our lives and the lives to come. It has been around for so long that when you step back and really
examine the way language functions in society, it is incredible. When you imagine the world without it, it
seems surreal. Yet, the world with language is pretty surreal, too….
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My Serbian Roots
Amber Gielow

For my family, dysfunctional as it might be, our roots have always been an exceedingly
significant portion of our lives. My mother‘s family is of Serbian descent, with none marrying outside the
ethnicity until my grandmother‘s children. Despite these non-Serbian additions, the traditions have
always been well maintained. As I was growing up, I learned much about the customs of Serbia and the
history of the region from where my family came. Their lives are very different from the lives typical
Americans live, which, in turn, made the lives of those living in America quite distinct. Even as a child, I
appreciated the differences, fully embracing my family‘s culture.
At any family gathering, there is a display of ethnic foods, particularly desserts. My uncle, ever
the baker, would fill multiple tables with his delectable goodies. Since we were never able to eat all of it
in one sitting, no matter how hard we may have tried, everyone took some home. The usual favorites
were always there, often accompanied by recently discovered recipes. As we sat around the table,
everyone would take a piece of the flaky, honey-glazed chesnitsa, hoping to find the dime hidden inside
of their piece. Traditionally, on New Year‘s Day, the Serbians would mix a coin with the filling while
assembling the phyllo dough and creamy filling. It was believed that whoever got the piece with the coin
inside would have good luck for the rest of the year. While we did not hold to the good luck myth, we
relished finding the dime in our dessert. We would carefully poke every bit of our pieces with a toothpick
to find it. If not, we kept eating until we did.
As we sat around the table munching, the conversation would invariably turn to family history.
The who, when, why, and where questions of my family were sometimes answered, though just as often
met with more questions. Typically, my grandmother was the only one who knew the answer to our
queries, and she was happy to impart the knowledge she held. Since she was the last one in our family
who could speak fluent Serbian, she would often translate things for us, teaching us bits and pieces that
would invariably slip into our daily conversation.
Personally, the gift I cherish the most from my heritage is language. Though I cannot speak
fluently, I am able to pick out certain words and use some accurately. With my family, these words are
normal conversation, connecting us in a way that is difficult to explain. Essentially, it is ―our thing.‖
When my cousin married her fiancé, it was understood that her husband would have to learn what our
words meant and how we used them. Since they pepper our conversations, it can become impossible for
outsiders to determine what is being said if they do not know the meaning of the words we are using.
This special communication is part of my identity, especially as it is so closely tied to my Serbian
heritage. Being Serbian is one of the defining factors of who I am. When asked what nationality I am, I
am proud to be able to identify myself with my family‘s history and roots. It has become so ingrained in
me that I would not know what it is like not to live with that influence. My family is bonded through our
identity; it is the one tie that cannot be broken.
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Don’t Forget Me
Brianna Jones
―Don‘t you dare forget about me.‖
This is something that I have told each of my family members as I have grown up. I have spoken
this to them no matter what. It did not matter if they were leaving for a short time or a long time. I was
sure that wherever they were going would change them, and I wanted to be sure that they would not
forget me during that change.
I believe that this comes from an insecurity that I have in me. I do not want to be left behind or
forgotten by the ones I love. I also want to be important enough to them that they think about me in all of
their journeys. I do not want them to feel that I would forget about them either. In saying this phrase, this
shows how much I do cherish and love them.
―Don‘t you dare forget about me.‖ My oldest brother had just joined the army. He was going to
Georgia for basic training. He had just graduated high school and was looking forward to his new found
devotion to the military. He was ready to get out of the house, but he was afraid of this new territory
upon which he was embarking. Jake was nineteen when he joined the army. I was nine. I had only spent
a few short years getting to know Jake. He is my stepbrother, so I met him three years prior to him
leaving. In those three years, we grew close.
Being born ten years apart, it was odd that we were so alike in so many ways. When he left for
basic training, I do not think that I realized how much I would miss him. I do not think I realized how
much he was going to change. He never forgot me, though. He always wrote letters, showing me that he
may have changed but he would never forget about me. We actually grew closer to each other as the
miles spread us apart. Even as the army took him to Germany, Afghanistan, Kuwait, Africa, Italy, and
many more places, he still took time to talk to me and show me that he kept his promise to never forget
me.
My family has never been a typical family. We have been ravaged by divorce, but we still love
each other earnestly. Hurt, stress, and sorrow flow through my childhood because of this. Love, strength,
and a lot of siblings also came through this cycle of divorce. I have six siblings—three sisters and three
brothers. However, I have one half-brother, two stepbrothers, and three half-sisters. We are very mixed,
but this makes my family a family. As I matured, it was difficult to be close to all of my siblings. Two of
my sisters have lived in Michigan for most of their lives with their other family.
―Don‘t you dare forget about me, Sam.‖ My sister, Sam, was leaving for Michigan with her
mom. She had come to live with my dad after getting into quite a bit of trouble at her mom‘s house. Her
mom sent her to our dad so that he could try to tame her. Our household changed from being peaceful to
being an angry battle zone. I shared a room with her when we were younger, but that was a long time in
the past. She would not have anything to do with me. She prowled around like an angry lioness, trapped
in our house. She hated living with my dad. She hated going to high school. She hated that she did not
have as much freedom as she did while she was in Michigan. She did not quite hate me, but I am sure
that there were times when she was very close to it.
Something changed in Sam as she neared her day to leave. I believe she knew that she was going
to actually miss being in St. Louis with this part of her family. She became close to all of us in a short
time. For a couple of months, we were really good friends. As she was running out the door to go to
Michigan, I told her not to forget me, but really, I was telling her not to forget about how close we had
gotten in the past few months. It was said later, when I went to visit her, we could reconnect and be close
again.
Sam did not forget either. Every time my family travels to see her and visit my other sister, we
are as close as ever. We may be a little distant between those visits, but she embraces me with the
closeness that we have had when we see each other. She would not forget me.
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I was the youngest in the family for thirteen years. That changed when my mom bore my
youngest sister. Being the youngest for thirteen years stirs up pride in being just that—the youngest in the
family. When you are the youngest, you have unspoken rights to the title and all that comes with it. One
of the titles is ―The One that is picked on.‖ One of those rights is the right to whine when they pick on
you. Why someone would want to protect that title is beyond me, but it is true. Being the youngest gives
one a place in the family. Bringing my little sister into the picture put a stop to those rights. I was
jealous, yes. However, once I saw her little beautiful face, all jealousy faded away.
―Arianna, don‘t forget me. I love you.‖ I was the one leaving this time. I lived with my mom for
a year during high school. After one year, it was time for me to return to my dad‘s house to recover from
an emotionally draining relationship with my mom. I did not want to leave Arianna there. I held her dear
to my heart. I wanted to make sure that she was going to be safe while I was gone. I wanted to make sure
that she would always remember that I would be there for her to run to if she needed to.
It broke my heart leaving her. She did not want me to leave. She adored me as much as I adored
her. She returned with ―Brianna, don‘t forget me either.‖ It was my turn to hold that promise. I have.
And so has she. One time, she called me and left a message on my phone by herself. It said, ―Brianna? I
miss you. Please come see me soon. Brianna? Okay, bye.‖ I was devastated when I heard that message
that I missed.
When I see her she flies into my arms with love and holds me dearly. She squeezes me to death
and tells me how much she has missed me. I don‘t think that I will ever find that sort of devotion and
love anywhere else in the world.
Arianna eventually would leave, too. Recently, she, my mom, and one of my brothers moved to
the city of Washington from central Missouri. My phrase then extended to the rest of that part of my
family.
―Don‘t you dare forget me.‖ It was said to my mom and to my brother Neal. Their plan when
they moved was to buy a piece of property and live off the land until they could afford an apartment
somewhere closer to a small town. They were all excited to leave Missouri and live in a new place. It
was a new start for them—a new start that they needed. It was refreshing.
I was scared for them. They would be moving to a property that was in the middle of nowhere on
a mountain. Everything that I felt that was important to society and living, they were going to be without.
No internet. No phone. No Taco Bell. Nothing. I did not know how they were going to contact me or
how I would know that they were doing well. I had to make sure that they would not forget me until they
could contact me. Of course, my own mother would never forget me, but I needed to make sure.
They found a way to keep in touch. They borrowed the neighbor‘s phones, sent letters, found
free Wi-Fi at restaurants in small towns. They kept in touch.
Family is an important factor in my life. Family should be held close and never let go. Even
when miles and miles separate them, they should still be close. Family should be a unit that always keeps
together even when difficult times come. Sure, there will be lots of times when the family cannot stand
each other, but the important thing is that they forgive each other afterwards.
Such few words can mean so much to a person because of the feeling behind the words said. My
family knows that I love and care for them because I express it to them through just a few words and
actions.
―Don‘t you dare forget me.‖
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Silence: The Story of Adulthood in My Family
Jessica Kostelic
My family has only one home. That home is no longer where we meet to be a family. I worry
that I have reached the point where I want to silence my ears to the discussions of what is more important,
family history or greed. I have been watching my family distance themselves over every extra dollar they
can squeeze from a luckily placed foundation. I miss the time when that location meant more as a
representation of a person very dear to me, rather than dollar signs to my older relatives.
My great-grandmother was marked by everything she cooked. Whether it was pot roast, Spanish
rice, or éclairs, she physically resembled a life well lived. Nothing was left out, every physical or mental
change important as growth, and it was always reassuringly good. She was the connection between the
world and being home, not a singular place, but a constant revision of who you want to be. At every stage
of life, she showed contentment, just pleasure in being graced with life and the ability to live.
Her house was eccentric, held together only by her personality. If there was anything worth
knowing, she had given an attempt to learn it, and it was proudly displayed. As a curious child, I grew up
trying to piece a connection between Indian sculptures, stones held together by whale ambergris, Egyptian
relics and her homespun rug from her time as an Air Force wife. As a child, I tried to piece together a
lifetime. Stories from near and far all sounded so rare to a child. The time spent in tornado storms in
Oklahoma sounded as far away as exploring Egyptian ruins or, when in occupied Japan during the Korean
War, she almost was unable to return with her infant daughter, who was mistaken for a stolen child
refuge.
In the fairytales, she always survived, but just barely. The villains made her work for her victory,
but she held secure in who she was, and it always succeeded. Stinson Beach was her Camelot, the
beginning and end to any good story. Stinson was the place where we all gathered to hear her stories and
be together as a family. Our ancestors landed in Stinson, one way or another, and had the tiniest little
shack there. Every generation took it upon themselves to make it larger, adding a deck, a bedroom or a
kitchen. The result was a rag doll, all connected only by the strings of distant family members who sewed
together the pieces.
It was at this place that Granny housed everyone. It was not purely a holiday offer to family and
friends; that rag doll of a house also was open to traveling artists in dire straits, or to those in need.
Granny received the house during her own moment of need, as a recently divorced woman with three
children and no house of her own. She spent the little money and time she had proving her dedication to
making that somewhat rundown summer house into a home. It was given by her grandparents.
Despite her independent nature, my great grandmother loved being a homemaker. Even after she
became the single breadwinner of a household, she took time and care in maintaining her house as a
home. She gardened, baked cookies, and did crafts with her children, particularly my grandmother Susan.
She took each new piece of her education as a gift, making connections between all portions of her life,
past and present.
Shortly after she arrived in Stinson, the principal of the local school learned that she had attended
college and offered her a teaching position. She explained that she earned a nursing degree in psychology
and didn‘t know how to teach. However, her degree from the University of California-Berkley impressed
him far more than her explained flaws, and this became her career and passion. She worked in the
community for years, both as a teacher and, eventually, as a principal.
After her students graduated, she was intensely interested in where their lives led them. It still
surprises me the number of lives she touched. I was told the story by one of her students, at her
memorial, that when he was in elementary school, he and a friend skipped school to go fishing. Upon
actually catching something, they were so excited they ran to where the rest of their friends were, which
happened to be school. Instead of punishing the students for being truant, she taught the class about that
type of fish and other local fish. This occurred while cooking their prize for the class to sample.
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As her children grew, her adventures matured. The summer her second child graduated high
school was marked by Granny and her youngest daughter Bonnie driving her Porsche 911 to Guatemala.
After this she swam the lagoon between Stinson and Bolinas daily, approximately a mile distance. My
mother told me she kept scuba flippers on a dish cloth in the back seat of her car for this hobby. She
indulged the rest of her life; a white car for a white-haired old lady.
After my mother was born, the relationship between my grandmother Susan and her husband
became volatile. Vietnam was not kind to my biological grandfather, and in turn he was unkind to his
family. It was during this time that my mother lived with Granny, and that is where she remained.
Granny raised her. My mother grew up closer to Granny than to her own mother, and as her children, my
sister and I also grew up closer to Granny. We spent time with her when my parents were busy, or simply
needed time to themselves, and we were happy to be with her.
When I was a senior in high school, I began to care for her on weekends or odd weekdays. She
had aged more then she would let anyone know, because she worried that she would be forced to leave
her home. The ways that I grew to know Granny as a child fell apart as I learned about her as a fellow
adult. She had loves lost and parts of her life she did not want her children to see. Love notes and diaries
of a woman in love with adventure and her husband, things to embarrass her children to read in the future.
She helped me grow into adulthood by asking me for help, something my spoiled childhood had protected
me from experiencing.
Yet, her health, and her spirits, continued to deteriorate. Eventually, her children could not be
fooled by the façade of health that she wanted them to see. Her struggles to walk without a cane alarmed
them, despite her house being prepared for this possibility. As quickly as they learned this, they sent her
away. She spent her whole life planning to never leave her view of the ocean, yet was sent inland to a
senior center. Her wish to complete the life she wanted to live was taken from her. That was the same
day I stopped visiting that house. She passed away in a hospital.
Before she had passed away, her children begin to divide her possessions. Things that could not
be agreed upon disappeared from the house, which resulted in the locks being changed. Her three
children who share no emotional ties play games against each another, changing sides in the attempt to
force the odd man out of money. They say it is better this way. My parents have offered to indebt
themselves in order to purchase it, to keep it in our family. This offer falls on deaf ears. I, in turn, feel
forced to deafen my ears.

Renee Scott, ―Sanctuary‖
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A Language Unspoken
Joshua Smith
The sun glistened against the clear green of the Caribbean as waves rippled over my knees. It
was an impressive sight; the tropical beach scene could not be more picture perfect as I stood in the tide
on the coast of Haiti, just outside Port Au Prince. Mwen renmen ou. The Creole phrase passed through
my mind as I closed my eyes and sighed deeply, taking in the salty air as the breeze wrapped around me
in the beautiful afternoon.
I had to admit to myself that I felt a little guilty for enjoying this moment. Haiti is the home of
some picturesque beach resorts and tropical scenes, and many tourists visit the little country to experience
this beauty. But my trip here was mostly spent seeing the other side of this poor and broken island, the
one that left most Haitians in terrible living conditions and debilitating poverty. I wondered if it was right
for me to enjoy my little slice of paradise there on the beach for that moment, or if it was an evil thing to
do. My thoughts were quickly dispersed, however, as the other members of my team swam to where I
was standing. They were just as amazed at the wonderful scene before them as I was, and we talked
about the greatness of God‘s creation and the beauty He worked into nature.
It was our last full day in Haiti. We had been there for eight days, staying at the Bethel Mission
Outreach compound in Croix de Bouquet. The compound rested in the outskirts of Port Au Prince,
graciously just outside of the chaos and fullness of the bustling city. We had spent the week engaged in
many different activities, from playing with children and painting concrete walls and metal rails, to
walking through close by villages and trying to share the gospel of Jesus Christ with people living in
nearby towns. It was a full week, and we were all tired. Yet many of us had been hesitant, and even
indignant, at the thought of taking the last day off and spending it at the beach.
―We should have stayed with the kids,‖ most of us thought. After all, today was our last day to
see the school kids, who left to go home by three o‘clock in the afternoon, long after we would return
from the beach. This was a more than reasonable sentiment, but it seemed that Pastor Gary, the man in
charge of Bethel Mission Outreach, had something else in mind for us even if we could not perceive that
morning what this purpose might be.
Near the end of the day, Pastor Gary revealed the purpose of our last day excursion to the beach.
After some of the other team and I returned from a snorkeling trip at the reefs, we heard some incredible
news. Megan and John, two of our other roommates who stayed to rest on the beach, had been talking
with some Haitian merchants who were selling souvenirs to tourists. With Pastor Gary interpreting for
both sides, Megan and John were able to share each of their stories of coming to know Jesus, and how
Christ had changed their lives. As the conversation progressed, two of these men had expressed an
interest in knowing Jesus Christ. Pastor Gary spoke with them, and soon enough they were wading into
the glittering Caribbean waves to have the Pastor baptize them as a symbol of their new found faith in
Jesus.
―We must be about the Father‘s business no matter where we are.‖ This is what Pastor Gary later
told us.
In the last hour of our visit to the beach, after all the prior excitement of these two men
committing their lives to Christ had subsided, I was soaking up my last moments in the Caribbean Sea. I
was talking with another teammate when a small boy, who seemed to be about the age of eleven or
twelve, waded over to us from the beach. He was Haitian, and as he approached we greeted him with the
best Creole we could muster after only a week of study.
―Bonswa. Koman ou ye?‖
The boy nodded, and without even a discernable answer to our polite question and greeting, he
launched into what was to us a completely indiscernible dialogue. We tried to listen as he motioned and
smiled at us. He lifted his hands from the water to show us a sea star that he was holding. He motioned
towards us, apparently offering the small crustacean as a gift.
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―Kisa? Pa compran.‖ This was all we could muster, a pathetic ―what, I don’t understand.‖ We
started simply nodding, and we accepted the gift after some time of trying in vain to adequately
communicate our thoughts. He motioned once again, wandering off a short distance only to return with a
stick. He began scrapping into the sea star, evidently ridding the shell of all the organic matter inside. Of
course! We could not take the creature home with us while the actual organism rotted away in the shell!
We finally understood that this boy was being very gracious to us.
I wandered closer to the beach and looked up at Pastor Gary, who was relaxed, lounging in the
evening sun, his dark skin contrasted with his clean white shirt and white-rimmed hat. Although his eyes
were concealed behind sunglasses, I knew that he was looking at me. One thing I had noticed during the
week was his uncomfortably penetrating gaze.
―I think that boy needs Jesus,‖ he said, motioning toward our friend in the water, still scrapping
away at the sea star.
―Yeah, he probably does.‖ I nodded in consent.
―Why don‘t you tell him about Jesus?‖
I paused for a moment, awkwardly unable to conjure up a response.
―Um, well, if maybe you translated, then…. I mean, my Creole isn‘t very good, and I don‘t think
I could say much….‖ I knew my answer was inadequate the moment it came out.
―Do you believe in the power of the Holy Spirit to speak in tongues? And I mean other
languages?‖ That penetrating gaze still opened my heart wide from behind those sunglasses.
I smiled. ―Well, I mean I know He‘s powerful enough, but I don‘t know…. I guess nothing like
that has ever happened to me before. What do I do, just go up to him and start talking, and then I‘ll
somehow know Creole?‖ I was at a loss, but I was excited to hear what Gary had to say.
―Have you ever considered this,‖ Gary responded, ―that maybe you will speak English, but he
will hear Creole?‖
The answer was, ―No, I had never thought of that.‖ I returned to the spot where Matt was still
talking to the boy. I explained to Matt my short conversation with Pastor Gary, and we tried our best to
talk to our new friend. We left him that day without experiencing anything supernatural or out of the
ordinary. He finished cleaning out his little sea-gift to us, and we tried our best to talk with him about
Jesus. We could only muster up a few phrases in Creole.
Ou konnen Jesi? Do you know Jesus?
Bondye renmen ou. God loves you.
We left the beach not knowing if our little friend understood anything we were trying to tell him,
and mutually retaining little of what he said to us. However, Gary had taught me an important lesson.
There were many difficulties about being in Haiti, one of the most frustrating of which was the language
barrier. Although Creole is a simple language compared to English, we struggled all week trying to
communicate to the best of our ability, which turned out not to amount to much. But Gary wanted to
show us differently. I considered the idea that perhaps through love Christ transcends these human
barriers of language. Maybe there was something in the way Matt and I loved this little Haitian boy that
spoke to him more strongly than our words could have anyway. Perhaps the power of the Holy Spirit to
speak in tongues was used that evening on the beach of Haiti, between two young American men and one
little Haitian boy, but maybe it was not a language one can learn through Rosetta Stone or in a text book.
Maybe this was an unspoken language, felt more than heard. I hope that little boy understood.
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Nauka Polski: Learning Polish
Melinda Golubski
Witam, Jak się miewasz? Translation: Hello, how are you? My Polish roots have been part of my
life since infancy. When I started to talk, Golubski, my last name, was never an easy one to learn. Even
though my last name emphasizes my Polish heritage, really I am only one-fourth Polish. All of my
grandparents, except my grandfather on my dad‘s side, come from German lineage. So growing up, my
grandfather tried to keep his heritage alive by telling my sister and me stories about my family and
language. I may not speak the language well, but I am learning to keep the language of my ancestors
alive.
A little note before I venture into the Polish language: my great-great-grandparents came to
America from Poland. My grandfather told my sister and me stories about their dreams for America.
After a long journey of saving money, my ancestors traveled away from home and ended in Kansas City
for farming. With English mixing into their lives, the Polish language started to die in my family. The
only things today that remain are my grandfather‘s family and my great-great-grandmother‘s recipes for
povitica bread, babka bread (coffee cake), and corn cake. I must try to keep the spirit of my ancestors
present by keeping the traditions of the family.
When trying to captivate the spirit of my ancestors, I never knew how long it was going to take.
Growing up in Saint Louis I never experienced a language barrier. My grandparents on both sides grew
up in America, meaning the language everyone spoke was English. It was not until I was around the age
of twelve that my grandfather started to open about my Polish heritage and language. This new world
sparked my interests and helped create a bond between my grandfather and me. I wanted to learn
everything about my heritage. So I began a journey, which I am still on today.
Learning how to speak Polish at the age of twelve was very complicated. I thought speaking
Polish would come as easy as Spanish; I was completely wrong. The language sounds nothing like what I
expected. After hearing my other grandparents speak German, I thought Polish would have the same
sounds and tones. Instead, at the age of twelve, I believed Polish sounded Asian. This deeply confused
me. Also, a simple phrase like ―see ya later‖ (―Do zoba‖) sounds so different from the English
pronunciation. The Polish language differs vastly from the English alphabet. Polish contains around 32
letters; the letters q, v, and x replaced by different pronunciations of other letters c, n, s, and z. For
instance, the letter z has three pronunciations: zet, ziet, and żet. Disappointment kicked in after a month
of learning because I made no improvements. For three years I quit trying to learn.
After seeing the disappointment my grandfather experienced, I decided to learn Polish again. It
took us about two years to review the basics because I lost everything I learned. High school foreign
language classes interrupted my learning. Also, since my grandfather lives in Kansas City, the only time
to practice and learn was during the summer and Christmas visits. We tried practicing on the phone, but
with the language it became too hard. So my grandfather and I took the learning process slowly. Little
by little I became able to speak little phrases and words like jak się miewasz (How are you?) and miłego
dnia (Have a nice day). My grandfather taught me siostra, ojciec, and matka, which mean sister, father,
and mother, respectively.
Sadly, over the years my grandfather and I have had less time to practice because of our busy
schedules. With college and work our conversations slowly strayed away from speaking Polish to each
other on the phone. When I have time I still try to brush up on my Polish, even though speaking Polish
makes me very self-conscious. I hope one day my grandfather and I can travel to Poland and
communicate like our ancestors.
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Party of Nine
Stacey Reed
Tuesday, the 20th of September 2011, was not just another fall day. As far as I am aware, no
governments were overthrown, no natural disasters occurred in our vicinity, no revolutionary gadget was
released to the public, and no pigs flew. It was, however, my niece‘s twelfth birthday.
As it was the birthday girl‘s choice, we ventured to the Olive Garden on South Lindbergh that
evening to celebrate. With the imminent closure of Border‘s due to bankruptcy, my usual hunting ground
for birthday cards was out of reach. Instead, I stalked my prey within the walls of Barnes & Noble,
successfully dragging home several cards as proof of my hunt. Unfortunately, the stalking took longer
than I had expected, causing me to arrive at home a bit later than I had hoped, which meant that my
parents and I left a bit late to the restaurant, with my father nagging at my mother and me about how he
told us that we were going to be late and why couldn‘t we be on time for anything.
Arriving at the restaurant, we searched for a free parking space among the sea of colored cars.
Upon finding one, we left the car in the far reaches of the lot before we strode into the building, weaving
between the many customers waiting to be seated and continued into the ―family‖ dining room. The room
was partially separated from the rest of the dining areas, with a single, long wooden table surrounded by
ten chairs. Four of the chairs were already occupied; one by Scott (my brother), one by Gena (my sisterin-law), one by Evie (the birthday girl), and the last by Ellie (my baby niece). The ensuing shuffle
changed the seating arrangement a bit, and I ended up next to Evie, properly known as Evelyn Elaine
Lucy Reed. On this most auspicious occasion, she had chosen to sit at one of the heads of the table. I
settled into the seat at her right, with Frank (my father) on my other side, and Barbara (my mother) seated
next to him. When the stragglers arrived, my brother Todd sat next to Barbara, with Chrissy (Todd‘s
girlfriend) across from him. Seated across from me at the table was Scott, with Ellie sandwiched between
his seat and Gena‘s.
The time our game of musical chairs (without the soundtrack) played, we all talked incessantly.
With so many Reeds around a table, talking is guaranteed. Evie and I discussed books, her school, her
trip to Kansas City and whether she had fun at the Ren-fair she attended. Frank, Scott, and Todd joked
with each other about their age, their hair, and stories that the whole family has heard multiple times (with
one memorable comment about Michelle Obama trying to ban breadsticks), while Gena, Barbara, and
Chrissy discussed Evie‘s possible trip to either the Tetons or Europe and how we could go for a group
rate that a teacher at the school could provide. Ellie interspersed her comments at any lull in the
conversation, and many times simply banged away at the table in an attempt to attain the attention that
any two and a half year old desires.
A waitress approached the table to take our drink orders. But it wasn‘t easy. After making the
obligatory offer of a wine tasting, she proceeded to take the rest of our orders: iced tea (Evie), raspberry
tea (Scott), strawberry Italian smoothie (me), and water for the rest of the table.
Another waiter came to take our dinner orders. Entrees ordered varied from the mixed grill (with
chicken, steak, and potatoes), to spaghetti and shrimp (or in Ellie‘s words, ―chimp‖), to Chicken Alfredo
pizza. When the waiter returned, he brought Zuppa Tuscana (soup) for me, and the house salad for the
table, along with the reason why people eat at Olive Garden—breadsticks. Scott‘s comment about
Michelle Obama wanting to ban breadsticks arose again, with everyone around the table making
comments that ranged from the incredulous to the absurd and how did she think that she could possibly
manage to have that happen.
Conversation flowed around the table. Evie regaled me with a story about two male students
getting into an altercation on the bus to school and how she told one of the boys that the other boy could
beat him to a pulp. Scott and my dad talked about someone Scott had encountered recently before the
subject turned to Scott‘s job at city hall and what he thought about his boss and how he was annoyed,
frustrated, and sometimes angry. My mother and Gena continued to discuss the new vacation package my
parents had bought before dragging Chrissy into the discussion, about how everyone could benefit from
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this and could Barbara have her contact information to send to the travel agency. Todd commented as he
felt the need, once telling a story about that one family member who doesn‘t get invited to anything
(Uncle Jerry, but on the other side of the family, not the one I know), and chimed in with stories from his
work at the service department of the car dealership when he wasn‘t teasing Ellie as she migrated from
person to person by way of walking under the table.
The waiter and waitress appeared suddenly to remove soup and salad plates before they delivered
the dinner plates full of steaming food. Somehow, even as we ate the food before us (there was some
sharing, and some stealing, of food) we still would not stop talking. Scott and Frank‘s conversation soon
spread to cover most of the table, talk again turning to the ever-uninvited Uncle Jerry and his socks,
before being subsumed by my parent‘s upcoming weekend vacation to Branson and Eureka Springs. Evie
and I shifted from talk of the Hunger Games and what she thought about the characters and the plot of the
books to talk of Halloween costumes (mainly because she was going as one of the characters) before the
waiters reappeared to remove our plates and box up our leftovers.
Shortly after the table was cleared, the waiter returned carrying a tiered cake covered with icing
and chocolate shavings and placed it in front of the birthday girl. The seven candles were arranged in a
smiley-face pattern, which went over well even if it was not made of twelve candles. It was decided (by
Scott) that Evie could cut the cake into nine pieces, and while it was a bit lopsided, she didn‘t do a bad
job.
And of course, as we ate cake, we never stopped talking. Mentions of Europe and talk of a
motorcycle rally in Fayetteville swirled around the table as Ellie once more ran around or underneath the
table, playing with the coats lying on a chair in the corner as she bounced around the room. Mom‘s
birthday was six days away and would we meet to celebrate? No, they‘d still be travelling on Monday, so
let‘s do that on Wednesday, and Stacey‘s going to cook what? Homemade lasagna, so good with its
noodles from scratch, meat sauce, and cheese. We should see about getting some baguettes of French
bread, maybe have some garlic bread to go with dinner….
Someone made a comment about presents and shouldn‘t Evie open them sometime soon? Ellie
was making her way around the table again and stopped by me. I picked her up, thinking that she wanted
to be by her ―sissy‖ as she opened her presents, before she informed me in that blunt manner that children
have at that age in her jumbled version of baby talk and English that she had ―poo‘d‖ just now. I quickly
set her down, acknowledging both the reception of her statement and the stench of the truth, and then she
was off again, running down the table to the opposite end. I related to her mother what she had told me,
and then Frank chimed in and I let him know that, yes, I was quite certain of my info and could he not
smell her? Todd‘s comment at Ellie‘s travel was that she was ―cropdusting.‖
Thankfully, there was a trip to the bathroom and when Ellie returned, sans smell, the presents
were opened. All told, the birthday girl‘s haul included several cards from all attendees, a necklace (made
by me), a gift card to GameStop (from Todd and Chrissy), and, the pièce de résistance, an iTouch (from
Scott and Gena). The arrival of the iTouch as heralded with a shriek, and then followed by impromptu
dancing on Evie‘s behalf.
As we sat digesting, talk turned to iPhones and iPods (and in Evie‘s case, an iTouch). How much
music do you have on yours and it hooks directly into the sound system on your motorcycle? Yes, I have
the free CrazyBird app, I‘ll show you how to download it. What kind of music do you have on your
phone? I was listening to Michelle Branch today and who‘s that? Man, do I feel old…
Eventually, conversation wound down as we stood to put on our coats. Making sure to grab our
leftovers, the party meandered out of the restaurant and slowly made its way to the parked cars, still
talking about upcoming events, like Evie‘s party with her friends and how instead of having it this
Sunday at the park she wanted to go roller skating instead. Eventually we all parted ways, climbed into
our cars and drove home, sated by good food and good conversation.
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What’s in a Name?
Rebecca Klussman
The United States of America is often called the great melting pot of the world. People from
every country, every nationality, and every race live within its borders. Every person who comes to
America brings something with him or her. The native languages, food, traditions, religions—all of these
combine to create America‘s unique culture. As generations of children are born to immigrants, many of
these pieces of their ancestral homeland are forgotten as they become more and more Americanized. But
one piece cannot be forgotten—their name.
So many names from so many different cultures can cause quite a bit of confusion. Add to that
the fact that many names are often changed upon emigration, and figuring how to pronounce a person‘s
name can become nearly impossible. My family has had their share of trouble with name pronunciation
on each side. Both my father‘s and my mother‘s families are of German origins. On my father‘s side,
you have Weinbergs and Klussmans, Heermans and Pragmanns. My mother‘s side consists of Hoehnes,
Niewalds, Ellebrects, Wehmyers, Rosenthals, and Hoemanns. All of these are typical German names, and
easy to pronounce for anyone who knows a bit about the German language. But in the United States,
these names can become confusing and easily muddled. While they may not be as bad as, say,
Brzezinski, my family has had an exasperating time with the many variations of their names.
Take, for instance, my mother‘s maiden name of Hoehne. The correct pronunciation of this name
is ―hay-nee.‖ However, to most people, it looks like it should be pronounced ―hone‖ or ―hone-ee.‖ This
caused my mother and her family no small amount of frustrations as she matured. It seemed like every
time she or her parents or brothers answered the phone, some poor soul would ask, ―Is Mr. Hone here?‖
or ―May I speak to Mrs. Hone-ee, please?‖ Needless to say, after so many of these phone calls, many
family members became rather curt when answering. More than once the person would answer, ―I‘m
sorry, there is no person living here with that name,‖ and then hang up. Of course, short tempers
concerning the telephone were also compounded by a local mortuary whose phone number was one digit
different than theirs, often ending in calls from the mortuary coming to their house. More than once, my
grandmother caught my uncles trying to answer such calls with ―Kriegshauser‘s Mortuary, you stab ‘em,
we slab ‘em.‖ Thankfully, they never succeeded.
When my mother married my father, she was so relieved that no one would call her ―Ms. Hone‖
or ―Ms. Hone-ee‖ anymore. That relief was, unfortunately, short-lived. His last name is properly
pronounced ―Kloosman,‖ but once again, due to how it looks many people mistakenly pronounce it
―Kluhs-man,‖ with a short ―u.‖ My father has learned to accept this mangling quietly, rarely showing any
frustrations. My poor mother soon had to endure phone calls asking if ―Mr. Kluhs-man‖ was available, or
if they could speak with ―Mrs. Kluhs-man.‖ She has learned to accept this. Thankfully, there is really
only one way to mispronounce the name Klussman, and so far, there have been no calls for a funeral
home.
Of course, I have had the same problems growing up. My usual reaction has been to try and
correct anyone who mispronounces my name. This works most of the time, but often I encounter
someone who does not seem to remember being corrected. In cases like these, I simply grin and bear it.
After all, knowing how to pronounce a person‘s name is not nearly as important as knowing who they are.
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The Haiku Movement in Korea: Personal Encounters
John J. Han
Haiku and Korea: An Implausible yet Plausible Mixture
The popularity of haiku, a poetic form from Japan, has become worldwide. It is particularly
popular in Western countries such as the United States, Canada, Great Britain, Ireland, New Zealand, and
Australia. Considering many Westerners‘ fascination with Japanese arts and culture, it is not surprising
that haiku is well liked by English-speaking people. However, it was surprising for me to learn a few
years ago that there are many haiku lovers in South Korea as well. Historically, Korea and Japan have
been odds with each other, sometimes violently. Particularly from 1910 to 1945, Koreans suffered under
brutal Japanese colonial rule. Many older Koreans remember those days with resentment and anger.
After studying the modern history of Korea, even younger Koreans may harbor animosity toward Japan.
Soccer games between Korea and Japan tend to draw Korean netizens‘ contemptuous, nationalistic
comments against Japan. (Of course, Japan has its own share of nationalistic people who despise nonJapanese, especially Koreans and Chinese.) Reflecting the generally negative sentiment toward Japan, the
Korean government still prohibits the full influx of Japanese culture into Korean society. Although many
Koreans secretly love Japanese culture, they do not express their feelings openly for fear of being viewed
as lovers of the former enemy‘s culture.
However, times are changing—slowly but inevitably. Despite their lingering resentments toward
each other, Japanese and Koreans have begun to embrace each other‘s culture. The ―Korean wave‖ or
Hallyu—the worldwide popularity of Korean pop culture, especially Korean pop music, TV dramas, and
movies—has earned enthusiastic lovers of Korean culture globally, particularly in Japan. Many Japanese
tourists fly to Korea to taste Korean food, to shop, or to visit the locales of famous TV dramas or movies
they viewed in their country. In an effort to attract Korean and Chinese tourists, Japan now posts street
and tourist signs in Japanese, English, Chinese, and Korean. On their part, Koreans recognize Japan as a
global leader in economy, science, and technology—a hated archrival who nevertheless elicits respect.
Many Korean universities have a department of Japanese language and literature, and an increasing
number of Koreans seem to be fascinated with Japanese literature. Korean readers of Japanese texts
discover many similarities between traditional Korean poetry and its Japanese counterpart—especially
haiku and tanka—in sensibility and mood. Like Korean and Chinese poems, Japanese poetry tends to be
short, lyrical, and melancholy. This partly explains why haiku is gaining popularity among Koreans.
Haiku and Korea—they are an implausible yet plausible combination.
My English Haiku Published in a Korean Magazine
I first encountered Korean haiku as a result of my participation in an international John Steinbeck
conference held in Sun Valley, Idaho, in March 2006. More than a dozen scholars came from outside the
United States—from Asia, Africa, and Portugal. Among them were two scholars from South Korea, with
whom I became friends quickly. One of them, Dr. Kong Myeong-soo of Daejin University, mentioned
that he was associated with The Third Literature, a Korean-language literary magazine published in
Seoul. Upon learning that I write haiku, he suggested that I send a set of my haiku to him for publication
in the magazine.
Returning from my trip, I composed a sequence of haiku based on my experience in Idaho and
then e-mailed it to Dr. Kong. However, I did not hear from him for more than two years, so I assumed
that my poems were not going to see the light of day. Then, in May 2009, Dr. Kong e-mailed me,
announcing that it would appear in a new literary magazine called Wilderness, also published in Korean.
(Later, I learned that The Third Literature had folded, and the writers and poets associated with it had
founded Wilderness.) His e-mail was unexpected but pleasant news for me. What surprised me was that
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my work had gone through a certifying process, a step needed in Korea in becoming an official poet, and
I would be declared an official haiku poet with the publication of my work in the spring 2009 issue.
A month later, I visited Korea to give a special lecture at Chungbuk National University. During
my stay, I had an opportunity to meet some of the editorial board members of the magazine at a restaurant
in Seoul. The magazine had published my haiku with a congratulatory comment by Dr. Kim Mi-ye, a
haiku poet and a professor of English literature at Dongduk Women‘s University in Seoul. It was nice to
read a warm reception of my work in print, although I wished to have had an opportunity to revise it
before its publication. As I was browsing the magazine, I discovered many Korean-language haiku
poems written by local poets. (A typical issue of Wilderness publishes more than fifty haiku poems
submitted by a dozen poets.) Thereafter, Dr. Kim has published some of my English haiku with a Korean
translation on the Wilderness website (http://cafe.daum.net/newwilderness) and in Wilderness magazine.

The inaugural issue (Dec. 2008) of Wilderness magazine

The Haiku Festival and Contest in Seoul (May 2010)
One year later, in 2010, I was invited to speak at three Korean universities: Chungbuk National
University, Dongduk Women‘s University, and Handong Global University. Amidst a very busy
schedule, I managed to find time to attend the haiku festival and haiku contest sponsored by Wilderness.
Approximately thirty poets attended the event held at a tea house in northeast Seoul. We first read some
of our own haiku (I read my winter haiku sequence which was translated into Korean by Dr. Kim) and
then discussed the form of haiku. During the discussion, an elderly poet (probably around 70) asked Dr.
Kim an interesting question: Korea already has a great lyric poetry form called sijo, so why should
Koreans embrace a Japanese poetic form? I do not recall specifically how Dr. Kim responded to the
question, but I thought the question was highly pertinent. As a young man, the elderly poet must have
experienced tough times under Japanese domination, which made him feel odd to write a poem in a form
borrowed from an ―enemy country.‖ I remained silent during the discussion, but I could have said that
haiku is now a poetic form practiced worldwide and that, in the 21st century, we should be more open to
other cultures. Japanese brutalities from the past should not be forgotten, but we also live in a new age,
an age of cross-cultural understanding and respect, and embracing another culture doesn‘t mean selling
one‘s patriotic soul—rather, it is a means to broaden and enrich a native culture.
After the discussion of haiku, we had a haiku contest for aspiring poets who wished to be certified
haiku poets through Wilderness magazine. Dr. Kim invited me to assign the first lines for two poems
each. Considering that it was a season of azaleas in Korea, I picked the word ―azaleas‖ for the first poem.
Also, based on the fact that rain falls quite frequently in Korea in spring and summer, I chose ―rainy day‖
for the second poem. (In fact, ―azaleas‖ and ―on a rainy day‖ are spring season words in classical
Japanese haiku.) Each contestant was allowed to submit up to five poems— two poems on assigned
topics and three additional poems on free topics. After the contestants finished writing their poems, all of
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us moved to a Korean restaurant nearby for dinner. While the rest of the group was eating, the contest
judges, including me, sat at the corner of the large dining hall, scoring all the entries. The judges used
four criteria for evaluating the entries: the basic structure of the poem, the flow, the linguistic flavor, and
the aesthetics of the form. The panel of judges consisted of a chief judge (John J. Han) and three judges
(Park Jeong-keun, Kim Mi-ye, and Choi Myeong-seok). After reviewing all the entries for about 30
minutes, we selected the winners, who would be announced in the upcoming issue of Wilderness.

Dr. Park Jeong-keun, founding editor of
Wilderness; he is also a classical singer

Dr. Kim Mi-ye, a haiku teacher and current
editor of Wilderness

John J. Han reads his winter haiku

Contestants squeeze out all their creativity

Seong Geon-hee (then 9), who won an Honorable
Mention at the haiku contest
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The youngest poet who participated in the contest was a nine-year-old boy named Seong Geonhee. Below is my translation of the five haiku he composed in Korean:
a rainy day
It is so annoying
I‘m drenched
pretty azaleas—
they look out of this world
I feel like plucking them
cool Coke
how thrilling the taste is
I want some more
conch shell
I draw it to my ear and listen…
the sound of the sea
thunder and lightning
are as fast as the wind
so scary
Although these haiku were written by a young child, they still reflect his attention to detail, his ability to
use specific images, and his sense of humor. Considering that he had received no formal education in
haiku, these poems were highly commendable and showed that he had a bright future as a haiku poet.
Dr. Kim Mi-ye’s Haiku Group

The banner of the “Poetry and Tea” café website (http://cafe.naver.com/mypt.cafe?iframe_url=).
On the right is the Korean translation of Kobayashi Issa’s haiku: “snail’s face / a closer look
reveals / kinship to Buddha’s face.”

In my conversation with Dr. Kim, I learned that there were several online haiku groups in Korea
and that she was the leader of the online café called Poetry and Tea. Later, I visited the website (see
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above) and found it to be an active venue for Korean haiku poets. Since Dr. Kim launched the website in
the spring of 2008, it has attracted 31,970 visitors and, as of March 21, 2012, it has 222 regular members.
The café‘s home page also indicates that there are 2,084 haiku-related posts on the website. The
website‘s sections include ―Sabu‘s Haiku,‖ ―My Own Haiku,‖ ―Stories about Haiku,‖ ―Collection of
Haiku,‖ ―Haiku before 2009,‖ ―The World of Korean Poetry,‖ ―The World of English-language Poetry,‖
and ―Pop Lyrics.‖
Curious that Dr. Kim, a Shakespeare specialist, loves haiku, I asked her how her interest in the
Japanese poetic form had begun. She replied that she had learned about haiku through her Korean
mother, a lover of Japanese literature. It made sense, because those who grew up in Korea under
Japanese rule spoke Japanese as their official language, and the ability to read Japanese texts was
expected of educated people. Dr. Kim‘s mother sounded like a typical Korean from the colonial days
who both hates and feels attracted to Japanese culture.

Meeting a Korean Professor of Japanese Literature
After the completion of the haiku event in Seoul, I gave a lecture at Handong Global University
in Pohang, located in southeast Korea. On my way back from the university, I stopped by Keimyung
University in Daegu to meet Dr. Yu Ok-hee, a well-known professor of Japanese literature. I also met Dr.
Kim Jong-hwan in the Department of English Language and Literature. One of my fellow graduates from
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Kim played the important role of mediating between Dr. Yu and me
when I originally attempted to contact her from St. Louis.
Her office was filled with numerous books written in Japanese and Korean. It was an interesting
sight, because I was used to seeing mostly English-language books when I visited Korean professors of
English. Like many Korean professors employed full time at their alma maters, she was teaching at
Keimyung, her alma mater, after earning her master‘s degree in Japanese literature and her doctorate in
comparative cultural studies from Ochanomizu Women‘s University in Tokyo.

Professor Yu Ok-hee’s scholarly books on haiku: The World of Basho’s Haiku (Seoul: Bogosa,
2002) and Haiku and Japanese Sensibility (Seoul: J&C, 2010).

Dr. Yu gave me a copy of The World of Basho’s Haiku, a well-researched book on the haiku
tradition, Basho‘s life and aesthetics, and Basho in comparison with the Korea poet Yun Seon-do. The
table of contents offered general ideas about the book: ―Haiku and Basho,‖ ―Basho and Tradition,‖
―Basho‘s Seasons,‖ ―The Haikai Anthology Sarumino,‖ ―Sarumino, the Commoners‘ Poems,‖
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―Sarumino and Boncho,‖ ―Basho‘s Laughter and Humor,‖ ―Yun Seon-do and Basho,‖ ―The Original
Intent and the Original Nature,‖ and ―Basho‘s Aesthetics and Human Angst.‖ In her epilogue, Dr. Yu
stated that this book was intended to be ―a stepping stone for younger scholars who wish to study haiku‖
and hoped that this book would serve as a resource through which Korean scholars can find affinities,
rather than differences, between Korean and Japanese literature. She added that the lack of previously
published haiku studies books in Korean had made it difficult for her to Koreanize Japanese haiku terms
and to translate Japanese haiku, which is full of ambiguity, into Korean (319). Upon returning to the
United States, I showed this book to an American professor of Japanese literature at Washington
University in St. Louis. After browsing the bibliographies, he commented that Dr. Yu used excellent
resources in writing her book.
In addition to The World of Basho’s Haiku, Dr. Yu gave me copies of ten select scholarly essays
on haiku she had published in various journals. They included ―A Comparative Study of Kosan Yun
Seon-do‘s and Matsuo Basho‘s Views of Nature‖ (1996), ―Haiku—the Continuity of Discontinuity‖
(2000), ―Yosa Buson‘s Image of the Peony Flower‖ (2001), ―A Cultural Approach to Haiku‖ (2001),
―The Essence of Laughter in Basho‘s Haikai‖ (2002), ―The Aesthetics of Wild Flowers in Japanese
Poetry‖ (2003), ―Shiki and Basho‖ (2004), ―Haiku Literary Studies in Korea: Accomplishments and
Tasks‖ (2005), ―The Poesy of ‗Triviality‘ in Buson‘s Haiku‖ (2007), and ―Plant Insects and Japanese
Poetry‖ (2009).

Three of Professor Yu Ok-hee’s scholarly essays
on haiku

Those who learned about Japanese haiku from haiku poets (either personally or through the general
introductions in haiku books) may find these academic essays both intriguing and instructive. Most
contemporary haiku poets have a basic knowledge of the origin and development of haiku, but they may
gain more in-depth knowledge on haiku by reading scholarly papers on haiku aesthetics. For example, in
―The Aesthetics of Wild Flowers in Japanese Poetry,‖ Dr. Yu examines how often various wild flowers
are used in various waka, haikai, and haiku anthologies in Japan; she even uses mathematical tables to
prove her point. Impressed with her scholarly production, I asked her whether she writes haiku as well.
She replied that she was not a poet but simply a student of Japanese haiku.

Other Haiku Books Published in Korea
After my encounters with Dr. Kim Mi-ye and Dr. Yu Ok-hee, I have searched Korean haiku
books—both introductions and haiku collections—online. My query yielded several critical books on
haiku aesthetics and a dozen translations of Japanese haiku. Book-length studies of Japanese haiku
include From Monogatari to Haiku (a collection of essays by members of the Japanese Language and
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Literature Association of Korea. Seoul: Geulloseum, 2003), Sohn Soon-ok‘s Joseon Missions to Japan
and Chiyojo’s Haiku (Seoul: Hannuri Media, 2006), and Lee Eo-ryeong‘s Haiku Aesthetics: Korean and
Japanese Literature as Seen through Haiku and Sijo (Seoul: Seojeongsihak, 2009). (See below for cover
photos.)

Three scholarly books on haiku: From Monogatari to Haiku, Sohn Soon-ok’s Joseon Missions to
Japan and Chiyojo’s Haiku, and Lee Eo-ryeong’s Haiku Aesthetics

Whereas there are few original haiku poetry books authored by Koreans, one can readily find a
dozen translations of Japanese (mostly pre-modern Japanese) haiku. They include Yu Ok-hee‘s Matsuo
Basho’s Haiku (Seoul: Mineumsa, 1998), Ryu Si-hwa‘s Even One Line Is Too Long (Seoul: Ire, 2002),
Oh Seok-yun‘s Anthology of Japanese Haiku (Seoul: Chaeksesang, 2006), and Kim Jeong-rye‘s Basho’s
Haiku Journey (Seoul: Sea, 2008). Yu‘s and Ryu‘s books are particularly noteworthy as pioneering
translations of Japanese haiku. (See below for cover photos.)

Four translations of Japanese haiku: (from left to right) Matsuo Basho’s Haiku (trans. Yu Okhee), Even One Line Is Too Long (trans. Ryu Si-hwa), Anthology of Japanese Haiku (trans. Oh
Se-yoon), and Basho’s Haiku Journey (trans. Kim Jeong-rye)

Closing Remarks
According to Dr. Yu‘s study ―Haiku Literary Studies in Korea: Accomplishments and Tasks,‖
haiku studies in Korea began with the publication of Professor Lee Young-gu‘s philosophical essay on
Basho in the early 1970s, haiku studies by the Korean-language generation (contrasted with the earlier
generations which used both Chinese and Korean) began in the late 1980s, and the first haiku writers‘
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group was formed by Professor Kim Tae-jeong in 1992 (413-14). Clearly, the history of haiku in Korea
is much shorter than its history in the United States and other Western countries.
While scholarly works on Japanese haiku are being published steadily (Korean professors are
under much pressure to publish), and a dozen volumes of translations of Japanese haiku have appeared,
the amount of original haiku being produced by Korean poets appears meager. It may be because writing
a haiku in Korea is still considered an unpatriotic activity, or it may be because haiku is not taken as a
serious poetic form yet. An impression from the Korean haiku movement is that some poets seem to

Book-length translations of Japanese haiku include: (from left to right, top to bottom) Like the
Flowing River (Taneda Santoka’s haiku in cartoons by Takashi Iwashige. trans. Seo Hyeo-na.
Seoul: Haksanmunhwasa, 2004); Haiku and Ukiyo-e, the Edo Era (trans. Kim Hyang. Seoul: Da
Vinci, 2006); Yosa Buson’s Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter (trans. Choi Choong-hee.
Seoul: J&C, 2007); and Cherry Trees That Bloomed at Night: Selected Haiku of Kobayashi Issa
(trans. Choi Choong-hee. Seoul: Handaun, 2008).

consider haiku an easy or elementary poetic form, which is not the case. Such a light-hearted approach to
haiku may explain the unevenness of haiku written in Korea. Some of the published Korean haiku
deserve literary merit, but others seem to have been written in a playful, casual manner. Perhaps it is time
for Korean poets to produce literary journals that specialize in haiku. As long as haiku is subsumed by
other supposedly more important forms of poetry, it will be difficult to have serious discussions about
haiku aesthetics and techniques.
Overall, I think the future of Korean haiku is bright. On the academic side, there are many
scholars who provide theoretical frameworks for haiku writing. On the creative side, Korea has some
dedicated haiku teachers, such as Dr. Kim Mi-ye, who publicize the form among interested poets. Thanks
to its brevity, spontaneity, and concreteness, haiku has become a likable, approachable poetic form across
national boundaries, and Japanese poets do not monopolize the form any more. An increasing number of
Koreans will find haiku a fitting tool for expressing their emotions and feelings—much similar to the
Korean poetic form sijo and to the Chinese poetic form jueju.
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Book Reviews
John J. Han

The Penguin Book of Japanese Verse: From the Earliest Times to the Present. Translated
and with introduction by Geoffrey Bownas and Anthony Thwaite. 1964. Revised ed. New
York: Penguin, 2009. 285 pages, $17.00
This anthology covers Japanese poetry from the times of Emperor Ōjin (reigned 270-312) to the
end of the 20th century. The poems are arranged in succeeding time periods: primitive poetry and the
Nara period (to A.D. 794), the Heian period (794-1185), the Kamakura and Muromachi periods (11851603), the Edo period (1603-1868), and the modern period (from 1868).
At the beginning of the book, Geoffrey Bownas surveys Japanese poetry and its poets. After
explaining the Chinese characters, kana, and Japanese prosody, he identifies the common subjects and
styles of Japanese poetry. Nara poems were mostly about nature, love, partings, and time—the themes
which set the standard for Japanese court poetry. (In his An Introduction to Japanese Court Poetry
[1968], Earl Miner notes that court poetry, waka, was written around 550 through 1500.) Since 1500 and
especially since the Edo period, the tradition of court poetry has weakened, yet it is impossible to discuss
Japanese poetry without considering the themes developed in the Nara period.
Bownas‘s introduction also identifies several terms essential for understanding Japanese
aesthetics. The prevailing aesthetic ideal in the Nara period was makoto (natural sincerity, naïveté, or
truth). In the Heian period, the cultural taste-words were miyabi (courtly elegance, refinement), zae (wit),
and aware (the impermanence of all things [mujo] and pathos [sadness] derived from the awareness of
life‘s transience). More aesthetic ideals of traditional Japanese verse were established in the Kamakura
period (1185-1333): wabi-sabi (wabi refers to despondence or the perfect beauty as found in things
imperfect, impermanent, or incomplete; sabi is loneliness, solitude, or the beauty that comes with age),
and yūgen (mysterious depth or subtle profundity as produced when things are vaguely suggested).
Among the hundreds of poems in this volume, one particular haiku—a simple one at that—stands
out. It was written by Sugiyama Sampū (1647-1732), one of Matsuo Basho‘s students:
Glint of hoe
Lifted high:
Fields of summer. (110)
This is a plain poem about a mundane situation, yet its images are electrifying. The one holding the hoe
high is probably a sweat-soaked peasant working under scorching sunlight—aristocratic poetic types such
as waka and classical renga typically exclude lowly people like peasants. The brilliance of this haiku lies
in the poet‘s ability to capture a fleeting moment out of the ordinary and elevate it to the level of myth.
Anthony Thwaite‘s introduction to the volume is only four pages in length, but he is right on
target when he observes the general characteristics of Japanese poetry:
The Japanese poets have traditionally been devoted to hints, suggestions, obliqueness;
they leave out all inessentials. In this they are like their fellow painters or potters, who
aim for ellipsis, brevity and the aesthetic quality known as shibui [渋い]—something
astringent, muted, indirect, even rough, though held within the bounds of aesthetic
decorum. In the mid-twentieth century, and particularly in the short-lived ―Proletarian‖
school of poets, many readers found something too brash, too well defined, too
outspoken: they recoiled from direct statements and forthright outbursts. But more
recently, it seems to coexist, and the modernist lion can lie down with the traditionalist
lamb. (xli)
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Thwaite‘s observation is evidenced by shintaishi (poetry in new [free, contemporary, Western] style
written since the end of the 19th century). For example, Asabuki Ryōji‘s modernist prose poem ―96 I
classify,‖ which stretches across four pages, is a collection of lists, such as ―seasons,‖ ―food,‖ and
―books.‖ On the other hand, Kawasaki Hiroshi‘s (1930-2004) poem ―Animal nightmares‖ consists of
only two three-line stanzas:
Dogs and
Horses
Seem to have dreams.
Animal
Nightmares
Seem to have no humans. (231)
The current issue (#75—Biodiversity) of Kyoto Journal translates the poem as ―They say dogs and horses
also dream. I hope we humans are not in their nightmares‖
(http://kyotojournal.org/kjencounters/sudo.html). The two translations are so different that it is hard to
fully understand the intent of the poet, yet the poem was probably written by a pacifist—perhaps someone
opposed to nuclear war. In both form and the economy of words, Hiroshi‘s text sounds more like a haiku
than a free verse poem—it is astringent yet simple and bare. Like haiku, it depends on image rather than
on explanation.
A perusal of the volume shows that Japanese poetry arose as an aristocratic literary type and has
slowly turned into divergent subtypes for the masses. Influenced by Shinto, poetry used to be considered
a high art for noble people who sought elegance, refinement, and cleanliness. Worldwide, absolute
monarchy has been replaced by republican forms of government, or at least by limited monarchy.
Likewise, Japanese poetry has also undergone a process of democratization since ancient times. Waka
(tanka) are still written in Japan, but there are many popular poetic types loved by the Japanese—free
verse, haiku, senryū, shōku (laugh-ku or smile-ku; also called bareku), zappai, kyōka (mad tanka), and
gogyōka (five-line poem [a modernized form of tanka]), among others. In addition to the individual
poems, readers will discover the historical development of Japanese poetry through The Penguin Book of
Japanese Verse.

Haruo Shirane, ed. Traditional Japanese Literature: An Anthology, Beginnings to 1600.
New York: Columbia UP, 2007.
This is a massive book, almost 1,300 pages in length, which can intimidate the weak-hearted.
However, anyone patient and curious enough to read a Norton anthology of English, American, or world
literature will find Shirane‘s volume delightful to thumb through. The collection showcases the variety of
Japanese literary types—poetry and various forms of prose. In addition to select primary texts in English
translation, the editor provides timelines, surveys of time periods, background essays, footnotes,
bibliographies, and the index.
Shirane‘s book gives a sampling of texts from before the early modern period in Japanese history:
the ancient period (to 784), the Heian period (794-1185), and the Medieval period (1185-1600), which is
further divided into the Kamakura period (1183-1333), the Northern and Southern Courts period (1336-
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1392), and the Muromachi period (1392-1573). The volume covers Japanese literature from the Kojiki
(712) and the Nihonshoki (720) to popular linked verse (haikai) and sermon ballads (sekkyō-bushi) of the
late Muromachi period.
Traditional Japanese Literature illustrates that waka (tanka), kanshi (poems in Chinese), renga
(classical linked verse), and haikai are the main poetic genres prior the Edo period (1600-1867). A
variety of prose types also developed before the early modern period: mythology, history, anecdotes
(setsuwa), kanbun (prose in Chinese), poetic diary, extended prose narrative tale (monogatari), essay, nō
(classical musical drama), and kyōgen (comic theater).
Shirane‘s volume includes numerous poems, which are typically brief and intensely emotional,
and readers will enjoy reading them. Unlike Japanese poetry, Japanese prose is not well known to the
West—perhaps with the exception of the works of Murasaki Shikibu of the Medieval period and several
modern novelists, such as Yukio Mishima, Haruki Murakami, Yasunari Kawabata, and Oe Kenzaburo.
Readers will be delighted to learn about the preoccupations and concerns of pre-modern Japanese people
through their prose.
The importance of poetry in Japanese culture is evident throughout the volume. In A Collection
of Things Written and Heard in the Past and Present (kokon chomonjū, 1254), there is an interesting text
involving two enemy warriors, Minamoto Yoshiie and Abe Sadatō, who were also poets. As a
beleaguered Sadatō flees the battlefield, Yoshiie pursues him, taunting him with cowardice. Then,
Yoshiie tells Sadatō that he has something to say. As Sadatō looks back, Yoshii composes a two-line
poem: ―Your robe is rent / the full length of its warp.‖ Sadatō composes three lines in response: ―From
the strain upon them, / its threads have frayed / with the passing years‖ (688-89). At this point, Yoshiie
decides not to kill Sadatō and turns back. As the editor‘s footnotes indicate, the robe symbolizes Sadatō‘s
fallen stronghold, and the frayed threads symbolize the weakened will derived from protracted warfare.
Exchanging impromptu poems with an enemy in battlefield—this seemingly implausible incident reflects
the appreciation of poetry as a high, noble art among Japanese people. (A similar incident can be found in
Korean history as well. In 1400, two political opponents reportedly exchanged poems on whether
founding a new dynasty was morally justified; soon after, the one loyal to the declining dynasty—
Koryo—was assassinated by his opponent.)
Traditional Japanese Literature is not for beach reading; it is heavy to carry and requires
background knowledge of Japanese history and culture. However, anyone serious about pre-modern
Japanese literature will have a hard time finding a better anthology than this one. It is packed with
intriguing texts and helpful information. Shrane‘s volume ends with haikai, which gave rise to hokku
(later called haiku), the most well-known Japanese genre worldwide. Readers will find his companion
volume, Early Modern Japanese Literature: An Anthology, 1600-1900 (Columbia UP, 2002), helpful in
learning about the development of haiku and other literary types in Japan during the three centuries before
1900.

Patricia Donegan, ed. Haiku Mind: 108 Poems to Cultivate Awareness and
Open Your Heart. Boston: Shambhala, 2008. 231 pages, $18.00
_______ with Yoshie Ishibashi, ed. Love Haiku: Japanese Poems of Yearning,
Passion, and Remembrance. Boston: Shambhala, 2010. 209 pages, $16.00
In Haiku Mind and Love Haiku, Patricia Donegan collects three-line poems that represent the
emotions and moods underlying haiku, especially Japanese haiku. Haiku Mind includes 108 haiku
reflecting the kind of mind that allows us to ―live with more clarity, compassion, and peace‖ (xi). Each
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poem is accompanied by the editor‘s brief prose, so the book is actually a compendium of 108 haibun
(haiku plus related prose). As the title implies, Love Haiku puts together lyric poems that express the
varying sentiments of love.
A unique feature of Haiku Mind is the editor‘s identification of 108 haiku themes. She addresses
each theme by presenting a haiku and her reflection on it. Some are well-known haiku themes, such as
transience, sorrow, simplicity, nature, humor, silence (stillness), loneliness, solitude, and acceptance of
death. Other themes may strike readers—even those who practice haiku writing—as somewhat new:
beyond terrorism, leisure, words and dialogue, animal wisdom, etc. Of course, naming themes is a
subjective activity, and poems can be titled in different ways. For example, Donegan gives the title of
―Nature‖ to the following poem by Edith Shiffert: ―no flower can stay / yet humans grieve at dying— /
the red peony‖ (29). We could easily use other titles for the same poem, such as ―Death and Dying,‖
―Acceptance of Death,‖ ―Stoic Resignation,‖ ―Transience,‖ and ―Sorrow.‖ However, Donegan‘s
classification of the poems seems plausible, and readers will enjoy the way Donegan classifies them.
The poems in this volume epitomize a distinctively Eastern sensibility. Here is Ryota Oshima‘s
haiku: ―saying nothing: / the guest, the host / the white chrysanthemum‖ (47). The 18th-century poet
describes a moment of stillness during the tea ceremony—a moment when words are spoken in the form
of silence. Whereas eloquence is a virtue in Western culture (the discipline of rhetoric developed in
ancient Greece and has always been part of the curriculum in the West), silence is prized in traditional
Eastern culture. Here is another haiku that is typically Asian: ―summer grasses— / the wheels of a
locomotive / come up to a stop‖ (101). Written by Seishi Yamaguchi (1901-94), this poem observes the
power of nature (grasses) over modern civilization (a locomotive). Of course, it does not mean that the
locomotive driver necessarily held reverence for summer grasses or for nature in general. However,
Seishi‘s poem illustrates the way of seeing mechanized civilization with a haiku mindset.
Love Haiku consists of three thematic sections that correspond to three stages of love,
respectively: yearning, passion, and remembrance. Unlike Western poetry, which encompasses a wide
variety of topics—adventures, war, time and eternity, etc.—many Japanese (and Chinese and Korean)
poems are short lyrics expressing the poet‘s personal emotions of love. Also, most of Japanese love
poems are about yearnings and heartbreaks rather than about the joy of love. In the case of Japanese
poetry, there is a premonition that something good eventually will end in disappointment. Images of
transience frequently appear in love poems: flowers, fireflies, grass, autumn, winter, snow, and withered
fields, among others. Perhaps this explains the pervading influence of the Buddhist worldview on
Japanese aesthetics—the view that life is a sea of suffering and all visible things are illusionary. It is hard
to find as many celebratory, optimistic love poems in Japan as in their Western counterparts; Anne
Bradstreet‘s ―To My Dear and Loving Husband‖ and Elizabeth Barrett Browning‘s ―How do I love thee?
Let me count the ways...‖ are two of many examples exemplifying the upbeat tone of Western love
poetry.
Here is a poem of yearning in Love Haiku: ―this evening‘s moon— / I gaze on it alone / then go
to sleep‖ (3). Composed by Hosai Ozaki (1885-1926), it depends on the image of the moon, a symbol of
love and sorrow that has been used in traditional East Asian love poetry for thousands of years.
Observing the moon all by himself and, perhaps with a sigh, going to bed alone—this is an understated
expression of loneliness. Then, here is a poem of remembrance by Takako Hashimoto, a woman haiku
master who lived between 1899 and 1963: ―holding chopsticks / all alone— / the snow keeps falling‖
(127). Eating alone on a day when snow pours down incessantly—this is a winter haiku set in the season
of death and decay. Most poems of passion in Love Haiku celebrate love, but pain is also part of love, as
is illustrated by Chiyo-Ni‘s autumn haiku: ―half of the mountain / dyed by red maples— / one-sided love‖
(108). An 18th-century woman haiku master, the poet conveys sadness by borrowing the image of fall
foliage.
Many of the haiku included in Haiku Mind and Love Haiku are Japanese poems in translation.
Reading foreign poems without consulting the original texts is like reading a book in a dimly lit room. Of
course, it is virtually impossible to translate the meaning, subtlety, musicality, and nuances of a poem into
another language perfectly; this is why different translations of the same poem strike us somewhat
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differently. Yet, human emotions transcend cultural boundaries, so Western readers will have little
difficulty understanding the key emotions underlying Japanese poetry even in translation. That is the
power of poetry, a universal language. Anyone who wishes to understand the haiku ethos will benefit
from reading Donegan‘s two volumes.

Stephen Mitchell. Gilgamesh: A New English Version. New York: Free Press, 2004.
This new adaptation of the world‘s first epic poem was published in 2004 yet still deserves
reviewing in 2012. The Epic of Gilgamesh, a story from Mesopotamia, was composed in Sumerian as
early as 2150-2000 B.C. Around 1700 B.C., the Old Babylonian Version (in Akkadian) was compiled,
and between 1300 and 1000 B.C., the Standard Version (in Akkadian) was established. Since George
Smith‘s first English translation of the epic (which was based on the Standard Version) came out in 1876,
a dozen different translations have appeared. Stephen Mitchell‘s version is one of the latest ones. A
prolific translator and editor, Mitchell brings the ancient epic alive with his lucid, approachable style.
Before his retelling of Gilgamesh, Mitchell provides a detailed introduction to the work. After
addressing the origins of the poem, he identifies several themes of the poem: Shamhat‘s crucial role in
civilizing Enkidu, the duel between Gilgamesh and Enkidu, the two male friends‘ destruction of the forest
monster, their insults of the goddess Ishtar, Enkidu‘s sudden death, Gilgamesh‘s search for eternal life,
and Gilgamesh‘s reluctant resignation to the human condition.
The main strength of Mitchell‘s version lies in its readability. His diction is both direct and
poetic, as is exemplified by the beginning of Book 9:
Gilgamesh wept over Enkidu his friend,
bitterly he wept through the wilderness.
―Must I die too? Must I be as lifeless
as Enkidu? How can I bear this sorrow
that gnaws at my belly, this fear of death
that restlessly drives me onward? If only
I could find the one man whom the gods made immortal,
I would ask him how to overcome death.‖ (159)
All the words in this passage could be used in a work of prose as well. Yet, the passage also sounds
poetic. It depends on parallelism, a poetic technique used in the Psalms and traditional Chinese poetry:
lines 1 and 2, ―Must I die too?‖ and ―Must I be as lifeless / as Enkidu?‖, and ―this sorrow / that gnaws at
my belly‖ and ―this fear of death […] onward?‖, respectively, are somewhat identical in meaning. In his
introduction to the volume, Mitchell says that he adopts ―a loose, noniambic, nonalliterative tetrameter‖
[i.e., four metrical feet in each line] in his version of the epic (66). (Emily Dickinson‘s poem ―Because I
could not stop for death‖ uses four measures in each line.) Indeed, numerous lines in Mitchell‘s
Gilgamesh exceed eight syllables which are typically used in a tetrameter poem. However, even a loose
use of tetrameter adds musicality to the poem, as Mitchell successfully does.
Although the original text of Gilgamesh was composed more than three millennia ago, it strikes
us as both ancient and modern. Like all heroic figures in pre-modern epics, Gilgamesh and Enkidu are
larger-than-life figures: they are of divine origin, and their physical strengths are beyond our human
capacity. Hyperbole is common in the story. However, in their helplessness in the face of death, they are
utterly human. Lying on his deathbed, Enkidu is ―sick at heart, and his tears [flow] like streams‖ (141).
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In his preoccupation with death and dying (as well as in his pursuit of fame), Gilgamesh is not much
different from modern man, either.
Although heroic, Gilgamesh is not a very amiable character. He is a cruel, violent, and egotistical
tyrant who seeks only his glory. He bitterly mourns the sudden death of Enkidu, but he soon begins to
worry about his own fate as a man living in time. He realizes that his earthly accomplishments will not
matter because he is destined to die—like all other men. His desperate search for eternal life is admirable,
but his obsession with death prevents him from living a happy life and from helping people in need.
After returning from his adventure to the end of the world, he supposedly has become wiser, yet the story
ends with his bragging to Urshanabi, the boatman from the Waters of Death, about the splendor of his
kingdom.
The story has interesting episodes, but it sometimes lacks causality for modern readers. In Book
3, for instance, Gilgamesh suddenly decides to kill Humbaba, the watchman of the Cedar Forest, so that
he can ―drive out evil from the world‖ (91). However, the text does not explain how Humbaba is evil; he
harms no one and simply protects the forest, an admirable task commissioned by the god Enlil. After
killing Humbaba mercilessly, Gilgamesh and Enkidu ravage the forest with their axes. Again, there is no
explanation why they have to cut down the trees—the only possible explanation is that they are simply
being mean-spirited toward an imagined enemy.
The Epic of Gilgamesh is one of the earliest literary texts in the world. It is preceded only by the
Sumerian hymns, codes, sayings, legends, and laments (3rd millennium B.C.) and Egyptian pyramid and
coffin texts (3rd millennium B.C.). It offers a fascinating view of Mesopotamian society and its culture
about 4000 years ago. Those who are interested in the ancient Middle East are recommended to read this
accessible version of the epic.

Marcel Toussaint in collaboration with Cyrus Pars. Terms of Interment. St. Louis, MO:
NACG Press, 2011. 273 pages, $24.95
In his defense of Archias in the Roman court, Cicero famously said that reading offers many
benefits to the reader, including moral uprightness, mental stimulation, and diversion. Terms of Interment
may not provide grand lessons for life or some philosophical ideas, but readers will definitely be hooked
on it for its excellent entertainment value. As a work of popular fiction, the novel can be classified in
several ways. It is a work of horror fantasy in which a supposedly dead body serves as the main character.
It is a crime novel in which the main plot concerns life insurance fraud and a necrophile named Big Harry
steals corpses from the cemetery. As an exciting thriller, it shows the pursuit of criminals by law
enforcement officers. In its use of many comic elements, it also makes for a humor novel.
To the delight—and amusement—of St. Louisans, Terms of Interment is set in the St. Louis area.
Specific locales include Union Station, St. Louis City, the West End, Lambert-St. Louis International
Airport, and St. Louis County, as well as Columbia, Kansas City, and the Ozarks. The action of the novel
occurs over the course of four days around Halloween, and it focuses mostly on the surreal but hilarious
adventures of a corpse in the funeral parlor, in Union Station, on the streets, and underground.
The first two chapters introduce the main characters and their background. Albert and Edward
are brothers from an elite St. Louis family, the only two surviving members of the once-proud Wilsons.
We learn that Albert is a lawyer-turned-stockbroker whose fortune has fallen so deep that he is now
unable to pay the bills. His younger brother, Edward, is a medical doctor who practices in Columbia,
Missouri. Unlike Albert, Edward is married and manages his finance wisely—he even owns a bank
account without his wife‘s knowledge. The two brothers have not maintained contact for several years.
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One day, when Edward tries to rest from his work, he receives a phone call from Albert, who asks him to
fly to St. Louis immediately. Albert is willing to cover the travel expenses, so Edward obliges.
Together, the two brothers go to an upscale restaurant, where Albert confesses that he is
completely broke. Edward is flabbergasted, but soon he comes up with a suggestion for Albert: Albert
can fake death in the hospital and, upon returning from the dead, he can receive his life insurance of a half
million dollars—through Edward. Of course, after receiving the money, Albert will officially have been
dead. At first, Albert is reluctant, but Edward assures him that playing dead is not as difficult as he
thinks. As the story continues, the medical scam works well, Albert ―dies,‖ and Edward directs a funeral
home to take Albert‘s body for burial. Considering that Edward is a respectable physician and a careful
manager of his life, his nonchalant suggestion of insurance fraud may sound unrealistic at first. Readers
will soon learn that his absurdity is nothing compared to all the absurd things that happen in the rest of the
novel.
Terms of Interment is filled with suspense, thrill, and farce, which will make readers sit on the
edge of their seats and chuckle from time to time. Throughout the novel, readers will wonder whether the
two brothers‘ medical scam will work, whether Albert will get a half million dollars at the end. It is a
delightful story with many twists and turns—and a fabulous ending. In addition to constant suspense,
readers will be amused by the sarcasm directed against people from various walks of life. The targets
include but are not limited to morticians, law-enforcement officers, hospital workers, British people, and
gossipy women. Overall, Terms of Interment will make delightful reading for those who love mystery
fiction and especially those who are connected to Metropolitan St. Louis and the state of Missouri.

Russell, James M., ed. Spiritual Classics: The Thinking Person’s Guide to Great Spiritual Books.
London: Magpie Books, 2009. 256 pages, $2.00 (Amazon.com price)
Along with an avalanche of books to read from the past, countless books are being published
these days, so it is impossible to read all of them. Time is limited, so Christian scholars must decide what
to read first. One can find many lists of must-read books online, but they are not always reliable sources.
James M. Russell‘s Spiritual Classics is a kind of CliffsNotes book that summarizes and comments on
essential spiritual texts from ancient times to the present. It covers more than fifty titles, the vast majority
of which come from the Christian tradition.
Russell‘s book is divided into seven topical sections: Early Christian Classics, Later Christian
Writings, Approaches to Prayer, Meditations & Praise of Solitude, Lives of Inspiration, Secular Texts,
and Alternative Approaches. Each section includes the contexts, summaries, and critiques of the chosen
texts; each chapter also ends with ―The Speed Read,‖ in which the editor recaptures the text‘s purpose and
content in a paragraph. Although it is hard to grasp all the nuances of a book by reading only several
pages about it, Russell expertly gives us essential information in a way that motivates us to read the entire
text.
In this primer, readers will find universally recognized Christian classics, including Augustine‘s
City of God, St. John of the Cross‘s Dark Night of the Soul, John Bunyan‘s The Pilgrim’s Progress, and
C. S. Lewis‘s The Screwtape Letters. One can also find biographies and autobiographies of prominent
Christian men and women such as George Fox‘s Journal, Leo Tolstoy‘s A Confession, and Watchman
Nee‘s The Normal Christian Life. Readers will also find contemporary titles such as Michael Snunit‘s
The Soul Bird (1998) and Eckhart Tolle‘s The Power of Now (1999).
Spiritual Classics corrects public misunderstandings about some modern thinkers. For instance,
William James was not hostile to religious belief; instead, the pragmatist philosopher equated usefulness
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with truthfulness. Also, psychoanalyst Carl Jung did not minimize Christianity; rather, he promoted it as
an essential ingredient for sound living in modern times. People tend to remember J. D. Salinger as the
author of The Catcher in the Rye, a frequently banned book. It is well to remember that he also wrote
Franny and Zooey, in which the characters talk in length about the importance of spirituality. One of the
characters addresses the ―Jesus Prayer‖ (―Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me, a sinner‖)
which a Russian mystic recited constantly on his pilgrimage.
Similar primers on Christian literature were published in the 1990s, two of which are Terry W.
Glaspey‘s Great Books of the Christian Tradition and Other Books Which Have Shaped Our World
(Harvest House, 1996) and Eugene H. Peterson‘s Take & Read: Spiritual Reading: An Annotated List
(Eerdmans, 1996). They are helpful, excellent resources, but Russell‘s work is more detailed and indepth. Russell studied philosophy at Cambridge, conducted graduate studies in critical theory, and has
taught at the Open University in the United Kingdom. His concise yet thoughtful, incisive comments
clearly reflect his philosophical and literary training. Readers will be delighted by not only the book‘s
contents but also the way Russell engages them. Spiritual Classics deserves a place in every Christian
scholar‘s library. It is also worth a place on the must-read book list in literature courses at Christian
colleges and seminaries. Indeed, a Google search shows that it was a recommended book in Professor
Laurie Mellinger‘s Christian Devotional Classics course offered at Evangelical Seminary in Fall 2011.

Peter H. Lee, ed. Echoing Songs: Contemporary Korean Women Poets. Buffalo, NY: White
Pine Press, 2005. 304 pages, $18.00
In recent decades, more than a dozen books of traditional Korean poetry have appeared in English
translation. By contrast, few of 20th-century Korean poems, especially those by women, have been
translated into English. Peter H. Lee‘s Anthology of Korean Poetry: From the Earliest Era to the Present
(New York: John Day, 1964) includes approximately 30 poems by nineteen 20th-century poets, all of
whom are male. In Contemporary Korean Poetry (Iowa City: U of Iowa P, 1970), Ko Won translates a
number of modern Korean poems into English. While a valuable resource, it focuses mostly on male
poets: out of more than 100 poets in the volume, only eight are women.
Echoing Songs is a landmark accomplishment in that it puts together about 200 poems by 20
different contemporary women poets. Each poet‘s works are preceded by her own remark entitled ―Why
I Write‖; in the case of deceased poets, the editor provides a short biographical sketch before their poems.
The editor, Peter H. Lee (b. 1929), is a Korean-born American scholar who has dedicated his whole life to
the introduction of Korean literature, especially poetry, to the West.
The poems in this book deal with various issues that concern Korean women: gender inequalities,
political oppression, womanhood, motherhood, aging, and death and dying. ―It Will Be a New World,‖ a
poem by Ko Chônghûi (1948-91), begins with the following two stanzas:
Men gathered and came up with domination,
domination gathered and brought about war,
war continued and created oppression.
What will it be if women unite?
If women unite, they‘ll bring love. (116)
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These lines recall Aristophanes‘ Lysistrata (first performed in 411 BC), in which the Greek playwright
celebrates women as peacemakers. In the meantime, Kim Sûnghûi‘s (b. 1952) poem ―Soaring‖ portrays
her—by extension, all women‘s—―laughter‖ that derives from ―pain and suffering.‖ After the speaker
observes the tragic death of a woman at a New York subway station, she thinks of suffering women all
over the world: those in Argentina, South Korea, Africa, and Chechen (150-51).
While Western-derived feminist consciousness pervades the volume, there is also an
unmistakable mark of Asian sensibility in many poems. Images common in traditional Chinese, Korean,
and Japanese verses recur: moonlight, sparrow, cuckoo, autumn sky, chrysanthemum, dragonfly, pine
tree, blossom, fallen leaves, fog, frost, river, and rice, among others. In fact, some of Na Hûidôk‘s (b.
1966) poetic lines sound almost like haiku. The fourth stanza of her poem ―That Place Isn‘t Far‖ reads,
―One winter morning, / a fallen bird, without a wound, / on a forest path;‖ (285). The first three lines of
another poem, ―A Cold Rain Comes—Letter I,‖ also read, ―The glowing blossoms we tended together /
say they have pain pain pain / from last night‘s cold rain‖ (290). Finally, Na‘s poem ―There‘s Such an
Evening‖ ends with a haiku-like stanza: ―The road of long ago is broken, / and there‘s such an evening
when / I want to stand before a thick grove‖ (292).
In her introduction to the volume, Kim Chôngnan assesses Korean women poetry from the
perspective of feminist activism. According to her, renowned 20th-century women poets such as Kim
Namjo (b. 1927), Hong Yunsuk (b. 1925), and Hô Yôngja (b. 1938) ―made much progress in technical
sophistication,‖ but their poetry is sentimental, lacks a ―self-conscious female identity,‖ and promotes
―feminine passivity‖ (16). Such an appraisal is not without merit, yet it is also true that the quality of
poetry cannot be measured through the lens of activist theory only. Women poets write for various
reasons—to express their religious faith (as Kim Namjo does), to express their feelings of loss and sorrow
(as Hong Yunsuk does), and to explore their inner selves (as Hô Yôngja does). Women poets do not—
and should not be expected to—write poetry only to protest, to defy, or to ―break the silence.‖
Understandably, many poems in this volume expose political and social injustices against women.
However, it is worth noting that during the past decade, South Korean women have made big strides
towards gender equality. In 2001, the government created the Ministry of Gender Equality & Family to
promote parity among people irrespective of their gender and age. President Roh Moo-hyun (1946-2009)
appointed a woman, Han Myeong-sook, as prime minister for the first time in Korean history. Currently,
the three major political parties in Korea—the Saenuri Party, the Democratic United Party, and the
Unified Progressive Party—are all headed by women. Husbands and wives now have equal property
rights; some husbands may mistreat their wives, but that is not unique to Korea.
South Korean society is changing rapidly, and women have a much bigger voice now. According
to recent newspaper reports, an increasing number of Korean men feel they are mistreated by their wives,
which was unimaginable two or three decades ago. Considering that Korea has been a male-chauvinistic,
Confucian society for thousands of years, some of the poems in Echoing Songs address legitimate
concerns. However, readers should bear in mind that the feminist poems in this volume do not fully
represent Korean society in 2012.

Hector Malot. Nobody’s Boy (Sans Famille). 1878. Boston, MA: IndyPublish.com,
2008. 258 pages, price not available
Nobody’s Boy is an English translation of the French juvenile novel Sans Famille (literally
―Without a Family‖; published in 1878). I first read this story in Korean translation in the late 1960s,
near the end of my elementary education. (Like many Korean translations of Western books until the
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1980s, the Korean version must have been translated from—at least in consultation with—the Japanese
translation.) It was a copy checked out of the school library before the three-month winter break.
Hunkering down in the ondol (under-floor heating) room in my remote farmhouse, I read it repeatedly. It
was a sad story about an orphan, Remi, who is sold to Signor Vitalis, a strolling entertainer. Along with a
monkey and three dogs, they travel all over France, making money barely enough to survive. Fortunately,
Vitalis treats Remi kindly, and the animals, especially the white spaniel Capi, make the young boy‘s life
endurable. Although I was not an orphan, my childhood had its share of sadness, so I identified myself
with Remi, a boy on the other side of the globe.
Amidst busyness, I rarely thought about the book until the late 2000s, when I began to write
about my early life in Korea. Having no knowledge of French, I wanted to read Sans Famille in English
translation, but no one seemed to know the book. I even asked an American professor of French literature
at a conference; he had no idea. After a futile search, I googled the Korean title of the novel (Jip eopneun ai, ―The Homeless Child‖), and a Korean search engine generated the author‘s name: Hector Malot.
It led to the novel‘s French title and then to several English translations.
At the beginning of the novel, we learn that as a baby, Remi was deserted in Paris and adopted by
a poor couple in the countryside. He spends the first eight years of his life with his foster mother, an
affectionate woman who means the whole world to the boy. During that period, his adoptive father stays
in Paris, working as a stone-cutter but never returning home. After becoming disabled in a work-related
accident, he comes back home and then sells Remi to Vitalis while his wife is out on an errand. Remi has
no choice but to follow his master, performing music and comedy shows with Vitalis‘s animals in various
places. Near the middle of the novel, two dogs (Zerbino and Dulcie) are killed by wolves and the monkey
dies of cold, so the group is reduced to Vitalis, Remi, and Capi. Then, Vitalis himself dies of starvation
on a bitterly cold winter night, leaving Remi and Capi behind.
Remi‘s fortune eventually improves, but sadness pervades much of the story. Poverty drives
people to meanness. Remi‘s adoptive father is a cruel man, yet he dismisses Remi mainly because of
financial distress. The family has already sold their only cow, Remi‘s friend; the cow is forced to leave
the house, and Remi can hear her bellow as she is taken from the family. Vitalis‘s animals must perform
feats in public—and behave—in exchange for meager food. One day, Zerbino loses his entire dinner
because of his thievery committed in moments of hunger. It is a tough world in which all members of the
traveling company must work hard to survive.
At the novel‘s end, Remi discovers his rich biological parents and lives happily ever after. (The
motif of rags-to-riches recurs in Western literature, as is exemplified by Charles Dickens‘s The
Adventures of Oliver Twist, Little Dorrit, and Great Expectations.) Not many orphans are fortunate
enough to end up inheriting unexpected riches, as Remi does, yet the main character certainly deserves
applause from readers. He was sold to Vitalis as a virtual slave and, even under his master‘s kind care,
suffered from hunger and poverty. Every good, hard-working person deserves redemption later in life.
One final note to make is that in Nobody’s Boy, Malot feels deep compassion for animals and
displays an extensive knowledge of their behavior. Animals live precarious lives, constantly looking for
food yet intelligent and patient enough to endure starvation together with their human companions.
Animal lovers may shed some tears as they read this novel, but they should not blame themselves for that:
Malot‘s description of animal suffering is superbly realistic.
A perennial bestseller for children in Japan and Korea, the novel has been adapted into anime
movies in Japan: Little Remi and Famous Dog Capi (Chibikko Remi to Meiken Kapi, 1970), Nobody’s
Boy: Remi (Ie Naki Ko, 1977-78), and Remi, Nobody’s Girl (Ie Naki Ko Remi, 1996-97). Along with
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry‘s The Little Prince (French: ―Le Petit Prince,‖ 1943), Nobody’s Boy is an
excellent French children‘s book that deserves a place in a book lover‘s library. It is available in several
different editions, including a Kindle edition.
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On Writing
Creatively

_________________________________________

Don‘t tell me the moon is shining; show me the glint on the broken glass.
—Anton Chekhov
Write even when you don‘t want to, don‘t much like what you are writing, and aren‘t writing
particularly well.
—Agatha Christie
The moment a man begins to talk about technique, that‘s proof he is fresh out of ideas.
—Raymond Chandler
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Capturing the Moment through Evocative Haiku
Charlotte Digregorio
What Is Haiku?
Many people have heard of haiku, short imagistic poetry that originated in Japan in the
seventeenth century. Today, it is written in more than twenty-five languages and is becoming an
international art form. However, it has been my experience as Midwest Regional Coordinator of the
Haiku Society of America that few people really understand what it is. Sadly enough, many poets who
don‘t know what it is, think they are writing it correctly, and they even teach it in workshops. When they
show me samples of their haiku, it doesn‘t even come close to being acceptable. Those of us who love
haiku must do a better job of promoting this enjoyable form and offering instruction.
First, the word haiku is both singular and plural, and is pronounced ―HI-koo‖ by the Japanese,
with the accent on the first syllable. Americans tend to accent the second syllable. Secondly, there are
misconceptions about haiku written in English. Haiku isn‘t always a pretty image and it doesn‘t always
have a reference to nature or to seasons. It can be written about anything. Haiku can touch the reader by
evoking any type of emotion, from sadness to happiness. Good haiku is thoughtful, insightful and
intuitive, and captures the moment. To capture the moment, it must be written in present tense. When
skillfully written, it has layers of meaning. Of course, it can be enjoyed at face value, but when taken in
deeper context, it says something meaningful about life.
Award-winning Iowa haikuist Francine Banwarth describes what haiku means to her and to many
other haikuists, I‘m sure:
Haiku for me is not so much a way of thinking a moment, as it is a way of feeling a
moment. I think that is where intuition enters in, as if there is a hermit inside me, or as if I
am in a quiet place breathing under water.1
In writing any form of poetry, we are told to show, not tell. This is imperative in haiku. Haiku is
written in simple, not flowery language, and it evokes strong images without abstractions. The
underlying emotion of the poet is understood and felt. Haiku is a meditation, and some even argue that it
is no more than that. Dr. Randy Brooks, haiku author and Professor of English at Millikin University,
teaches haiku to his students and he believes it is poetry. He defines haiku as ―a genre of concise poetry
that conveys human perceptions and insights from particular moments through the use of images without
commentary from the author.‖2 What I find most significant in Dr. Brooks‘s definition is ―the use of
images without commentary.‖ From my experience in reading beginning haikuists‘ work, I find their
stumbling blocks include a clutter of images, and they moralize and make judgmental statements. Haiku
should have either a strong image or two images that are seemingly unrelated, but when juxtaposed,
create a revelation that readers recognize as the ―aha‖ moment. There is an avoidance of simile, though a
likeness is implied. From the old Japanese haiku masters to today‘s American haikuists, the role of
observation in writing haiku is key. Kobayashi Issa, who lived in the latter part of the 18th century, was a
prominent haiku master who used strong images without commentary:
fish
unaware of the bucket . . .
a cool evening3
Issa is most likely implying that fish, like all creatures, will die. Fish in a bucket are unaware that
they will be eaten for dinner. As human beings, we don‘t know when our lives will end. We must enjoy
the moment, oblivious to what awaits us, just like fish.
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Taking a modern example of the objective way haikuists write, we can consider the haiku of the
late Robert Spiess who is often referred to as the ―Dean of American Haiku.‖ As the editor of Modern
Haiku from 1978 to 2002, he brought haiku in English to the attention of many poets. Below, he writes in
a matter-of-fact way about a very sad scene:
Softly falling snow
among the pines a hunter
guts a deer4
This tranquil nature scene contrasts sharply with the gutting of the deer. As understated as haiku is, the
poem is very powerful. We can see Spiess‘s underlying emotion, and we empathize with him in his brutal
discovery. Haikuists have a reverence for nature, as in the tradition of Japanese and Buddhist cultures.
Haiku often reveals man‘s communion with nature, and it inspires us to protect our wildlife and
environment with its wonders. Haiku poets have a profound respect for all living things, even the
smallest creatures such as insects.
Haiku that people are often familiar with has three lines and seventeen syllables, relating to the
classic Japanese style. In this traditional form, there are five syllables in the first line, seven in the second
line, and five in the third line. However, today, haiku written in English is one to four lines long, and it
doesn‘t have to have a certain number of syllables in a line. Commonly, in three-line haiku that we write,
the second line has more syllables than the other two. We generally write it in seventeen syllables or less,
though I sometimes stretch my three-line haiku to eighteen syllables, and they are published.
Personally, I believe haiku is a poem with a distinct style and form. In general, haiku has no title,
and punctuation and capitalization are used sparingly, if at all. With the former, we sometimes use an
ellipsis after the first or second line. I use an ellipsis often, as I feel it allows the reader to pause and
reflect before reaching the significant part of the haiku, the revelation. As for parts of speech, adjectives
and adverbs are used sparingly, if at all, as they can describe too much. Verbs, if included, are
picturesque or evocative.
As you become familiar with haiku, you‘ll notice that proper names are avoided. The third
person pronouns, ―he‖ and ―she‖ are common. The personal pronoun ―I‖ is used sparingly, because
haikuists want to convey an experience that is universal. In this case, they want the reader to focus on the
image, rather than on the poet. As an alternative, sometimes the poet will use the personal pronoun, but
as a lowercase i, as a sign of humility.
As for literary devices, haiku sometimes contain alliteration and repetition of sounds. Haikuists
avoid personification, though beginning haikuists often mistakenly use it. Further, rhyme is rarely seen in
haiku. Finally, many haikuists are adept at laying out their haiku in a creative way. They sometimes use
the device of projectivism.
The beauty of haiku is in its simplicity and economy of words. Haiku is minimalist poetry in its
truest sense. The latter is one of the most difficult aspects of haiku for beginners to master. Further, in a
two, three, or four-line haiku, the revelation comes in the last line.
Just as Issa and the old Japanese haiku masters, Robert Spiess felt that a good haiku stems from
something that is keenly observed and that evokes some reaction or emotion in the reader. Spiess‘s haiku
are simple, yet elegant. In few words, he captures so much of the beauty of nature, wildlife, and fellow
human beings. Spiess was very spiritual and was a master at feeling the moment through haiku. He and
haiku poets, in general, believe that haiku is of the heart, not just of wisdom.
In taking another example of Spiess‘s haiku, we read one that is upbeat in its revelation:
Mid-summer rain;
the farmer‘s jaw
relaxes in a grin5
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Above, Spiess captures the relief the farmer feels when the drought ends. To write good haiku, poets
must have a ―camera eye,‖ just as Spiess did. They must capture the environment and people around
them, creating an image for readers in an objective, not subjective manner. Haikuists provide facts, but in
an evocative manner. Through the effective verb, ―relaxes,‖ we can experience the joy of the farmer.
As for haiku style, people often wonder if there is a rhythm to haiku. I feel Spiess‘s haiku is a
good example of it. In a three-line haiku, for example, the poet situates the scene in the first and second
lines by giving information such as time or place. These lines sometimes appear not to have much in the
way of rhythm. However, the third line, which provides the revelation, is often musical and has a flow to
it.

Analyzing and Writing Good Haiku
Haikuists must learn to say a lot in a few words. A good haikuist pares words until all extraneous
ones, redundancies, and implied words are deleted. Before I went to graduate school to study Italian and
French literatures, I worked as a journalist. Although journalists are not always known for their
eloquence, having worked as one, taught me to write ―short.‖ This experience also has helped me to think
concisely in writing haiku. Economizing on words and syllables in haiku can take us days or even a
couple of weeks. We allow a haiku to sit or perhaps reread it periodically. After this period, one can look
at it with new eyes. Each time I reread my haiku, I surprise myself by finding yet another way of
condensing it. Haiku is a great exercise in saying something meaningful in the shortest possible way.
There have been times when after I‘ve published a haiku, I realize that I could have omitted yet another
word. Of course, one can easily delete articles such as ―the‖ and ―and.‖ Other ways of condensing, such
as omitting adjectives, takes more skill than one might think. One must develop a feel for minimizing the
description, so one allows the reader to visualize the image. The beauty is lost when the description isn‘t
kept to a minimum.
After I‘ve pared words, I continue to recite my haiku to determine the best placement of the
remaining ones. For example, sometimes a verb that I would be inclined to put at the end of a line, may
sound better for the sake of rhythm or comprehension as the first word of the next line.
In further revising my haiku, I choose the best line sequence. Even after writing haiku for nearly
eighteen years, I often vacillate over whether my first line should be my second line in a three-line haiku.
Taking an example of a haiku that has so few syllables and words, I offer one I wrote several
years ago:
approaching
the clerk
―next window‖6
The haiku above is actually a senryu, a humorous haiku. (Pronounced SEN-ree-yoo). The Japanese
pronounce it more like ―SEN-roo,‖ saying it fast. Some haikuists do not differentiate between haiku and
senryu. A senryu can even be satirical. It reveals human nature or human weaknesses, rather than
focusing on nature. Senryu should always be light and playful humor—not insulting or offensive. As for
my senryu, most all can relate to it, because we have stood in line at the post office or bank only to have a
sign moved in front of us as we proceed to the window. As in the other sample poems, here we see words
stated in a matter-of-fact way, without the reader being told how frustrated and mad the poet feels.
In a more light-hearted vein, I recently wrote this senryu:
pruning
the bonsai . . .
my knotty life7
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In the Buddhist tradition, bonsai are symbols of harmony and peace between nature and man. Bonsai
represent all that is good. Buddhists believe that growing and pruning a bonsai requires a meditative
state. The word ―knotty‖ serves as a homonym, as it elicits the thought of ―naughty.‖ The reader may
wonder if the poet has a knotty and naughty life. Actually, when I wrote this senryu, I was looking at the
twisted appearance of the bonsai. Sometimes, I think of my life as twisted. Since one can read this haiku
on various levels, it was fun for me to write it.
I offer a final senryu, written by Francine Banwarth:
passing the cream puffs
the guest of honor full
of herself 8
The third line of Banwarth‘s haiku is obviously the clincher. The placement of the word ―full‖ on the
second line, rather than the third, is effective as it allows the reader to anticipate the surprise in the third
line.
In pondering the writing of haiku and senryu, I recently spoke to Professor John J. Han, haiku
author and educator, to have him share some of his insights. He believes that ―the shortness of the form
makes it hard to write a successful haiku, yet it is a relatively accessible form for every aspiring poet.‖
Dr. Han offers insight into what he feels are ineffective haiku, the ―so what‖ haiku: ―By ‗so what‘ haiku, I
mean the kind of haiku that is so obvious and one-dimensional that there is little to savor after reading the
poem.‖
Dr. Han feels many beginning haikuists fall short in their efforts:
Typically, they portray the beauty of nature in a very flowery way in 5-7-5 syllable form,
but I cannot find any depth there. Nature itself can be a topic for haiku (I do love to write
nature haiku), but there has to be some kind of mood conveyed through the haiku. For
example, a nature haiku can convey the moods of serenity, loneliness or emptiness. If a
haiku makes me read and quickly move on, then it probably lacks depth.
When Dr. Han serves as a poetry judge, he often reads haiku submissions that are inadequate. He
tends ―not to select poems that do not seem to carry any careful, sophisticated thought or identifiable
emotion.‖ He believes a good poem ―makes me pause, reflect, nod, and/or smile.‖
As Dr. Han would agree, beginners find that in writing haiku, there is a fine line between
describing too much and being abstract to where no one can understand the poet‘s intent. Being subtle
with concrete images is essential.
After writing a haiku, I ask myself three things:
1) Does my haiku, based on observation, appeal to the senses, emotions, and imagination of readers,
and can most people can relate to it?
2) Does it avoid explanations and abstractions with images that are specific, direct, and concrete?
3) Does it contain images that express the relatively humble condition of human beings?
In teaching haiku workshops, I emphasize that to write haiku effectively, the poet must see the world a bit
like a child with innocence and simplicity. One must write haiku by looking at nature and everything
around them with child-like amazement and wonder toward the ordinary, everyday occurrences.
One of my favorite passages from Ralph Waldo Emerson‘s essay ―Nature,‖ a manifesto of the
Transcendental Movement, is especially meaningful when I think about haiku:
To speak truly, few adult persons can see nature. Most persons do not see the sun. At
least they have a very superficial seeing. The sun illuminates only the eye of the man, but
shines into the eye and the heart of the child.9
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For me, the inspiration for writing good haiku sometimes comes from thinking about my
childhood experiences. Something I see, hear, or smell triggers a memory or emotion and prompts me to
write it. The haikuists below received their inspiration from closely observing children and capturing
their innate spirit, innocence, and understanding.
each stroke of the crayon
his tongue
across his lips
—Randy M. Brooks10

my toddler
helps pack her travel bag—
co-custody
—Tom Painting11
Above, Georgia author Tom Painting shows skill at writing understated and poignant haiku. We
sometimes wish we never had to grow up to experience the challenges of adulthood. On the bright side,
however, creativity is often born from our problems and inner conflicts.
The haiku below reveals the skill of a poet who writes a haiku with layers of meaning:
I shovel
light gray shadows
winter sunrise
—Dan Schwerin12
In Schwerin‘s haiku, we visualize the poet shoveling snow at dawn, still in partial darkness. We imagine
a cold, depressing scene. The poet‘s outlook is gloomy, and this is the essence of the haiku. Along with
the heavy burden of shoveling, he is carrying an emotional burden, a grayness inside, an inner weight.
This is a good example of haiku where we see a correspondence between man and nature/seasons. The
poet is one with winter in his bleakness. It is interesting that the poet chose to use the personal pronoun,
rather than just writing: shoveling/ light gray shadows/ winter sunrise. In using the personal pronoun,
perhaps he feels it evokes more of his personal struggle, or that it is more rhythmic. Further, one notes
the effective use of alliteration in ―shovel‖ and ―shadows.‖ Interestingly, the poet is a pastor of a church
in Wisconsin.
In yet another haiku reflecting inner conflict, Michele Root-Bernstein of Michigan creates a
beautiful one-line haiku:
birch bark peeling away all my excuses13
As in the previous haiku, Root-Bernstein illustrates a communion with nature. She relates to something
in the natural world that is indicative of her mood. We visualize the coarseness of the birch bark. Perhaps
she is chopping firewood or just looking at a piece of bark that is peeled back or chipped. Whether or not
she is performing the arduous task of chopping or simply looking at the tree, she is burdened with a
problem. One of the things we think of is how hard and painful it would be to peel off a piece of bark.
The verb is very vivid and corresponds to her inner struggle. Stylistically, as a one-line haiku, there is
rhythm and it flows, particularly with the inclusion of the word ―all.‖ The alliteration of ―birch bark‖
lends a pronounced tone to her painful dilemma.
In the same vein, haiku poets often write about difficulties in personal relationships. Dr. John S.
O‘Connor‘s haiku is a good example of the literary device of projectivism:
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lying backtoback
the space between us14
The layout of this haiku with the spacing mimics its theme, the distance between two people lying
in bed. In joining together ―backtoback,‖ the poet skillfully evokes the emotional separation between the
couple. Ironically, it‘s as if this is the only thing they do the same way in their union as a couple.
Some of our saddest moments in life lead us to write profound haiku. The themes of illness and
death appear frequently in haiku journals. There is a lot of Buddhist philosophy in haiku. As with other
philosophies, Buddhism does not ask us to believe that life is beautiful. Life is painful, but we appreciate
the beautiful moments in life. I have included the poem below because it is an example of stark
understatement in haiku.
mother‘s day . . .
wrapping the pink dress
for the funeral home
—Charlotte Digregorio15
What could be sadder on Mother‘s Day?
As another example of the theme of death, Curtis Dunlap, a seasoned North Carolina poet, writes
about his mother:
empty house—
a whisper of mother‘s voice
in the autumn wind16
I suspect at least some of us can relate to Dunlap‘s haiku, as we have experienced signs that deceased
relatives are still among us. Here, we see a correspondence between the season and the event. Autumn is
the season when nature shows signs of decay and death. We visualize brown leaves falling, darker days,
and frail, elderly relatives passing.
We also experience a sense of loss in Michael Dylan Welch‘s haiku:
fading sun at low tide—
teeth marks
in an old frisbee17
Welch writes beautifully and poignantly, showing the interplay of nature and man. This solemn
nature scene, a withdrawal of sun and tide, is akin to the poet‘s sadness in remembering his dog. In haiku
journals, the theme of the death of one‘s dog is also common. Welch is an accomplished poet and author
in the state of Washington.
As haikuists, we feel compassion for our fellow man, particularly for those less fortunate. Haiku
about the homeless are also common in haiku journals.
fading
into winter
homeless man‘s words
—Charlotte Digregorio18
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Many people walk past the homeless without hearing them, without seeing them. In the haiku above, the
coldness of winter corresponds to the coldness of many people who walk past.

Final Words on Haiku Inspiration
In writing haiku, one should strive to produce a feeling of awe in readers so they might recognize
the human experience in nature and the world. A haiku poet is at home with animals, plants, water,
wind, and fellow human beings. We are responsible for not only nature, but for other people. We notice
our relative insignificance as human beings when we look in awe at nature and animals. Without
preaching conservation, good haiku inspires us to be stewards of the beauty around us. Strive to be a
good haiku poet who notices nature‘s beauty even in a weed or fallen leaves. Don‘t dismiss as trivial the
ordinary things in your surroundings that others miss. There is beauty to be found.
Although there is much Buddhist thought in haiku, one doesn‘t have to be a Buddhist to write
evocative haiku. Personally, I am not a Buddhist. In recognizing the beauty around us, as haikuist Robert
Spiess did, we become spiritual people, whether or not we realize it. A haiku poet can relate to the Book
of Job (12:7): ―But ask now the beasts, and they shall teach thee; and the fowls of the air, and they shall
teach thee; or speak to the earth, and it shall teach thee; and the fishes of the sea shall declare unto thee.‖
Haiku poets believe we can‘t find peace in society if we destroy nature. After all, nature is a
constant for us, one of the few constants in our lives. I remember the old pear tree in the yard of my
childhood home in Oregon. I sold the house when I was 52 years old. When I go back to visit my
childhood home, the tree still stands. The house looks different, painted a different color, but the pear tree
is the same.
In our fast-paced high tech world, haiku allows us to be in touch with our surroundings and other
people. If you go through life with humility and have a sense of responsibility for others and for nature,
you will be mindful of ideas to write haiku.
Often, ideas for haiku will come to you after reading a collection of haiku or a haiku journal, just
as they will come from looking at nature scenes in art, or from taking a nature walk, a Ginko walk, as the
Japanese say. Ideas for haiku come to me late at night, in particular, when it‘s peaceful and I‘m sitting in
a quiet room reflecting on what happened during my day. I think of events long past, and relive them in
my mind.
You‘ll discover your own method of collecting ideas for haiku and getting into the mood to create
it, once you begin to immerse yourself weekly in the haiku that is being published in journals today.
Many haiku poets carry a notepad with them to jot down thoughts. I sometimes write poems in
my head as I‘m walking down the street or driving my car. When I stop, I jot down the idea and save it
for when I can review and refine it into a poem. Visualize yourself as an artist painting a picture, only
with words. Remember that a haiku crystallizes a moment in time and an experience. Just as the haiku
moment is brief, so is the form of haiku. Were it not a brief poem, the impact of the brief experience
would be lost.
Emulate the Japanese who are passionate about nature. The Japanese go for cherry blossom
viewing picnics, they visit rivers at night to watch fireflies, and they row their boats in lakes to watch the
harvest moon. American haikuists often write about cherry blossoms that symbolize the transitory nature
of life, according to the Japanese. Americans also commonly write about fireflies, as the firefly‘s spark
enlightens us, according to the Japanese. Throughout history, the Japanese viewed the harvest moon,
prayed for an abundant harvest, and wrote poetry during their outing. It is also popular with American
haikuists to write about the harvest moon.
Yet other sources of inspiration are found in our own culture. If you read Henry David Thoreau‘s
Walden and Ralph Waldo Emerson‘s Journals, you will find so many nature images that you can develop
into haiku moments. Emerson saw ―the miraculous in the common‖ of everyday occurrences, just as
haiku poets do.
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However, if you are not particularly inspired by nature, you can still write haiku about human
nature. This type of haiku is not any less artistic. It requires the same skill and dedication to write. The
skill of observation is also necessary to cultivate in writing human nature haiku. When I began writing
haiku, most of it was about human nature. However, the more I read of nature haiku, the more it grows on
me.
Interestingly, I find that being a haikuist has helped me improve in my writing of other poetic
forms. Certainly haiku which requires me to use an economy of words is a great exercise for all poetic
forms. Beyond that, haiku has trained me to be more visual and be more conscious of using effective
imagery in my other poetry.
Haiku helps us all to articulate and share our experiences and perceptions with others. It helps us
to understand ourselves, our feelings, and emotions. As with other forms of poetry, it‘s simply good
therapy and allows us to dust ourselves off.
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To Rhyme or Not to Rhyme
Faye Adams
―Rhyme if you must, but if you do, make sure that you are good at it.‖
—Robert C. Jones
editor and publisher of the Mid America Poetry Review

Why fight it? Why bother to learn a writing skill which editors are no longer interested in
publishing? Why not simply write freestyle if that is what sells? The answer is simple. Sameness breeds
boredom. If you read a book of fifty rhymed poems, you will soon become distracted, and you may begin
to realize that you have no idea what the last three poems were about. It takes variety to hold your
interest. This principle applies to free verse as well as to rhymed or any other variant of poetry.
If we want to be good poets, we must study different poetic forms and spend the time required to
write them. A poet must learn to use all of the poetic devices available. Rhyme is one of those. If you
master the art of using rhyme, and do it well, then you are free to follow wherever the path leads when
inspiration strikes. As you begin, the poem takes a life of its own, and you often do not know at the
beginning where it will lead you.
John Reid writes about the subject, ―To Rhyme or Not to Rhyme,‖ in his Winning Writers
newspaper advertisement for the annual Margaret Reid Traditional Verse Poetry Contest, which offers a
total of $5,550 in prizes:
By traditional verse, we mean any genre of verse except prose poems. As I‘ve
said in previous Newsletters, Free Verse is classified as Traditional Verse. The Ancient
Egyptians wrote free verse. The famous English poet, Christopher Smart (1722-71),
wrote free verse. True, free verse did go out of fashion in the 19th century, but so did
many other verse forms such as sestinas, villanelles, roundels, etc. All these forms are
acceptable for the Margaret Reid Prize.
Rhyming verse is certainly most acceptable. And there is no reason, in my
opinion, why free verse should not rhyme if you want it to rhyme. I know I‘m going to
annoy a lot of people here, but to me, ―free verse‖ means free. You can do what you like.
If you wish to use end-of-line rhymes, go ahead! If you want to use internal rhymes,
there‘s nothing to prevent you. The judges will not be deducting any points from your
entry if you decide to be inventive.
Unfortunately, I wrote nothing but rhymed poetry for the first forty years of my writing career.
You would think, wouldn‘t you, that with so much practice, I would be an expert at writing rhymed
poetry. Hardly. I struggle when given the task of writing a poem with a prescribed rhyme pattern. Yet
not so much since I discovered this amazing online writing tool: www.rhymezone.com.
When you arrive at the site, type a word in the open slot, and click ―Go get it.‖ You will receive
one-syllable, two-syllable, three-syllable, all the way up to seven-syllable rhymes. It provides not only
rhyming words for the one you‘ve given, but the drop down menu gives you synonyms, antonyms,
definitions, related words, similar sounding words, homophones, and other options. For example, if you
don‘t find the synonym you need, scroll down and click on the same word printed at the bottom of your
screen, which takes you to OneLook.com reverse dictionary for more ideas. I typed the word ―poem‖ into
rhymezone and received only one rhyme: jeroboam. For synonyms, it coughed up one solitary phrase:
verse form. When I clicked on OneLook reverse dictionary, it gave me five pages of related words or
phrases, with a total listing of 517.
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If your desire is to become a writer, you will quickly become an avid reader. If your aim is to
write poetry, you will want to read a lot of poems. There are multiple sites for your perusal. I‘ve already
listed one (WinningWriters.com). Here are a few more:
1. Narrative <editors@narrativemagazine.com>
2. FeedBlitz <feedblitz@mail.feedblitz.com> Poetic Asides with Robert Lee Brewer,
editor at Writer's Digest Magazine
3. Bob Holman & Margery Snyder—About.com Poetry Guide
<poetry.guide@about.com>
You can tap into any of the state poetry societies, affiliated with the National Foundation of State
Poetry Societies (NFSPS), simply by Googling: (Any State) Poetry Society. By taking this route, you can
rest assured that any contest listed is legitimate and will be inexpensive to enter. Some may even publish
your winning poem in an anthology and send you a free copy. Mississippi is one state which operates in
this way, both in their Spring and Fall contests. Missouri State Poetry Society (MSPS) has both a Winter
and a Summer contest, offering certificates and prizes to winners.
Currently, I write a lot of free verse and enjoy the liberty this form grants me. Creativity flows
well in an atmosphere void of limiting boundaries. But if you are serious about learning the craft of
writing poetry, you will devote yourself to the exercise of studying and writing many different types of
poems. For practice, try to write a poem, utilizing at least five (5) poetic devices from the list of poetic
devices. Below is an example using rhyme, meter, metaphor, personification, imagery, stanza, and point
of view-first person.

Early Showing
(Ode to the Crocus)
Before the bud appears
to trumpet winter‘s end,
before the robin comes
to bob-head for his worm,
before my heart rebounds
from razor‘s keening edge;
I walk the hidden path
of garden‘s withered past,
in search of one who dares
ignore the blizzard‘s blast
and peek her cheeky nose
up through a snowy nest,
to wink her shining eye,
at me, as I pass by.
Her flame, within itself,
ignites a tiny spark
of joy inside my heart,
on which I now embark.
[Published in LifeWay Press magazine, Mature Living, March 2010]
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Poetic Devices: A Glossary
[Source: http://www.dealapoem.com/poetic-devices.html]
Alliteration—The repetition of initial consonant sounds, either in consecutive words, or in the first word
of each line.
Assonance— The repetition of vowel sounds in the words of the poem.
Imagery—Mental pictures created by the words of the poem.
Metaphor—Implicit comparison, by using a word normally used for one thing, to designate another (He
closed the door to his heart).
Meter—The measured arrangement of words in poems.
Onomatopoeia—Using words which imitate the sound they refer to (Buzzzzz).
Personification—Endowing animals, objects or ideas with human traits or abilities (The trees laughed at
us).
Point of View: First person—The writer is in the poem and tells it from his/her perspective (I came upon
two paths...).
Point of View: Third person—The writer tells the poem from an objective perspective (He came upon
two paths...).
Point of View: Third person omniscient—The writer isn‘t in the poem, but knows and describes what
all characters are thinking (John didn’t want to choose, and Mary hated both paths...).
Repetition—Repeating of words, phrases, lines, sounds, or stanzas.
Rhyme—Identical or similar ending sounds between two words or lines.
Rhyme pattern—The way the rhymes occur in a poem (First and third lines of each stanza, for example).
Simile—A comparison of objects using ―like,‖ ―as,‖ or ―than‖ or similar words (It was like an orgy of
despair).
Stanza—One of the divisions of a poem; a grouping of two or more lines.
If your aim is publication of your work, or if you enjoy entering contests, you will find that many
calls for submissions or entries either specify themes or call for specific poetry forms. One may ask for a
sonnet or a villanelle, while another may call for a ballad, limerick, haiku, or some other form of poetry,
which carries specific restrictions and requirements. Lee Ann Russell, a sister poet in Springfield,
Missouri, has written How to Write Poetry, a book which lists 155 poetic forms. All forms of poetry are
valid, and new forms are being invented often. Many new forms have been introduced since Ms. Russell
released her book in 1991.
Whether you are entering a contest or submitting to a publisher, my advice will always be to read
the guidelines; read all the guidelines. Pay attention to detail. You may have written a winning poem,
but if you have not followed the guidelines, your submission may never reach the judge or editor for
recognition.
To answer the question of whether to rhyme or not to rhyme, my guess is that in today‘s literary
climate, a free verse poem offers more freedom of expression and allows greater flexibility in following
divine inspiration. But that is not to say that you cannot incorporate into that freedom those elements
which instantly catch a judge‘s or an editor‘s eye, such as internal rhyme, slant rhyme, or off rhyme. But
that‘s another lesson.
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Simple yet Not So Simple: Haiku Aesthetics1
John J. Han
Introduction
This essay covers some of the basics of haiku, the shortest poetic form in the world. It is based
largely on my experience studying and writing haiku for the past ten years. I published my first set of
haiku in Cantos in the spring of 2002. The then-editor and my colleague, Professor Mary Bagley, liked
my work (or said she liked it) and graciously published it. More haiku appeared in the succeeding issues
as well. Re-reading my early haiku shows much room for improvement, yet I was fortunate to have had a
venue for them. Without an opportunity to publish my earliest poems, I could not have learned from my
mistakes. (This is why I encourage my students to publish their creative works anywhere; without sending
out their work for publication, it is difficult for budding writers and poets to grow.) Similar to other
poets, I have had some success in placing my work in periodicals and anthologies, and I have received my
share of rejection e-mails. However, learning the art of haiku has been a delightful journey for me, and I
hope that this narrative can be helpful to those who aspire to write haiku.

The Term Haiku and Its Derivatives
The word ―haiku‖ is both singular and plural. It is similar to the English words ―sheep,‖ ―deer,‖
and ―moose,‖ hence ―a haiku,‖ ―two haiku,‖ ―three haiku.‖ It is erroneous to say, ―I have written several
autumn haikus.‖ The correct usage is, ―I have written several autumn haiku.‖
Haiku was originally called ―hokku‖ (opening stanza) until the turn of the 20th century, when
Masaoka Shiki (1867-1902) adopted the term. Initially, ―hokku‖ referred to the first three lines of haikai
no renga (also called haikai), comic or vulgar linked verse written in collaboration and very popular in
the 16th century. Matsu Basho (1644-94), the first great haiku poet, was an accomplished haikai poet who
elevated hokku as a respectable, stand-alone poetic form in the late seventeenth century.
Two derivatives of the word ―haiku‖ are worth noting. ―Haikuist‖ is an English word that means
a haiku poet. ―Haijin‖ is a Japanese word for a haiku poet and is contrasted with ―shijin,‖ which is a
generic term for a poet.

The Definition of Haiku
Various definitions of haiku exist. Here is the Haiku Society of America‘s official definition of
the term: ―a short poem that uses imagistic language to convey the essence of an experience of nature or
the season intuitively linked to the human condition.‖2 Jack Lynch defines haiku as ―a Japanese lyric[al]
form which presents a vivid picture and presents the poet‘s impression, often with suggestions of spiritual
insight.‖3 According to Ray Rasmussen, haiku is ―a minimalist form of poetry‖ in which the poet ―has 17
or fewer syllables through which to convey an experience.‖4 Regarding the content of a haiku, he
explains that a haiku is ―typically…focused on what the writer witnesses in everyday life that is more
outstanding or important than normal, something deemed worth reaching for in written expression.‖4
Here is my definition of haiku:
Haiku is a minimalist, imagistic form of lyric poetry originating in Japan and
generally comprising three lines of up to 5, up to 7, and up to 5 syllables,
respectively. As a short poetic form, it emphasizes succinctness, concreteness,
immediacy, and objectivity. Classic haiku originated as a form of Zen meditation, and
many modern haiku reflect a Zen Buddhist sentiment. As an internationalized poetic
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form, however, haiku can now be written from a variety of philosophical and religious
perspectives.
Haiku is almost always written in the present tense and typically consists of two
parts: a seasonal reference (a word or a phrase) and a fragment. It never uses titles and
rarely uses capitalization except for proper nouns. The first-person pronoun ―I‖ may or
may not be used. Some poets use punctuation marks such as a dash, a semicolon, an
ellipsis, and an exclamation point to mark the transition between the two parts of the
poem. Haiku tend to avoid artistic contrivances, such as rhymes and figures of speech,
which give the impression of artificiality. It always avoids abstractions and judgmental
statements.
Haiku evokes the tranquility and wonders of nature, portrays the passage of time
as reflected in seasonal change, and ponders the meaning of human life as inspired by the
non-human world. Classic haiku typically include a kigo (a season word such as ―cherry
blossoms‖ and ―icicle‖). Contemporary haiku normally include either a kigo or a nonJapanese seasonal reference (such as ―Halloween‖). The haiku attitude towards nature is
generally reverential.
(Adapted from ―On Haiku Poetics‖ 115)

The Simplicity of the Haiku Form
Haiku is highly popular worldwide, including Japan, continental Asia, the United States, Europe,
Australia, and New Zealand. Many elementary school students in America learn to compose a haiku, and
people from all walks of life publish their haiku online or in print format. However, the simplicity of the
form is highly deceptive, because there are many rules governing haiku writing. Some of those rules are
obsolete, and others are debatable, yet, as Matsu Basho famously said, poets should learn the rules before
they discard them.
Unfortunately, many people mistakenly consider haiku an elementary poetic form about nature
that consists of three lines of 5-7-5 syllables. Most professional haiku poets in English today write their
haiku in three lines but rarely abide by the 5-7-5 rule. Instead, they use anywhere between one word (yes,
one word) and 17 syllables in a single poem. Simply Haiku, an international haiku journal, expects a
haiku to be written in short-long-short lines, but other journals do not insist on a certain format. Some
poets even write a haiku horizontally in a single line. Here is Lynne Steel‘s haiku published in Frogpond:
solitude becomes loneliness red moon (13)
The use of season words (kigo) was a widely accepted rule in traditional haiku, but it is not
required anymore. Pre-modern Japanese haiku poets developed hundreds of season words.5 For example,
―lengthening days‖ and ―cherry blossoms‖ represented spring, ―scented breeze‖ and ―sudden shower‖
represented summer, ―chilly night‖ and ―long night‖ represented autumn, and ―early plum blossom‖ and
―first snow‖ represented winter. It was customary for Japanese poets to carry a dictionary of seasonal
words, Sajiki, with them. Season words are still popular, but some haiku poets do not feel the need to use
them. In other words, contemporary haiku in English is highly flexible in form and style.

Why I Write Haiku
I write haiku for two reasons: it fits my East Asian disposition, and it takes much less time to
compose than other forms of poetry. The shortness of the form makes it hard to write a successful haiku,
yet it is a relatively accessible form for every aspiring poet. I could include some other reasons for
writing haiku, but those are the two most important reasons.
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Haiku and my Asian background are inseparable. I was born and reared in the countryside of
South Korea. My village stood in the spacious rice fields along the southwestern coast of the country.
Behind my house was an irrigation canal, and parallel to the canal, a saltwater river flew toward the West
Sea (Yellow Sea), which was only a mile away. Where the rice fields ended, a gentle mountain range
stood like folding screens.
I grew up listening to the sounds of nature throughout the year—the sound of frogs in spring, the
sound of rain in summer, the sound of crickets in autumn, and the sound of cold water flowing under the
frozen canal in winter. I also observed the changing sceneries in my native village: a haze floating above
the barley fields in spring, rice stalks growing taller every day in summer, dragonflies hovering over the
ripe fields in autumn, and a heavy snow covering the barley fields in wintertime. Although I didn‘t begin
to write poetry until my early forties, I am certain that my poetic sensibility was cultivated through my
constant encounter with the natural world in rural Korea.
In addition to my East Asian upbringing, I like to write the brevity of the form of haiku. Revising
a haiku can take days, weeks, and even months, but composing the first draft takes only a brief moment.
As a busy scholar, I don‘t have the time to compose a complex, extended poem. (I have written a dozen
free verse poems, several of which have won poetry contests.) It has become clear to me that it is almost
impossible to be both scholarly and creative in terms of production. Typically, I am in scholarly mode for
several weeks, and for the next few weeks, I am in poetic mode. That is fine with me. Haiku and its
related forms—especially senryu and haibun—serve me as sufficient venues for my self-expression. I
have also learned that, at least in my case, it is better to excel in one or two poetic forms than to dabble in
multiple forms without much success.

Twenty Tips for Haiku Writing
Below are some of the guidelines I have set for my own haiku writing process. Those who are
new to haiku may find them helpful.
#1: A haiku is written in three lines (short-long-short). A one-breath poem, it rarely exceeds 17 syllables
altogether. Some haiku poets do not abide by this rule, which is quite acceptable. June Hopper Hymas‘s
haiku is an example:
the whole winter meadow
ringing, ringing
with coyote call (9)
Hymas is a well-known poet and one of my fellow members of the Yuki Teikei Haiku Society based in
San Jose, California. Her poem consists of 6-4-5 syllables. However, almost all haiku in English today
consist of three short-long-short lines. Robert D. Wilson, a co-editor-in-chief of Simply Haiku, explains
why it is important to use this format:
A lot of serious English-language haiku poets today compose haiku in a short/long/short
three-lined format using fewer syllables than a traditional 5/7/5 Japanese haiku. The
vowel sounds (mora) in Japanese are shorter in intonation than those in English
(syllables). A haiku in English, therefore, utilizing the 5/7/5 syllable schemata, often
sounds awkward, losing the meter a haiku written in Japanese would have…. If a haiku is
too long, it comes across as awkward. When writing a haiku, one needs to be cognizant
of meter (rhythm). When it‘s missing, it is not a poem but a line of thought.
at night,
short (2)
i try not to think . . . long (5)
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tall reeds

short (2)
—Robert D. Wilson

The meter in the above poem would sound different if I were to deviate from the S/L/S
schemata indigenous to the haiku genre….. Meter is important to haiku. The S/L/S
metrical system gives it its own meter. If one changes the meter, what he/she ends up
with is a haiku-like free verse poem. (―Haiku—An Introduction‖)
I fully agree with Wilson: the S/L/S format provides the poem with musicality that helps the reader to
appreciate the poem in one breath.
#2: A haiku usually consists of two parts (or images): a seasonal reference (in a word or a phrase) and
then a sentence (or a fragment) that provides comparison or contrast. Here is my poem that shows
comparison:
spring night
puppy‘s belly rises
and falls
―Spring night‖ (haru no yo in Japanese) is a season phrase for spring. The second part of the haiku
portrays the peacefulness of a spring night through the image of a puppy sleeping soundly.
Here is my haiku that indicates contrast:
flying squirrel
my neighbor and I crawl out
of a long winter
In this work, ―flying squirrel‖ is a season word for spring. The slow movement in the second and third
lines is contrasted with the quickness of a squirrel that enthusiastically welcomes the coming of a new
spring.
#3: Punctuation marks and capital letters are rarely used in a haiku. As stated above, a haiku is a poem in
one breath, so it would not be cluttered with punctuation marks such as a period, a comma, or a quotation
mark. A convention in traditional Japanese haiku is the use of a cutting word (kireji) between the two
parts of a haiku or at the end of a haiku. If placed in the middle of a poem, it invites the reader to pause
briefly and reflect on the relationship between the two sections. Here is Matsuo Basho‘s poem in Jane
Reichold‘s translation:
what a retreat!
with the moon and mums
in an acre of rice paddies (Matsuo Basho 150)
In the original text, the first line (kakurega ya) ends with the cutting word ya (や) which is not
translatable. By using this functional word, Basho emphasizes the preceding word, kakurega (―a hidden
house‖ in English), thereby inviting the reader to consider the connection between line 1 and the
remaining lines. Because English doesn‘t have exact equivalents for the cutting words, they are indicated
by a dash (—), a colon (:), or an ellipsis (…). Jane Reichhold chose to use an exclamation point in her
translation, but the first line of the poem could be rewritten in three different ways as well: ―a
retreat—‖; ―a retreat:‖; or ―a retreat….‖
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In Writing and Enjoying Haiku, Jane Reichhold advises us to ―[u]se no punctuation for
ambiguity‖ and then to ―[u]se all normal sentence punctuation,‖ including a colon, a semicolon, an
ellipsis, a comma, a dash, and a period (77-78). Thus, she implies, punctuation is optional in Englishlanguage haiku. However, in her own translation of Basho‘s haiku, she almost always avoids
punctuation.
Similar to punctuation, capital letters are rarely used in haiku writing, even if the poem includes a
full sentence. Below is my haiku published in Mariposa:
cold morning
a crow stands alone
on a faded grass
Here the second and third lines constitute a sentence, but the first word is lowercase a. Some poets even
use lowercase i for the first-person pronoun. Don Korobkin‘s poem in Frogpond is a case in point:
morning obituaries…
there i am
between the lines. (27)
Most haiku poets do capitalize personal pronouns, but some do not. Again, this shows the flexibility of
the haiku form and the danger of being dogmatic about it.
#4: Don‘t fake your emotion and avoid artificiality and contrivance in your haiku writing. Write haiku
only when you truly feel compelled to express your deeply held emotion. A haiku devoid of genuine
emotion will likely ring hollow to the reader. Unlike Western poetry, haiku rarely uses figures of speech
(simile, metaphor, personification, etc.). Haiku poets rarely use an external rhyme scheme. This is why
haiku is probably the most approachable poetic form for everyone; people who have no poetic training
can write a successful haiku with the right mindset.
#5: Don‘t try to sound ―cute‖ in a haiku. A haiku is much more than a short poem written in beautiful
words. It is a way to observe and meditate on the world and all the lives inhabiting it—humans, animals,
insects, and plants. At the same time, choose images that are uplifting. Typically, haiku poets avoid
violent, ugly, or gratuitous images. Of course, they write about death or violence (the ravages of war, for
example), but the images that describe death and violence must be uplifting. Here is a haiku by Matsuo
Basho:
Summer grass
the only remains of soldiers‘
dreams (Matsuo Basho 137)
He portrays the futility of a war with an uplifting image, not with his fist raised. Here is Basho‘s death
haiku6 composed in 1694:
On a journey, ill,
and over fields all withered, dreams
go wandering still. (Henderson 30)
This is perhaps the most well-known death haiku in history. Instead of using words such as ―death‖ and
―sadness,‖ the poet adopts subdued yet powerful imagery in expressing his sorrow at the prospect of
departing this world.
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#6: Avoid big, multisyllabic words. Instead, adopt short, specific, and vivid diction. For instance, ―rain‖
(one syllable) is better than ―precipitation‖ (five syllables) for haiku. ―Falling leaves‖ is better than
―loneliness‖ or ―sadness,‖ because the phrase (―falling leaves‖ is an ―autumn‖ phrase) already implies the
fleeting nature of life. ―The morning glory‖ (a specific flower) is more concrete than ―a flower.‖
#7: Minimize the use of verbs (such as ―happen‖), adjectives (such as ―beautiful‖), and adverbs (such as
―happily‖). Like all other poetic forms, haiku needs concrete, precise language. Show, not tell. Here is
an exemplary haiku by Ruth Holzer:
his voice
over the distances—
sunflower (8)
This poem does not rely on flowery language, yet it conveys the poet‘s emotion effectively. No verb is
used, and no adverb is used. ―Sunflower‖ is a season word for summer, so the poet doesn‘t have to
explain that this is a summer haiku. An inexperienced poet may have composed the poem this way:
this summer evening
I can hear his voice from afar…
sunflower
Compare the two poems, and you will see that the first one is much more energetic and concise than the
second one.
#8: Determine what kind of mood or emotion you want to convey in your haiku. Do you want to simply
portray the hidden beauty in nature? Do you want to convey the emotions of sadness, loneliness, despair,
stoic resignation, or happiness? Based on your emotion, you can choose the right images from nature that
convey it. Use nature or seasonal change as a reflection of your own sentiment. Haiku poems are
ultimately about humans, not about nature.
#9: Look for your poetic materials constantly—consciously and subconsciously. Haiku materials can be
found everywhere. Observe things around you—nature, animals, insects, fish, people, and events. Find
something significant, meaningful, or surprising in the ordinary and share it with readers.
#10: Whenever you have an idea for a haiku, write it down immediately. Otherwise, you may lose it
forever. Always carry a notepad and a pen so that you can record your ideas before they elude you.
When you sleep, keep them within your reach. Poetic inspiration sometimes comes in sleep—or halfsleep. The first draft of your haiku doesn‘t have to sound poetic. Write your poem in prose style first,
and then change it into a poem.
#11: Maintain a balance between tradition and novelty. Haiku has a long tradition and thus has many
―rules‖ to follow. At the same time, contemporary haiku poets explore different ways to write haiku.
Sticking to tradition only will make your haiku somewhat stale, but over-emphasizing your individuality
will make the reader wonder if your poem can be called haiku. T. S. Eliot‘s critical essay ―Tradition and
the Individual Talent‖ (1919) will help you understand the ideal relationship between poetic tradition and
the individual poet.
#12: Keep the balance between clarity and ambiguity (or artistry). A good haiku is generally clear but
can also be shrouded in mystery. It is okay to puzzle the reader a little bit but not too much.
Unfortunately, some contemporary English haiku sound like jigsaw puzzles that can be solved only by the
poet or someone who knows him/her personally.
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#13: A good exercise for beginning haiku poets is to imitate good haiku, especially those written by
classical and reputable Western poets. Borrow a line from another person‘s haiku and then replace the
two remaining line with your own words. It is not plagiarism to borrow a structure of another person‘s
haiku and then replace some words in it. Here is a poem by Matsuo Basho:
Harvest moon—
the tide rises
almost to my door. (Hass 50)
Here is my own version:
harvest moon—
a cricket
invading my room
What constitutes plagiarism is sometimes unclear. This is what Jane Reichold says in Writing
and Enjoying Haiku: ―Remember, you cannot copyright a phrase, so if someone steals your favorite
phrase, you will have to grin and share it. Also, you cannot copyright just part of a haiku. Changing one
word or inverting the line order makes the poem new, and no longer yours‖ (90). Of course, you should
try to use your own words in your haiku, but legal plagiarism is not uncommon; indeed, it has been
practiced for thousands of years. (A cento poem is a collage poem that consists entirely of lines borrowed
from poems written by other people.) Also, you can offer a new twist to another poet‘s work by
modifying it.
#14: Write your haiku in the present tense, even if you recollect a moment from the past. Here is one of
my summer haiku:
deep tree shade
my dog and I listen to
cicadas
This poem is based on a moment when my dog (Bailey) and I were sitting in the family room. Although
it is about what happened in the past, it is still in the present tense for the sake of immediacy.
#15: It is perfectly okay to use the first-person pronoun I. Some haiku poets avoid using this first-person
pronoun, thereby hiding behind images in the poem. Here are two conflicting pieces of advice from Jane
Reichhold: ―Avoid all reference to yourself‖ and ―Refer to yourself obliquely as the poet, this old man, or
with a personal pronoun‖ (77). In other words, using I is up to the poet. Indeed, many haiku poets use it
today. John Stevenson‘s poem is an example:
chilly night
I try to start a dream
with twigs and leaves (14)
#16: Study reputable guidebooks on haiku writing. Two titles are must-read books: Jane Reichhold‘s
Writing and Enjoying Haiku: A Hands-on Guide (Kodansha International, 2002) and Lee Gurga‘s Haiku:
A Poet’s Guide (Modern Haiku Press, 2003). Gurga comes across as a traditional aesthetician, whereas
Reichhold seems to be more flexible in her acceptance of popular haiku types such as spam haiku and pet
haiku. I think there is a place for humor haiku which is not necessarily inferior to traditional haiku. They
are simply two different types of haiku in the same way we differentiate serious fiction from popular
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fiction. Serious and popular (humor) haiku are written for different purposes, the former being intended
for thoughtful reflection and the latter for amusement and diversion.
#17: Consider joining local and national haiku clubs. The Haiku Society of America currently has more
than 800 members in and outside the United States. Nationally known local haiku societies such as the
Yuki Teikei Haiku Society (San Jose, CA) and the Haiku Poets of Northern California (San Francisco)
will help you grow as a haiku poet. For information on how to join them, go to their Web sites. In the St.
Louis area, the Mississippi Mud Daubers Haiku Group meets in Edwardsville, Illinois, a few times year.
I have sought feedback on my haiku from local poetry critique groups but have not received much
asistance. Attending poetry critique meetings can help, but poets who have not learned haiku may have
little to say about how to improve your work. Writing haiku is very different from writing Western types
of poetry, so you should seek assistance from experienced haiku poets.
#18: Revise, revise, revise. Like all the other kinds of poems, you can make your haiku better with
revision. Even if you are satisfied with the first draft, rewrite it in a couple of different ways. Revisiting
a haiku after the passage of days and weeks will help you see your work with fresh eyes, and you may
come up with better ways to express your thought.
#19: You will experience emotional ups and downs as you share your haiku with other people.
Sometimes they will be excited about it; other times they will wonder whether it has any literary merit.
Don‘t be influenced too much by how they respond to your work. Keep writing while reading exemplary
haiku written by respected poets, and then eventually you will get better. It takes at least three or four
years of training to achieve a deeper understanding of haiku. Haiku writing is not simply a matter of
writing skills; more importantly, it is a matter of seeing—and re-seeing—the world from the eyes of
haiku. When an editor rejects your haiku, it is a good time to figure out why it was not accepted. An
editor is not always the best judge of a poem, but when a poem is not chosen for publication, there is a
reason. At least one experienced haiku poet didn‘t find your work acceptable. It is normal to become
upset, depressed, or cynical when your work is declined. However, if you want to become a better poet,
you should breathe deeply and then consider whether your poem has room for improvement. In the
meantime, you should not write haiku only for publication or, worse yet, to please the editor. Editors are
supposedly experts, but they are also human beings with their own biases. If you really think your
rejected work is good enough for publication, then proudly send it elsewhere or publish it on your own.
#20: Read, read, read. Read good haiku—both Japanese and contemporary American haiku—on a daily
basis. Learn how to write your haiku from good poems. Learn how not to write your haiku from bad
poems.

What Is a Good Haiku?
In my essay ―On Haiku Poetics‖ (2010), I identified five characteristics of a good haiku:
1. It is short but meaningful.
2. It presents an ―aha‖ moment in ordinary life.
3. It uses two concrete images.
4. It makes the reader relate to the poem.
5. It delights, enlightens, and moves the reader without preaching. (118)
Here are some examples of haiku that delight me. Gyōdai (1732-93), a Japanese poet, wrote an
autumn haiku that reads,
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The falling leaves
fall and pile up; the rain
beats on the rain. (Henderson 125)
I like the pleasant surprise or twist at the end of this poem. It is easy to visualize the scene: an autumn
day when a pouring rain beats down on fallen leaves. Many beginning haiku poets would have portrayed
how the rain beats on the fallen leaves. That sounds commonsensical; that is what we observe on a rainy
autumn day. Yet, Gyodai closes the poem with the word ―rain‖: the rain beats on the rain, not on the
fallen leaves. A good poem offers a twist at its end in the same way the short story writer O. Henry so
masterfully does in his short fiction.
The next example is by Yosa Buson (1716-83), who wrote painterly haiku on the beauty of
nature:
Peony petals fall,
piling one on another
first two, then three (Lowenstein 34)
I like the simplicity of the poem. The poet does not philosophize, and he does not puzzle the reader with
ambiguous language. Anyone who has observed the falling of leaves in the rain can identify with the poet
here. Haiku is not a pretentious poetic genre. Instead, it portrays the beauty that exists in the ordinary.
The next poem was composed by Sugiyama Sampu (1647-1732), a haiku poet in the Edo period
(1603-1868):
Glint of hoe
Lifted high:
Fields in summer (110)
When I first read this poem in June 2011, I was electrified by it. It was a simple poem about the
movement of a hoe, a tool used by farmers to till or rake the earth around plants. In traditional farming
villages in Asia, you can still see women squatting in vegetable gardens or barley fields and loosening the
soil with a hoe. Thus, the poem portrays a highly ordinary activity that almost everyone would overlook
easily. In Sugiyama Sampu‘s work, however, a very brief moment in the movement of a woman‘s arm
becomes alive. Then, what does the poet try to achieve through this haiku? His goal may be to portray
something extraordinary found in a mundane activity. He may have wanted to describe the inner strength
of a woman who holds her hoe high, which then reflects sunlight. Either way, the poet immortalizes a
moment in a farmer‘s life in his poem. It recalls John Keats‘s well-known poem ―Ode on a Grecian Urn‖
(1820). In his work, Keats portrays a scene in which a young man and his lover sit underneath a glade of
trees. The speaker of the poem tells the youth that his inability to kiss her should not be grieved but be
welcomed, because her lady will remain young and beautiful forever on the ancient urn. Similar to the
young couple in Keats‘s poem, the unnamed woman in this haiku is frozen in time, thereby gaining her
immortality.
Two types of haiku baffle me: first, a seemingly meaningless haiku that leads me to ask, ―So
what?‖ and second, a confusing haiku that makes me wonder, ―What is going on?‖ (Han, ―On Haiku
Poetics‖ 118-19) Many children who learned the basics of haiku in classes write beautiful but onedimensional haiku. They religiously follow the 5-7-5 format. Using 17 syllables in an English haiku is
not incorrect, and in the Yuki Teikei Haiku Society‘s annual haiku competition, the entrants must use 5-75 English syllables. Yet, most inexperienced haiku poets mistakenly think that counting syllables is the
most important thing in haiku composition. Most poorly written haiku on the Internet lack subtlety and
insight that a good haiku contains. They are actually prose written in three lines.
At the other extreme, I see many contemporary haiku that are beyond my comprehension. The
context is unclear, and the poem seems to be too self-absorbed to be understood easily. Poetry is a form
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of communication (of course, artistic communication), so if it is not communicable, then what is the
merit? Some people say that readers do not have to understand a poem fully in order to appreciate it.
They say that it is okay for a poem to deliver a certain mood only although readers can‘t paraphrase the
poem. For me, an incomprehensible poem has defeated its primary purpose with its incommunicability.
A poem should not be one-dimensional, but it should not be hard to figure out, either.

Conclusion
The charm of haiku lies in its simplicity and immediacy. Although it does not mean that haiku is
an easy form to master, it is also true that writing a haiku takes much less time than writing a sonnet or a
villanelle. I have seen poets spending years revising a single sonnet. In contrast, haiku is based on instant
intuition so that it can be written in a few seconds. Haiku is the best form for busy people who want to
record their instantaneous insights about life derived from nature or from the cycle of seasons. Not
having to use exactly 17 syllables also makes haiku writing a spontaneous activity. Some haiku may
require constant revisions, yet the poet does not have to worry about having to follow a certain format.
As a poetic form, haiku fits the poets who like spontaneity, authenticity, and independent-mindedness.
In addition, haiku is an ideal poetic form for those who love nature and everything in it. Almost
all haiku focus on nature and the cycle of seasons. Some haiku portray nature because it is significant in
itself. Other haiku use nature or a season as a backdrop for telling a human story. Whether nature is
primary or secondary, it is an integral part of haiku. Those who are indifferent to—or despise—the
natural world will find it very difficult to write haiku.
Kobayashi Issa (1763-1827), one of the four haiku masters in pre-modern Japan, wrote a famous
haiku about a fly. It reads,
Look, don‘t kill that fly!
It is making a prayer to you
By rubbing its hands and feet.
In the poem, someone is about to swat an annoying fly. The speaker pleads with him/her to restrain from
doing that, because the poor fly is begging for its life. On the surface, it sounds like a humorous haiku.
However, once we get to know the life of Kobayashi Issa, we can understand that the poet is serious about
what he says. In the begging fly, he sees himself. His life was full of misery. His mother died when he
was only three. His father remarried, and his stepmother and stepbrother made his life unbearable. After
marriage, he lost four children in their infancy, and his wife also died when he was 61. It is not surprising
that Issa wrote the following haiku about dew, which evaporates soon after sunrise:
The world of dew—
A world of dew it is indeed,
And yet, and yet…
Many contemporary poets in America write so-called ―people poetry.‖ Lucidity Poetry Journal
welcomes poems ―in understandable English and related to people and human relationships‖ and does not
consider ―nature poems about butterflies and flowers.‖7 Its editorial policy is understandable: many
nature poems written by inexperienced poets sound cheesy and sentimental. Haiku poets can portray the
splendor and wonders of nature, but in most professional haiku, nature is something—a medium—that
opens our eyes to the mystery of life. In that sense, haiku is ultimately about people. Those who are not
interested in nature can also pursue senryu, a satiric three-line poetic form exclusively about human
nature.
Also, it should be mentioned that there are many different schools of haiku which will teach
different things about haiku. Accordingly, it is important to read a wide variety of haiku—both from
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Japan and from contemporary America—and pick your own favorite poets and styles and learn from
them. As for me, I have been influenced by pre-modern Japanese haiku much more than contemporary
English-language haiku. Perhaps it is due to my East Asian sensibility. Perhaps it is because I like clarity
and simplicity that I find in traditional haiku. A primary difficulty I have with contemporary American
haiku is that so many poems are about people and not enough about nature, although the poems may refer
to nature. A farm boy at heart, I turn to old Japanese haiku as a way to return to my rural roots, for which
I do not apologize. I am not saying that pre-modern Japanese haiku are necessarily superior to
contemporary American haiku. My point is that old Japanese haiku inspire me much more than Englishlanguage haiku, I generally write my work modeled after old Japanese haiku, and I have had some
success in publishing my work in journals and anthologies that way.
In closing, haiku is a great poetic form for anyone who pursues a life of reflection and meditation.
Those who live close to the soil can record the beauty and wonders of the natural world. For urbanites,
haiku can be a form of emotional escape from a hectic lifestyle. Writing haiku opens our eyes to the
extraordinary that exist in the ordinary. Haiku is relatively easy to write, and it can be more personally
rewarding than any other poetic form.

Notes
1

This is a revised transcript of my keynote speech delivered at the annual convention of the Missouri
State Poetry Society, West Plains, MO, 23-24 Sept. 2011.
2

See http://www.hsa-haiku.org/archives/HSA_Definitions_2004.html.

3

See http://andromeda.rutgers.edu/~jlynch/Terms/haiku.html.

4

See http://raysweb.net/haiku/pages/haiku-definition.html.

5

See the following websites for lists of kigo:
 ―The Yuki Teikei Haiku Season Word List‖
(http://www.youngleaves.org/poetry/The%20Yuki%20Teikei%20Haiku%20Season%20Word%2
0List.htm);
 ―The Five Hundred Essential Japanese Season Words‖
(http://www.2hweb.net/haikai/renku/500ESWd.html);
 ―Kiyose Collection of Season Words in Japan‖
(http://www.cc.matsuyama-u.ac.jp/~shiki/kukai.html)
 ―The World Kigo Database‖
(http://worldkigodatabase.blogspot.com/)

6

In traditional Japan (and in China and Korea), it was customary for poets to compose a farewell poem
before their death. Hundreds of Japanese death poems are collected in Professor Yoel Hoffmann‘s
Japanese Death Poems (1986). More recently, haiku poet Robert Epstein published a collection of
English-language death poems, Dreams Wander On: Contemporary Poems of Death Awareness (2011).
The title of Epstein‘s volume is an allusion to Basho‘s death haiku.
7

See http://lucidityjournal.00books.com/index.html.
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Rhymed versus Prose Poetry
Marcel Toussaint
The art of writing—and rewriting—poetry has been a pleasure of mine for many years. One of
the most fascinating concepts I have observed in my study of poetry is the contrast between prose and
rhymed poetry. Both have been used for centuries and have been mastered by many of our poetic
ancestors, remaining timeless for even the most modern reader. After considering one of these poems,
many admirers try to write their own poetry. Some experience success, but others might find that writing
poetry is harder than it looks. Rhymed and prose poetry are two styles of poetry that need to be
understood before they are written.
Prose poetry has taken over poetry for some decades, but the beauty of rhymed poetry cannot be
ignored. Many singers prefer rhyming lyrics for their songs. The refrains seem to be catchier if rhymed,
and audiences will quickly repeat them with pleasure, remembering the lyrics because of their rhymed
cadence. Troubadours liked to give their stories some rhythm, and rhymes were important; they helped
retain the attention of the people that came to listen to their stories.
My suggestion for young poets is to practice both rhymed and prose poetry. The key to writing
good poetry is practice and practice; soon, it will become second nature. Most poets have practiced
rhyming at one time or the other. Indeed, it used to be the primary style taught in schools.
The use of a rhyming dictionary will help get a selected number of recognized rhymes. In time,
you will be able to recall them automatically if you write often. The multi list of rhymes for a particular
word is so plentiful that you can easily find the right one for the verse you need to finish your poem. If
you do not, you must then manipulate the previous verse and find two new compatible rhymes. Below is
a simple poem without rhymes which is then manipulated to use rhymes. The first version is a prose
poem with an open rhyme scheme.
Flowers for My Vase
The hydrangeas were fresh, in bloom,
blues and light greens, some whites
blending well on the kitchen table.
My sister raved her daughter‘s garden is regal.
It was a warm day and I stopped by
for a short hello passing by the area.
The cell phone will let us know
if she is home so we can meet.
We mostly talk on the telephone,
no traffic to fight, no heat wave to bear.
We keep in contact calling each week
when the darkening skies turn to gray.
My niece came by with hydrangeas
from her garden. She had prepared them
with some wet absorbent tissues
then put in a plastic bag to carry in the car.
How thoughtful to let me have some flowers
that I particularly like at this time of the year.
They are now in a crystal vase on a marble
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table, next to a window in the indirect light.
This poem can be edited to have rhymes as follows. Each verse is of varied length not using the
traditional equal number of feet or syllables. I favor this approach of not forcing the length of verses. If
there is rhythmic balance in the verses, their length is fine. It removes the stiffness that can develop in a
poem overly structured.
Flowers for My Vase
The hydrangeas were fresh, in bloom,
blues and greens, some whites like plume,
blending well on the kitchen table.
My sister raved her daughter‘s garden regal.
I stopped in, on a warm day
for a short hello passing by her chalet.
The cell phone always helpful
to know if she is in, avoiding a trip futile.
We mostly talked on the phone,
no traffic to fight, no heat wave known.
We stay in contact using this easy way
when the skies darken until gray.
My niece came by with more of the same
hydrangeas from her garden‘s fame.
prepared with some wet absorbent tissues
put in a plastic bag to safeguard their hues.
How thoughtful to let me have some flowers
that I particularly like as early bloomers.
They are now in a crystal vase on a marble,
a table next to a window, proud and noble.
It should be noted that some verses had to be manipulated and even changed to allow for rhymes. This
version is more rhythmic than the first one, which has no rhymes. It took some work to change it over. It
would have been easier to write it from the start with the intent of rhyming throughout.
My suggestion is to write the first verse and then look for a compatible rhyme before writing the
second verse. This is the right moment to tweak the meaning of both verses accordingly to accommodate
the rhymes. You must not use a rhyme if it does not help the thought of the verses. In such a case, you
must rework the verses with new rhymes. Here, the same poem is rewritten in a prose sequence.
Flowers for My Vase
The hydrangeas were fresh, in bloom, blues and light greens, some whites blending well
on the kitchen table. My sister raved that her daughter‘s garden is regal.
It was a warm day and, passing by the area, I stopped in for a short hello. The cell phone
will let us know if she is home so we can meet.
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We mostly talk on the phone, no traffic to fight, no heat wave to bear. We keep in
contact calling each week when the darkening skies turn to grey.
My niece came by with hydrangeas from her garden. She had prepared them with some
wet absorbent tissues, and put in a plastic bag to carry in the car.
How thoughtful to let me have some flowers that I particularly like at this time of the
year. They are now in a crystal vase on a marble table, next to a window in the indirect
light.
Note that the poem was written as a prose poem at the very beginning, not as prose that we cut up to a
poetry format. Now evaluate each version and debate which one is more to your liking: prose poem,
rhyming poem, or regular prose.
Here is an exercise. First, write a prose description about snow, a season, or a garden. Then, take
scissors and cut up the poem into lines where you think you can keep the meaning of the piece. Read it a
couple of times, at least once aloud. If one of the lines does not make sense, adjust it so that it is clearer.
Second, try to end each couplet with a rhyme, this being the most simple thing to do. Change
some of the wording of the poem if the rhymes you want to use force you to do so.
Third, read the poem a couple of times, and then let it sit and go back to it the next day to work it
some more.
Fourth, rewrite the poem using your computer. While I have been told many times by teachers
who like anything written formatted to the left margin, I suggest centering the poem in the middle of the
page and reading it again. Adjust lines that seem unclear or that are worded awkwardly.
Lastly, submit your poetry. For contests, use the alignment to the left margin. This is to
safeguard your work from being rejected by a judge who requires that format. Judges have their own
preferences, and it is best not to take a chance with your submissions.
Flowers for My Vase
The hydrangeas were fresh, in bloom,
blues and greens, some whites like plume,
blending well on the kitchen table.
My sister raved her daughter‘s garden regal.
I stopped in, on a warm day
for a short hello passing by her chalet.
The cell phone always helpful
to know if she is in, avoiding a trip futile.
We mostly talked on the phone,
no traffic to fight, no heat wave known.
We stay in contact using this easy way
when the skies darken until gray.
My niece came by with more of the same
hydrangeas from her garden‘s fame.
prepared with some wet absorbent tissues
put in a plastic bag to safeguard their hues.
How thoughtful to let me have some flowers
that I particularly like as early bloomers.
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They are now in a crystal vase on a marble,
a table next to a window, proud and noble.
Conclusion
Note that the mechanical study and writing of a poem is for training. In time, you will be able to
write a poem that is a rhyming piece or a prose without cutting up the prose you have written.
If you find a poem you have written not to your expectations, see if it can be a good prose work.
I have turned such poems into short stories with great pleasure and rewarding results. Audiences
welcome interesting short works when they are presented as complete mini stories for their entertainment.
The more you work back and forth with the different forms of poetry, the easier it will be to
progress in your writing. You will be more seasoned in finding the words you want to use.
Also, the overuse of conjunctions (such as and and but) is detrimental to poetry. I force myself to
avoid them when possible.
Repeating words on purpose for a special effect is fine when used astutely. The overpowering ―I‖
must be used at a minimum. Typing in lower case is not a solution. Rules are guidelines. You may
want some to be absolute, but art and sound judgment must guide you. Rigidity is counter-creative.
Make poetry writing an adventure, a search for the right words, a set of emotions, about a
landscape, about a mysterious happening, about a recent event in your life. Create suspense, comedy,
colorful portraits with words. Develop your skills of observation to the minutest detail.

Renee Scott, ―Early Spring‖
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Notes on
Contributors

_________________________________________________

If you would not be forgotten as soon as you are dead, either write things worth reading or do
things worth writing.
—Benjamin Franklin
What is written without effort is in general read without pleasure.
—Samuel Johnson
I‘m just going to write because I cannot help it.
—Charlotte Brontë
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Billy J. Adams writes fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. He was ordained to the Gospel Ministry in 1971
and has served churches in Missouri for 30 years. He is currently serving as a chaplain for the Civil Air
Patrol; the CAP chaplain service is part of the USAF chaplain service. His work has appeared in poetry
journals, newspapers, and a book series by Guidepost. He has also published one book of poetry and
nonfiction stories, Around the Mulberry Bush. Billy is a former president of the Missouri State Poetry
Society.
Chloe Alisha Adams, age 12, is a Hillsboro School District seventh grader. She has been writing poems
since age seven and songs since age nine. In fourth grade, she won an award from her school principal
for organizing a recycle club which numbered over 100 of her classmates. In Mrs. Oilar‘s fifth-grade
class, she published a newsletter, the Oilar Weekly, soliciting articles from classmates and writing a few
herself. In sixth grade, she entered poems which took first place awards in two contests, one in
Springfield, Missouri, and one in Massachusetts.
Faye Adams is a freelance writer who has published three poetry chapbooks, and four hardback books:
one children‘s book, a book of poetry, and two books of poetry and nonfiction. She also writes fiction,
flash fiction and memoirs. Faye has won numerous awards for poetry, fiction, and nonfiction and has
published in local newspapers and in magazines, poetry journals and anthologies. In 2010, she was
named Senior Poet Laureate of Missouri. Faye has helped conduct poetry workshops in classrooms and
for writers groups and serves as an Advisory Board Member of Missouri State Poetry Society (MSPS).
Faye serves as co-editor of the MSPS Annual Anthology of Poetry and Nonfiction published by the De
Soto chapter, On the Edge.
Mary C. Bagley is professor of English at Missouri Baptist University. She authored nine books,
including The Front Row: Missouri’s Grand Theatres (1984), Professional Writing Types (1989), and The
Art of Writing Well (1995), and edited several more books, including Nineteenth and Twentieth Century
Romantic Literature (1994). She has published over 200 articles in magazines and journals and used to
work as a newspaper editor. She received her Ph. D. from St. Louis University and her B. A. and M. A.
from the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
]
Ruth E. Bell of the Metro East teaches English at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville. She has
taught many years of freshman composition and literature at the college level. An avid gardener, she also
volunteers at her church and gives tours at the Alton Museum of History and Art. The poet and artist
enjoys using Facebook to connect with old friends, family, and classmates and researching obscure topics.
Elizabeth Busekrus, an English major at MBU, loves to read classics, write short stories, and make
movie scripts. Her love of English extends beyond this because she desires to infect others with a passion
for literature and language. Tutoring in the MBU writing lab and residing as president of Sigma Tau
Delta on campus help her to improve her writing skills and impact others.
William J. Byrne, M.A., graduated from St. John‘s University in Queens, New York, with a degree in
Contemporary Literature. He teaches Writing and Rhetoric classes at Oakland University in Rochester,
Michigan. He spent thirty years in marketing for Volkswagen of America before returning to teach at the
college level.
Gary W. Cantor is an American who has lived and worked in Japan since 1985. He is currently a
professor in the Faculty of Economics at Chuo University (in Tokyo) and does research on American, as
well as Japanese, literature. He loves sports, and one of his dreams is to write a novel about a
professional athlete.
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Bobbie Craig is a retired Special Education teacher with an undergraduate degree from Southeast
Missouri State University, and a master‘s from Webster University. She is a member of the Missouri
State Poetry Society, and past president of the On the Edge chapter of that organization. Bobbie has won
a first place in the Centos category of the Alabama State Poetry Society Contest, and earned a third place
in the Arkansas Pen Women‘s Competition. Writing poetry, short stories and memoirs, photography,
reading, and gardening are among her interests. Both Bobbie and her husband enjoy the Rams and lake
vacations with their family.
Charlotte Digregorio publishes poetry that is translated into five languages in journals and anthologies.
She has won many awards, and has been nominated for a Pushcart Prize. Her poetry is exhibited on
public transit, in stores, banks, and venues where she does readings, such as art galleries, major
public/academic libraries, and bookstores. It is also featured on DVDs with art. She has hosted her own
radio poetry program. Digregorio is Midwest Regional Coordinator of the Haiku Society of America.
Further, she is the author of four nonfiction books including, You Can Be A Columnist and Beginners’
Guide to Writing & Selling Quality Features, both Featured Selections of Writer‘s Digest Book Club.
They have been adopted as supplemental texts at many universities here and abroad, as with Everything
You Need to Know about Nursing Homes. She has been on university faculties in the Foreign
Language/Writing Departments, and holds graduate and undergraduate degrees in Italian and French
literatures from The University of Chicago and Pomona College, respectively.
Gail Eisenhart‘s poems have been published recently in CANTOS, Generations of Poetry, Specter, Jet
Fuel Review, Front Range, New Verse News, and New Mirage Journal and are included in Flood Stage:
An Anthology of St. Louis Poets. A retired Executive Assistant, she works part time at the Belleville (IL)
Public Library. She travels in her spare time, collecting memories that show up in new poems.
Christine Ford is a junior at Missouri Baptist University. She will graduate in December 2012 with a
B.A. degree in English. She grew up in Whitehouse, Texas. Her plans after graduation are still
undecided except to serve the Lord in whatever she does.
Amber Gielow is a junior pursuing an English major with an emphasis on secondary education.
Eventually, she hopes to teach literature or develop a career in family law, serving as a child‘s advocate.
In her free time she likes to play piano and read, but work, church activities, and family keep her on the
go.
Melinda Golubski is a junior at MBU. She is majoring in high school education and English and dreams
of becoming a high school counselor in St. Louis. Some of Melinda‘s hobbies include singing, dancing,
and playing piano. She has a loving family who always supports her no matter what she does.
Nancy Gowen enjoys writing poems and essays; she is presently working on a book of Christmas essays.
Nancy has taken a few college writing courses but began writing creatively in fourth grade. She actively
uses her musical and dramatic talents, singing solos at church and acting in and directing church dramas.
Nancy is the mother of Laurie Wallace, Director of Student Aid Compliance at MBU, and enjoys
spending time with her adorable granddaughter, Katrina. She loves to read, cross-stitch, crewel
embroidery; she also participates in Beth Moore Bible Studies and scrapbook with her daughter and their
friends. Nancy can be found two days a week working in the MBU Library in West County.
John J. Han, Ph.D., is Professor of English and Creative Writing at MBU. A prize-winning poet and
nonfiction writer, he has authored three poetry volumes: Little Guy Haiku (2009), Chopsticks and Fork
(2010), and Thunder Thighs (2010). His poems have also appeared in numerous periodicals and
anthologies worldwide, including The Laurel Review, Elder Mountain, Lucidity Poetry Journal, Simply
Haiku, Prune Juice, Confluence, Spare Mule, Mariposa, Geppo, Grist, Pathfinder, Celebrating Christmas
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(Canada), the Mainichi Daily News (Japan), Taj Mahal Review (India), the Chungbuk Times (Korea), and
Wilderness (Korea). On the academic side, he has edited Wise Blood: A Re-Consideration (Amsterdam &
New York: Rodopi, 2011) and is co-editing (with Dr. Clark Triplett and Dr. Carol Austin, respectively)
two more collections of scholarly essays—one on death and dying in literature and the other on
intellectual disability in literature. He is the author of hundreds of articles, reference entries, and book
reviews.
Andrew Hartmann is a sophomore at MBU, hailing from Troy, Illinois. He is currently studying for a
degree in Christian Ministry, with the hope of eventually becoming a professor at a Christian university or
seminary. When he is not studying for one of his many classes, Andrew enjoys reading books and
writing of poetry.
Originally from St. Louis, Missouri, Mary Kennan Herbert currently lives in Brooklyn, NY, where she
teaches literature and writing courses at Long Island University. Her poems have been published in
literary, theological, and professional journals in the USA and other countries, and her work appears in
several anthologies. Five collections of her poems have been published by Ginninderra Press in
Australia. In the state of Missouri, her poems have appeared in Big Muddy, The Mid-America Poetry
Review, Rockhurst Review, The Mochila Review, Fugue: The Saint Louis University of Women and
Women’s Studies, and Missouri Life. She has received several awards for her work, and is a former firstprize winner in the Midwest Conference on Christianity and Literature poetry competition. Professor
Herbert earned a B.A. at George Peabody College for Teachers/Vanderbilt University and an M.A. at the
City College of New York.
Justo G. Herrera is a Cuban-American author born in 1953. He left his native land, for political reasons,
when he was a teenager. He lived, studied, and worked in New York City, where he received his master‘s
degree in Spanish Language and Literature. In 1976, he won second prize in poetry in the international
competition of the Council of Ibero-American Poets and Writers. By 1994, having moved from New
York, he began to write in English. He has published the short story ―The Sniper‖ in The Heart and the
Harsh (Silver Boomer Books). He has self-published a novella entitled Drought, Rain on Kindle books,
as well as a short collection of Christian poems, Poemas Para Mi Amigo Jesus (Poems for My Friend
Jesus). He is currently learning to write haiku poetry and is working on the next installment of his Young
Heroes Series, entitled One Word for Marcelo.
Carol Sue Horstman, a graduate of Washington University in St. Louis, is a sculptor, painter, filmmaker,
photographer, poet, and illustrator. After teaching all of these subjects, as well as music, for 40 years, she
retired to become an independent artist pursuing sculpture sites in communities and gallery venues. She
has a large sculpture in front of the Art Center in Quad City, Iowa. Carol also constructed a 96-pound
book of mild steel that has garnered many awards; the pages turn, and the book is called My Mystery.
Carol has been published as a newspaper cartoonist as well as in the NLAPW magazine. She is a member
of the On the Edge poetry group in De Soto, which she finds is friendly and supportive.
Donald Horstman has been an artist for 65 years and an art educator for 47 years. He holds a bachelor‘s
degree in art education from Washington University in St. Louis and a master‘s degree in media
technology from Webster University in St. Louis. As well as printmaking and poetry, Donald excels in
sculpture, film, photography, painting, ceramics, and drawing. He shares a studio with his wife Carol in
their home on beautiful Lake Fond Du Lac located in Fenton, Missouri. www.sculpture.org.
Terrie Jacks graduated from the University of Missouri with a B.S. in Education. She has taught school,
substituted and currently is volunteering as a tutor and reads to children in preschool. She has lived in
several different states and spent three years abroad in England. As a child, she entertained her sister and
cousins with stories when they gathered during Thanksgiving and Christmas. When her two sons were
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young, she made up stories to tell them. Now, it‘s her grandchildren‘s turn to be entertained with her
story poems. Sometimes the grandchildren suggest the theme for the story and help writing it. Other
times, the things going on in the world around her are the subject of her writing.
Gordon Johnston is Director of Library Services at Three Rivers College in Poplar Bluff, Missouri. He
is a songwriter and musician, a former English teacher, a gardener, and a lover of all things Ozark. His
poem ―After the Flood‖ was published in the 2011 edition of Elder Mountain: A Journal of Ozark
Studies, and he writes a semi-regular column for the SEMO Times. His interest in haiku is longstanding;
however, his haiku in this issue of Cantos marks his debut as a haiku poet.
Bri Jones is an English major at MBU. She plans to use her degree to teach English as a second
language in different countries, sharing the hope that is in Jesus through her travels.
Rebecca Klussman, a junior at MBU, is the kind of person who would rather read than breathe.
Naturally, her love of literature has led her to pursue a degree in English and an editing career. When she
is not reading, she enjoys many church and school events, church choir, and chats with friends.
Jessica Kostelic is a junior English major at MBU and is from Point Reyes Station, California. In
addition to reading and writing, Jessica enjoys creating art and playing computer games. When she is at
home in California, she enjoys her summers at the beach and exploring San Francisco.
Kelly Leavitt is an instructor of English at MBU and coordinates its Writing Lab. She also serves as
contributing editor for MBU Magazine and as associate editor of the award-winning literary magazine
Boulevard. Her other interests include traveling, and she is currently organizing a travel study
opportunity for MBU students to Europe in 2013. She holds a B.A. in English from Samford University
and an M.A. in Comparative Literature from University College London.
Donal Mahoney has worked as an editor for The Chicago Sun-Times, Loyola University Press, and
Washington University in St. Louis. He has had poems published in The Wisconsin Review, The Kansas
Quarterly, The South Carolina Review, Commonweal, The Christian Science Monitor, and other
publications.
Stephen Manning was born in Tennessee, grew up in Mississippi and Arkansas, joined the USAF in
1961 and traveled the world. He retired after service in Europe, Saudi Arabia, and Guam during the
Vietnam War. Those experiences provide a rich background for his poetry. As a graduate of Syracuse
University, he holds a degree in broadcast journalism. He also has degrees in Fine Art and International
Relations. His wide range of assignments included magazine editor, speechwriter, press liaison,
broadcast commander and foreign community relations advisor. Stephen currently resides in the
woodlands of the Ouachita Mountains of Arkansas. The natural setting of his home was the perfect place
to complete his first book, Camera of the Mind.
Alex (Brick) Mathis is 21 years old and from Pinckneyville, Illinois. This is his first year at MBU,
transferring in as a senior. He is an English major with a concentration in Journalism. His passion for
writing began shortly after eighth-grade graduation into his freshman year of high school. His passion
grew as he wrote fiction for classes and joined the high school newspaper. Brick has continued writing
through college and is the secretary of Sigma Tau Delta. He enjoys writing science fiction, medieval
fiction, and historical fiction, and reading books of the same genres.
Sister Mary Joan Meyer is a Franciscan Sister of Mary. She serves as the Spiritual Care Facilitator for
their retired Sisters. She has a B.A. in Physical Therapy, an M.A. in Spirituality and Pastoral Studies, and
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a Certificate in Spiritual Direction. She loves to walk in nature and take photos. She makes cards with
the photos and writes haiku to accompany them.
Sandra Moore is an Assistant Professor of Accounting and Business Administration at Missouri Baptist
University. Prior to joining the faculty at MBU, Miss Moore was co-owner of a private financial
consulting firm in St. Louis. As an undergraduate student, she studied French and political science and
attended the University of Strasbourg, France, in a junior-year study abroad program. She holds an MBA
in finance from Washington University in St. Louis. Her hobbies include gardening, travel, reading, and
now, writing haiku.
Linda O’Connell is a teacher, an award-winning poet, and multi-genre writer. Her works have appeared
in Grist, Sacred Fool’s Press, Mochila Review, Mid Rivers Review, Lucidity, Lavenderia, Flashquake,
Silver Boomers, fourteen Chicken Soup for the Soul books, Writer’s Journal, Voices of Autism, Voices of
Breast Cancer, Reminisce Magazine, and more. Linda blogs at Write from the Heart,
http://lindaoconnell.blogspot.com.
Von Pittman, Ph.D., recently retired from a career in continuing and distance education that included
service at Washington State University, and the Universities of Georgia, Iowa, and Missouri (Columbia),
during which he published extensively in the fields of continuing education and popular culture. He
authored a ―how-to‖ book on surviving graduate school. Late in his career, Pittman began writing fiction.
He has published short fiction in several journals and literary anthologies, most recently the Missouri
Writers Guild‘s Storm Country. In 2008, his entry won Best Short Story in the Missouri Writers Guild
awards competition.
Gregory Ramirez was born in Fresno, California, where he was raised and currently resides with his
wife Stephanie and their children, Gabriella and Nicholas. His poetry has appeared in Flies,
Cockroaches, and Poets, hardpan: a journal of poetry, Heyday Books‘ reprinting of Highway 99: A
Literary Journey through California’s Great Central Valley, and The Broad River Review. He teaches
full time at the Madera Community College Center.
Stacey Reed has been in love with books since she began reading. No one was surprised when she
decided to major in English literature at MBU. She plans to pursue a career as a book editor and finish
the first draft of her fiction novel.
Anna Roberts-Wells was born in Little Rock, Arkansas, and grew up in a nearby farming community.
She attended Little Rock Central High School, graduating the year the school was embroiled in the
integration crisis. She graduated from Hendrix College with a degree in English and taught junior high
English and speech for one year. She left the teaching field and became a social worker in the foster care
system. After attending graduate school at the University of Tennessee, she lived in several states before
settling in St. Louis. Anna is married and has four grown children and four grandchildren. She presently
is retired and living in Festus, Missouri, where she does volunteer work and writes. She is a member of
the Society of Children‘s Book Writers and Illustrators (SCBWI) and On the Edge chapter of the
Missouri State Poetry Society.
Cordell P. Schulten is an associate professor of American and International Law at Handong Global
University in Pohang, Korea. He has also taught at Fontbonne University and Missouri Baptist
University. Before teaching, he practiced law for ten years specializing in commercial litigation and
death penalty cases. Schulten earned his M.A. in Theological Studies from Covenant Theological
Seminary in 2004 and his J.D. from Saint Louis University School of Law in 1986. He has also done
graduate studies in Theology and Culture at Concordia Seminary in St. Louis.
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Renee Scott is the Administrative Assistant to the Director of Graduate Admissions at Missouri Baptist
University. She is a nursing student at Jefferson College in Hillsboro, and is currently completing a
preceptorship at St. Louis Children‘s Hospital. She will graduate with her RN in July 2012. Renee has
worked on assignment as a freelance photographer for the Independence Center of St. Louis, and
Missouri Baptist University. She also has had work displayed at The Crossing Church in Chesterfield,
MO.
As old farm boy in West Plains, Missouri, Sam Short milked cows part of his way through high school
and college. He attended high school at Logan-Rogersville, MO, and went to Southwest Missouri State
University, where he earned a degree in Environmental Chemical Technology. After college, he served in
the Army for three years as a 92B10 (medical laboratory technician); he was awarded the AAM (Army
Achievement Medal) and the GCM (Good Conduct Medal). Sam has been working as an analytical
chemist for 23 years.
Joshua Smith is finishing his third year at MBU, where he double majors in English and life. He hopes
to one day teach the English language and become fluent in at least one foreign language. He enjoys
reading and writing, and he is a poet, even though he did not know he was one.
At age twelve, Marcel Toussaint first published holiday cards he had designed. An award winning
writer, his poetry has been published in dozens of anthologies. Toussaint has read his poetry on NPR, and
has been featured in major newspapers and magazines. He represented Saint Louis at the 2011 National
Veteran‘s Creative Arts Festival in Fayetteville, Arkansas, with a reading/performance of Shadow under
the Bridge. The poem earned him a National Gold Medal. Remember Me Young, his first anthology, was
published in 1997. In 2009, Toussaint‘s autobiography Poetry of a Lifetime was published. His first
novel, Terms of Interment, was published in 2011. Further information can be found on
www.nacgpress.com. Reflective Reflection, a collection of poems, will be published in 2012.
Jen Trapper is a junior at MBU. She is an English major and a history minor. In her free time, Jen
enjoys glorifying the Lord through her writing and hopes to make a career doing so.
Jennifer Lynn Wills is a single mother of two daughters. She is a Registered Nurse in a busy
Emergency Room in the Greater St. Louis region and has been avidly writing poetry for four years. Her
most recent accomplishment is winning first runner up out of 900 entries for the 2011 Foley Poetry
Contest in America magazine for her poem ―some things won‘t be stopped,‖ which was published in the
July 2011 issue. She writes from a small desk, next to a big dog, in a small town in Missouri, of which
she has been a resident since childhood. She is currently gathering her finest works for pursuit of her first
book publication.

Renee Scott, ―Symmetry‖

